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ABSTRACT
Mashing through the Conventions:
Convergence of Popular and Classical Music in the Works of The Piano Guys
by
Alina Kiryayeva
Advisor: Mark Spicer

This dissertation is dedicated to examining the symbiosis between popular music and
Western classical music in classical/popular mashups––a new style within the classical crossover
genre. The research features the works of The Piano Guys, a contemporary ensemble that
combines classical crossover characteristics and the techniques from modern sample-based styles
to reconceptualize and reuse classical and popular works. This fusion demonstrates a new
approach to presenting multi-genre works, forming a separate musical and cultural niche for this
creative practice.
This dissertation consists of three chapters. The first chapter is further divided into two
thematic discourses: genre and authorship. The research draws on Eric Drott’s (2013) position
that contemporary genre definition is a heterogeneous product of technological and cultural shifts
in creation, production and presentation of music. Following Thomas Johnson’s (2018) research
on genre in post-millennial popular music, the first part of the chapter traces chronological
developments of genre categorizations and attempts to place classical/popular mashups as a
separate style within the contemporary genre framework. The second part investigates the
transformations and the current state of authorship attributions in popular music and illustrates

iv

how group creativity and consumer participation prompt multiple authorial distributions in
classical/popular mashups.
Applying Topic Theory established by Robert Hatten (1985) and Kofi Agawu (1992) and
concepts of intertexuality developed by Serge Lacasse (2000, 2018) to the works of The Piano
Guys and other musical works of the same style, the second chapter presents a comparative
analysis, revealing a multi-layered structure of signification different from the intertextual and
topical relationships found in the works of other styles.
In the third chapter the detailed exploration of three works by The Piano Guys places
these methodological theories in dialogue with formal analysis to draw out a series of
quantifiable technical, musical and interpretive characteristics that differentiate “classically
originated” mashups from similar practices in other genres.
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INTRODUCTION

All human creativity is a remix, pooled from the flowing sea of
information that cascades throughout history. (Kevin Holmes, Vice 2011)

A rich history of borrowing in Western music, expanded with the capabilities of digital
technology in the last decades, has fueled a multi-genre, multi-cultural field of imitations,
samples, remixes, covers and otherwise re-imagined and reconceptualized musical ideas. From
mundane examples such as using the catchy tune from Mozart’s Rondo Alla Turca (1778) as a
ringtone for a phone to Beyoncé quoting Johannes Brahms’ Wiegenlied (1868) in “Sweet
Dreams” (2008) to the interpolation of an exact quote from Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring (1913) in
John Williams’ soundtrack to Jaws (1975), the notion of repurposing and reusing works of art
has been explored across multiple fields of cultural expression. A similar history of borrowing
spans across the centuries in visual art. For example, Las Meninas (1656), a seventeenth-century
painting by Diego Velázquez, has inspired over one hundred versions and interpretations,
including a series of fifty-eight paintings by Pablo Picasso (1957), dedicated to analysis and
reinterpretation of the original. Contemporary trends in visual arts stimulated by technological
advances have expanded to collages, reproductions, tributes, parodies, commentaries and even
performance-art interpretations of iconic works by artists such as Rafael, Leonardo Da Vinci,
Van Gogh and Georges Seurat. 1

Reinterpreting paintings in performance art with the aid of technology is a relatively new trend. Examples include
Van Gogh’s The Starry Night (1889) recreated with LED lights and electronic ink, and Edvard Munch’s The Scream
(1893) reproduced as an installation using bricks, TV screens and looping animations.
1

1

In television and film productions the term “recombinant culture,” introduced by Todd
Gitlin (1983), describes how American networks copy, re-produce or imitate “hits” to create
sequels, series and remakes that capitalize on the success and popularity of the original ideas.
Initially fueled by considerations of profitability, the remixes, reruns and remakes now constitute
a sizable part of cinematic art. The documentaries have been reworked into movies, movies
become series, and series are transformed into collages and tributes, and back into
documentaries. The archetypal characters are constantly recycled and reimagined in fresh
productions, borrowing and copying old ideas and scenes along the way. 2
In the present state of what Lawrence Lessig (2008) summarizes as “remix culture,” the
musical landscape has its own prolific trends that involve borrowing and reusing previously
composed materials. To address the creation and production of various sample-based music,
Aram Sinnreich (2008) expanded Lessig’s “remix culture” with the concept of “configurable
culture,” that embodies a wide range of emerging musical practices in both production and
consumption. In Sinnreich’s definition configurable culture encompasses “new musical
aesthetics and practices based around networked media technologies, from remix music to file
sharing” (2008, viii). Powered by recent developments in creative and communicative
technologies such practices include sampling, remixing and DJing that blossomed in the 1980s
and have been expanding ever since. Newly rekindled traditions of covering inspired by
accessibility of YouTube have radically transformed a long-standing practice of re-recording and
re-performing songs that have already been produced by other artists. Present covering practices
include various transcriptions of famous songs for alternative instruments, multimedia
productions incorporating contemporary hits and a large database of fan-based productions.

For more analysis on Hollywood remix practices see a relatively recent documentary series Everything is a Remix
by American filmmaker Kirby Ferguson (2011).
2

2

Sinnreich calls contemporary artists who are practicing within various sample-based and coverbased genres “configurable musicians” and emphasizes how many newly created musical works
are based on borrowed and reconceptualized material.
Relatively recent components of this field, such as mashups, are now well-established
parts of “configurable music.” The recent upsurge of sample-based explorations in American
popular music has encouraged classically trained musicians to explore similar ideas.3 This
development has produced a substantial body of work in this previously marginal style within the
classical crossover genre. In the context of Western classical music, however, the concept of the
mashup is a comparatively new subgenre. Stemming partly from borrowing and repurposing preexisting music in Western classical traditions and partly from a modern culture of digital
sampling, the concept of these mashups is based on juxtaposing classical and popular works to
re-conceptualize the existing material. Still in the process of molding into a defined shape, this
classical/popular movement is finding its place not only under the umbrella of classical
crossover, but also among contemporary sample-based musical styles.
Music distribution models have changed radically in the last decade. Both indirect
advertisement and direct sales are going through new distribution channels, abandoning
traditional paths. Media outlets such as YouTube and Vimeo have effectively overshadowed TV
channels such as MTV. Numerous music-streaming outlets such as Spotify, Pandora, iTunes,
Amazon Music, Deezer and Tune8 have created robust databases, virtually unlimited choices of
musical works on demand and more personalized listening experiences, competing with radio
stations.

3

The term “popular music” is broadly defined as the wide set of mainstream contemporary musical genres.

3

This dissertation reexamines the new type of symbiosis between popular and Western
classical music currently forming on the edge of mainstream musical culture. This relationship is
examined through an exploration of the creative output of The Piano Guys, a group founded in
2010 consisting of classically trained musicians. 4 The Piano Guys have produced over a hundred
works, including originals, covers, transcriptions and mashups of popular and classical music. By
2016 YouTube video clips produced by the group were viewed by music consumers over one
billion times and TPG’s music channel has amassed over five million YouTube subscribers.
Each of their first five major-label albums reached #1 on both the Billboard Classical and New
Age album charts. Judging by TPG’s commercial success and by the popularity of their ideas,
which inspired fan productions and imitative practices of other professional classical musicians, I
posit that the body of work of The Piano Guys represents the current foundation of the
classical/popular mashup style within the classical crossover genre, and this new stylistic
practice merits academic discourse. I illustrate through an investigation of their works how The
Piano Guys have challenged the assumptions and definitional boundaries dominating the
intersections of Western classical music and popular culture, establishing a foundation for the
emergence of new musical style.
A number of different techniques have converged to shape the popular/classical mashups
in the last decade. The origins of compositional and performative aspects within this musical
form mark the significance of the evolution of this particular type of the mashup. The
relationships between the techniques borrowed from both the classical and popular spheres
define the creative processes behind the works. My analysis of the creation and presentation of
The Piano Guys—an American musical group originated in St. George, Utah—gained popularity by posting music
videos on YouTube. In various media sources their music is classified as Classical Crossover, New Age, Orchestral
Pop, Cello Rock and Alternative Contemporary. Curiously, out of four members of the group only two are
performing musicians—Jon Schmidt (piano) and Steven Sharp Nelson (cello). The remaining two members are
videographer Paul Anderson and music producer/arranger Al van der Beek.
4
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the works of The Piano Guys will place their covers, tributes, and crossover works within the
scope of corresponding styles in modern classical music as well as contemporary popular music.
To present the work of The Piano Guys in the current creative field in configurable music and
single out exemplifying qualities of their work, I will highlight several additional examples of
experimental music of popular artists as well as several classical artists presently working within
similar styles.5
In recent years there has been a significant improvement in the dialogue between
scholarly discourses relying on traditional analytical models in classical music and
corresponding discussions in the studies of popular music. Still, given this binary approach to the
studies of classical and/or popular music, methodological applications in academic discussions
are often restricted to those modes of analysis typically applied to music of one or the other style,
thereby limiting the possibilities to interpret characteristics of the music in question in the
dimensions beyond commonly accepted theoretical frameworks. Most contemporary academic
research on the subject of mashups has leaned heavily toward popular music, situating the genre
predominantly in the realm of recent experimentations in popular music composition, recording
and distribution.6 Comprehensive scholarship on the sociological and anthropological aspects of
mashups can be found within interdisciplinary studies by scholars in anthropology, popular
Complex integrations of the select features of classical style within the artists’ original material can be found in the
works of such high-profile pop artists as Lady Gaga and Kanye West. Samples of well-known classical works buried
deep in the popular music soundscape create oppositional juxtapositions drawing attention to the obvious
incongruity between styles. Borrowing and sampling practices with more equally distributed interrelationships
between the genres are best illustrated by the works of classically trained artists such as Lindsey Stirling, David
Garrett, Vitamin String Quartet, 2Cellos and Brooklyn Duo.
5

Recent examples include “Smells like Booty” by Soulwax––a combination of Nirvana’s “Smells like Teen Spirit”
(1991) with Destiny’s Child’s “Bootylicious” (2001); “Oops! . . . The Real Slim Shady Did It Again”(2015), an
anonymously created mashup of Eminem’s “The Real Slim Shady” (2000) with Britney Spears’ “Oops! I Did It
Again” (2004). Other significant experimentations in sample-based music include Plunderphonics (1985)––a sound
collage by John Oswald, which sampled sources of composers from several genres, from The Beatles to Ludwig van
Beethoven. Following Oswald’s explorations Negativeland created Escape from Noise (1987)––an experimental
album incorporating spoken-word samples and samples from pop records.
6
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culture, philosophy and sociology. For instance, Lawrence Ferrara takes an interdisciplinary
approach to the discussion of Western music aesthetics in Philosophy and the Analysis of Music:
Bridges to Musical Sound, Form, and Reference (1991). He summarizes that “conventional
systems of musical analysis are not objective” (Ibid., 46) and draws on philosophy and social
studies to explore extra-musical images, emotions and references enclosed in Western repertoire.
Aram Sinnreich’s dissertation (2008) exemplifies popular genres in the analysis of multimethodological research on configurable music and the rise of new musical aesthetics originating
from networked media technologies. His literary criticism successfully challenges the discursive
limitations placed on the analysis of configurable culture and on the complex relationships
between production, performance and the reception of popular music. By opening up the
dialogue between different approaches to sociological evaluation of popular and classical music
he investigates the possible impact the current state of reconstructing art works might have on
the performance and reception of Western classical music. Sinnreich applies a series of binary
approaches such as figure versus ground, art versus craft and performance versus composition to
the manifestations of configurability in both classical and popular segments of the modern
framework. By equalizing the effects of social codes affected by borrowing and repurposing
across all genres his research offers an alternative path to understanding new musical aesthetics
and social dynamics of reception of re-emergent art and attempts to bridge the divide between
perceived cultural values of classical and popular fields. Applying his findings to The Piano
Guys’ classical/popular mashups, I will attempt to define and categorize the musicological
aspects, and contextualize the aesthetic, communicative and social implications of genre
synthesis.

6

The expansion of copyright laws and frequent debates over copyright issues in sampling
and borrowing has prompted multiple academic arguments on the legality and aesthetics of
mashups, such as in Lawrence Lessig’s book, Remix: Making Art and Commerce Thrive in the
Hybrid Economy (2008), and Creative License by Kembrew McLeod and Peter DiCola (2001).
A representative study of methodology and processes behind the constructions of mashups was
written by Ragnhild Brøvig-Hanssen and Paul Harkins (2012). Christine Boone presents a
comprehensive typology of the genre in her dissertation and a Music Theory Online article
(2011; 2013). The most significant early examples of the mashup genre, notably “Smells Like
Teen Booty” by Soulwax and The Grey Album by Brian Joseph Burton, aka Danger Mouse
(2004), have generated a number of academic discussions, with detailed examinations of the
creative procedures and accounts of the resistance toward musical regulations these works
provoked.7
Most of the commentary investigating connections between borrowing techniques in
Western art music and contemporary digital and re-performed sampling concentrates on
historical evidence. Peter Burkholder (1994) proposes that musical borrowing should be
understood as a field unto itself and offers an exploratory typology of procedures for
incorporating existing musical material in new works. His research traces the borrowing process
from imitative copying of Gregorian chants in the thirteenth century to the present techniques of
digital sampling. Following his path, a number of publications address more recent developments
in contemporary classical music.8 Though replaying and sampling popular songs by classical

For further comments on “Smells Like Teen Booty” see Brøvig-Hanssen and Harkins (2012, 99) and for an indepth analysis of The Grey Album, see Adams (2015).
7

Two representative explorations of borrowing techniques in late-twentieth century classical music include an
article on the music of Elliott Carter and Charles Ives by David Thurmaier (2013), and research on Leonard
Bernstein’s compositional practices by John Wright (2013).
8

7

musicians is frequently considered a merely commercial endeavor,9 not creatively significant
enough to provide aesthetic value as a compositional or performative practice, there are also
several noteworthy articles and research papers illuminating the connections between Western
classical music and contemporary sampling and remixing techniques. Robert Fink (2005) traces
the history of ORCH5, a fragment of a recording of Stravinsky’s Firebird, that was first sampled
and adopted by Bronx DJ Afrika Bambaataa in his dance tracks and later fully “naturalized” as a
part of hip-hop culture.10
This dissertation aims to bring scholarly attention to some previously overlooked trends
in today’s music development and illuminate yet another creative side of the multidimensional
contemporary musical scene.

9

See Classical crossover section in Chapter 1.

A study of convergences of popular and classical music in collage compositions by Rochberg, Berio and
Zimmermann is provided by Catherine Losada (2004). An illuminating commentary on operatic influences on rock
music by Ken McLeod (2001) demonstrates how cross-relations between opera and rock can further facilitate the
post-millennial dissolution of boundaries between “high” and “low” art and offers expanded definitions of both rock
and opera genres.
10
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CHAPTER 1: INHERENT MULTIPLICITY AND AMBIGUITY OF GENRE IN
CLASSICAL/POPULAR WORKS

1. The State of Genre
[Genre] is not to be construed as a stable class of objects, defined by possession of
some discrete set of fixed characteristics. Rather, it is to be understood as a dynamic
ensemble of correlations, linking together a variety of material, institutional, social and
symbolic resource: repertoires, performance practices, distinctive formal and stylistic
traits, aesthetic discourses, forms of self-presentation, institutions, specific modes of
technological mediation, social identities. (Drott 2013, 9)

A large number of recent studies have examined various avenues of genre classification.
The searches for definitions of “genre” range from fitting the music into sets of attributes of a
strictly musicological nature to a complete reliance on sociological and cultural factors to place
music in various categories. For example, Franco Fabbri defines genre as “a set of musical
events (real or possible) whose course is governed by a definite set of socially accepted rules”
(1981, 52). For Fabian Holt (2003; 2007), a musical genre is a “set of symbolic codes that are
organized and constituted [‘codified’] in a social network at particular moments in history,
whose boundaries are negotiated in multilayered ontologies between different interpretative
contexts” (2003, 84).
An application of computer science and data science to taxonomizing genre has resulted
in a shift from the evaluation of a musical object as an artwork to attempting to categorize the
genre characteristics by similarities within data from the audio material and from the user
response. As a part of music information retrieval technology (MIR), automatic music genre
classification (AMGC)––one of the most common applications of MIR technology––is used by

9

online music retailers such as Spotify, iTunes, Shazam and Pandora.11 For example, the storages
of music in Spotify database amount to over sixteen million tracks dispersed over several
servers. To serve over ten million users simultaneously, playing the requested track “instantly”12
the architecture of the retrieval system is designed to implement predictive modeling. By
analyzing previous data on a user’s preferences, the system predicts which part of the storage is
going to be accessed next according to the similarities to the previous requests (Jagelid, 2017).
Among a host of characteristics involved in the predictions are genre classifications which are
determined by data analysis of music tracks and their metadata indicators. The same predictive
models serve to offer each user a selection of music according to their interests, relegating the
choice of genre and formation of musical taste to algorithm-based options. Combining musical
data of characteristics such as melody, harmony, rhythm, texture, instrumentation, dynamics and
form with semiotic and sociological data gathered from forums, reviews and comments of users,
the software algorithms are “measuring ‘similarity relations’ between musical objects and/or
listener response, attempting to understand the exact acoustic, physiological, and cognitive
processes that constitute musical categories” (Johnson 2018, 48). The resulting groupings by
similarities are then sorted and filtered, affixing appropriate genre labels to the musical objects.
The cultural and aesthetic issues arising from this topic has generated a considerable amount of
interdisciplinary studies by the research community (Holzapfel, Sturm and Coeckelbergh 2018;
Celma 2010; 2011; Eck 2012). While the ethical and sociocultural dimensions of using machine
learning to influence music creation and distribution are being debated (Holzapfel 2018), the

Music information retrieval technology (MIR) is a rapidly growing field in data science with multiple applications
including automatic audio recognition, audio transcription and machine-based music composition (Downie 2004;
Cui et al. 2008; Lidy and Rauber 2009; Simonetta et al. 2019).
11

While there is no option for “instant” playback on any of the music platforms, the latency of a playback is so
minimal that it usually cannot be detected by human ear.
12
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exponentially growing amount of musical information has certainly become more manageable
with MIR technologies.13
Generally, the older the original music material is, the more it falls into the traditional
genre framework. Though there is no formal set of laws segregating types of music into niches,
by the end of the twentieth century most of the music written in Western countries before the
1950s has been rigidly classified into formal definitions of genres by scholarly literature and
cultural criticism.14 The academic institutions supported classifications by providing education in
certain genres and encouraging narrowly concentrated exposure to certain types of music. Social
applications, such as choices of venues and formations of listeners’ circles, followed the genre
paths, anticipating listeners of classical music to prefer concert halls and followers of electronic
dance music to favor nightclubs. The formulae for classifications for Western music are still
supported by societal and scholastic institutions and are widely accepted as non-negotiable
values. In contrast, music originating in the last several decades has been constantly re-classified,
the terms of frameworks continuously re-negotiated. Some of the modern critical discourses hold
that genre in its traditional formations is no longer a relevant framework for the analysis of music
repertoire. Allan Moore writes that genre and style classification is a necessary process we
initiate toward the music we hear, socially and individually—“an organization we must impose if
we are to understand the sounds as music” (2001, 441). At the time when “genre is both in a state
of decline and a state of proliferation, simultaneously atrophying yet employed in increasingly
abundant and sophisticated manners” (Johnson 2018, v), the majority of academic studies
There are over ten thousand albums released and over a hundred thousand musical works copyrighted each year.
There are more than five hundred online music retailers. iTunes––just one of them––has sold over one billion songs
to date (IFPI Global Music Report 2019).
13

By the music of Western countries, I mean music written in Western Europe and the countries of Anglosphere
(USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand), as opposed to world music, which has not been as extensively studied,
parsed and classified, even though all the countries of Anglosphere are rich with indigenous cultures and art forms.
14
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explore a more holistic approach, where the genre determinants are not limited by musicological
or historical considerations but rather dependent upon the context of their sociological and
cultural environments. The most significant studies of genre—by Amanda Bayley (2010), Eric
Drott (2013), and David Brackett (2016)—provide several referential frames for genre
definitions, which encompass modern trajectories of genre development and, thus, provide some
definitive borders that can be applied to genre classifications even in their present highly
intermedial state. Thomas Johnson (2018, iv), in his analysis of genre (re)formations in postmillennial popular music, separates and organizes a combination of factors pertinent to creation,
distribution and consumption of popular music during the last two decades. With the concept of
genre-thinking or genreme, Johnson encompasses a number of cultural, sociological and
technological factors that influence our formation, perception and utilization of genre structures
(2018, 44–5).15
As genre definitions become increasingly unstable, the techniques involving borrowing,
sampling and reusing previously existing music have a particular role in modern genreme.
Instead of continuously shaking the borders of genre frameworks, the artists who use pre-existing
material are intentionally bringing together more stable yet unrelated genre categories. In works
of sample-based styles, there are at three possible structural processes that call for the application
of different standards to various parts of the same work: recontextualizing older works, reusing

Johnson defines genreme (or an interchangeable term genre-thinking) as a complex system of interrelationships
between the “genre cultures” (Negus 1999, 29) and social systems involved in production, categorizing and
consumption of genre structures, “analyzing active processes involved in understanding musical style categories,
communicating about them, or experiencing them” (Johnson, 43). Negus’s “genre cultures” arise from “the complex
intersection and interplay between commercial organizational structures and promotional labels; the activities of
fans, listeners and audiences; networks of musicians; and historical legacies that come to us within broader social
formations” (1999, 29–30). Johnson’s genremes “broaden [Negus’] scope…to capture relations between “genre
cultures” and different industry machinations, with special attention paid to musical texts and their experiential
possibilities. Genremes forge multiple and actively mediated modes of genre navigation and construal through a
functionally infinite network” (2018, 42).
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recent music material in yet another new formation and introducing new original material that
interacts with the two former layers.
As a significant style within sample-based music, mashups occupy their own niche. The
essence of any type of mashup is reconstructing and re-purposing previously existing material
from different sources with minimal or no newly composed elements. Thus, the multi-stylistic
nature of mashups places the practice squarely in the middle of the complex web of genre
fluctuations. The degree of involvement of works from different genres is a fundamentally
determining factor in the classification of classical/popular mashups since they exhibit a slew of
characteristics of the more stable Western classical genus, while manifesting a number of other,
sometimes ambiguous, affiliations. These mashups are based on allosonic imitations and acoustic
replays, displaying substantial differences in compositional procedures from their counterparts in
digital configurable music. 16 The imitations, paradigmatic in relation to the original source,
are creating syntagmatic relationships with their new surroundings.17

The terms “autosonic” and “allosonic” were coined by Serge Lacasse (2000, 38). The concepts have their roots in
literary terminology of Nelson Goodman (1976, 113) where he distinguishes works of art with only one genuine
instance of the work as autographic (such as a painting) and works of art where multiple copies can be separate
instances as allographic (such as music played from a notated score). Lacasse’s adapted terminology distinguishes
“autosonic” quotations as literal digital samples and “allosonic” quotations as re-performed imitations. The material
in this study will mostly explore “allosonic” types of borrowing.
16

Introduced by Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure (1974 [1916], 67), the terms syntagmatic and paradigmatic
distinguish two kinds of relationships between signifiers and signified: a syntagmatic relationship is linear, forming
between co-occurring elements; a paradigmatic relationship is between the present element and its possible pair(s),
based on the possibility to substitute the absent element for the present one. Thus, the relationship between
synonyms given in the thesaurus would be paradigmatic, as the meanings of the words are close enough for the
words to be interchangeable. The syntagmatic relationship forms between existing elements: for example, in a pair
“shining stars” both words create unified meaning, so that the “stars” are related to “shining” syntagmatically.
French linguist and music theorist Nicholas Ruwet incorporated the concept of paradigmatic relationships in his
application of linguistics to music theory (1967;1987; Nattiez 2000). In Ruwet’s methodology the musical structures
and patterns are analyzed as structural units situated hierarchically. Ruwet demonstrates the syntagmatic connections
between units through their development first in the music of pre-Baroque period and, subsequently, in the
composition of French impressionists. He illustrates paradigmatic relationships in possible universality of these
structures across different musical works. For example, in Pelléas et Mélisande (1893) by Claude Debussy Ruwet
shows how inductive reasoning can show the modal harmonic structure that can be substituted for similar structures
without changing other compositional variables.
17
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An application of categorization theories, proposed by David Brackett (2016) in his historical
review of the evolution of genre(s) in twentieth-century popular music, illustrates that the emergent

hybrid mashups straddle several stylistic planes. 18 Employing Johnson’s (2018) concepts of genre
evaluation such as genre-as-contract, genre-as-system and genre-as-repetition,19 I ascribe stylistic
properties to diverse genre groupings, mapping the development of the classical/popular mashup
within various sets of genre boundaries.
Some of the proposed methods for analysis might not be practical from a historical
perspective but may address the multiplicity of parameters guiding genre allocations today. The
other methods might yield results when applied to the elements of Western classical music but
may not equally apply to the modern milieu of musical styles. Some analytical procedures—such
as style and form specifications—can be applied to all musical components regardless of their
origins, but others—such as paratextual and metatextual influences, technological mediations
and performative attributes—might provide more fertile ground for analysis in more
contemporary works.
Even for categorization at the general metagenre level, works from different eras would
belong to different groupings frequently regarded as mutually exclusive. For example, harmonic
analysis of Beethoven’s Sonatas will place them in the Classical period of Western classical

Brackett proposes a system of “homological” and “imaginary” identifiers that coexist and co-depend within a
given work. The first category consists of objective stylistic traits, while the second category encompasses perceived
associative features (2016, 16–18). The identifiers in both sets can place the work under a certain label or in a
certain group. Brackett further divides those identifiers by their origins (musicological, sociological, demographic)
and by their role in genre formations. Especially promising in their applications to the genre models of the mashup
are concepts such as citationality (2016, 11), where a quote from the work of one settled genre inserted into the work
of another genre can serve as an identifier and modifier of both genres.
18

Johnson suggests several theoretical frames for genre definition. Genre-as-system traces chronological stylistic
lineages through genres or particular musicians, mapping historical trajectories of genre development (2018, 29);
genre-as-repetition analyses reoccurring collections of recognizable traits that forms a separate identifiable musical
category (2018, 20–21). Genre-as-contract addresses the role of consumers in genre formations, evaluating the
relationships between artists and critic-fans and the degree of congruity between authorial intent and the
expectations of an audience (2018, 17–18).
19
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music. A map of pitch series in Anton Webern’s Variations for Piano will reveal the atonal
experimentation of the Second Viennese School. However, harmonic language in some popular
genres such as hip hop, rap or EDM/pop might be limited to several common patterns that would
repeat across multiple genres, thus not aiding categorization. An analysis of mixing processes in
multiple tracks and the synthesized sounds used in the construction of works in these genres will
present more defining characteristics of their origins and genre affiliations.
However difficult it is to reconcile opposing genre classifications within the same work
or within the same style of works in theoretical discourse, some of these attributes work
surprisingly well together in practice. These framing effects of the genre categories, whether
imposed by the producers, shaped by the consumers, or just evolving in seemingly accidental
fashion, play a significant role in the production, circulation and reception of configurable music.
This dissertation does not attempt to provide definitive reification to the genre allocations but
illuminates how the alternative determinants of the genre structures facilitate understanding and
acceptance of modern sample-based, mashed-up, re-purposed and re-defined musical forms.
Considering that the numerous theoretical discourses presented by contemporary scholars
propose a variety of multifarious methodologies for genre classification, I will condense the
materials under the genre framework to those genres directly affected by the presence of classical
music. Following Alcalde’s “Patterns of Hybridity: An Analytical Framework for Pluralist
Music” (2017)—an exploration of the presence of Western classical music elements across other
musical genres—I draw out the examples of Western music hybridity as the leading altering
factor of genre classifications. I will bring out the overarching framework of the metagenre
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groupings and show how repurposed music can claim its own territory under larger genre
clusters.20
Figure 1.1 shows a map of the large genre groupings that feed into classical/popular
mashups, with the middle column representing shared stylistic practices.

Alcalde defines hybridity as “any combination of identity markers we recognize in a composition” (2017, 15). He
further postulates that “musical hybridity . . . is expressed when works present more than one identity category in the
same musical environment, via structural or contextual markers. . . These identity categories in music are usually
attached to styles and genres” (2017, 32).
20
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Figure 1.1. Shared stylistic practices in classical/popular mashups

There is a terminological issue in the concepts of style and genre that needs to be clarified
it the present context. Though in a few academic studies the terms have been used
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interchangeably, it seems more useful to separate the two categories, as they require different
analytical approaches: the style would represent formal, musicological and technical procedures
while the genre would be determined by social, ideological and economic rules. The following
framework is an intentionally simplified derivative idea based on “A Theory of Musical Genres:
Two Applications” by Franco Fabbri (1981). Fabbri’s theory provides a set of rules by that a
genre is identified and accepted by various communities:
1. Formal and technical rules—musical form, notational systems, instrumental
characteristics, melodic, harmonic and rhythmic attributes.
2. Semiotic rules—the meaning of the text, story, musical narrative; the gestural and
presentational codes contributing to the emotional and poetic impact of the narrative.
3. Behavior rules—psychological and behavioral reactions exhibited by both performers
and the audiences that are codified from genre to genre.
4. Social and ideological rules—ideological notion of the idea of the genre and its utility,
communal value based on social awareness and acceptance.
5. Economical and juridical rules—survival, longevity and prosperity of the genre in its
recognizable replicable form.
In his assessment of potential longevity and commercial success of a genre Fabbri relies
on socio-political situations (ideological and juridical rules) that might support the genre or
might provoke prosperity of the genre by acting as oppositional force. To gauge the popularity of
the genre at a present time Fabbri’s theory would evaluate cultural engagement of the society and
its economic support of cultural endeavors. Theoretical studies directed at problematizing genre
classifications offer various approaches to differentiation of the two concepts. Eric Johnson, for
example, treats the connection between style and genre as “a mutually nested or recursive
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relationship,” where the style refers to individual performative and cognitive choices while the
genre indicates a broader pool of continuously replicated styles as perceived by the consumers
(E.D. Johnson 2012, 69). Philip Tagg postulates that styles are not mere subsets of genres but
rather compositional and structural features that could be present in different genres. Tagg also
brings more specific examples of how stylistic features migrate from one genre to another with
their host, illustrating stylistic mobility in crossovers (2013, 267). By the same definition of style
applying to the manner of writing and techniques, covering and sampling practices will not
constitute genres unto themselves but will be different branches of style sprouting from their
respective genre trees.
To systematize the position of classical/popular mashups in the unstable field of genre
clusters (Johnson 2018, 122), I apply the distinction between genre and style offered by Moshini
Alcalde (2017) and Allan Moore (2001). Moore separates the two terms, defining style as the
“manner of articulation of musical gestures” and genre as the “identity and the context of those
gestures” (2001, 441). He further postulates that genre is function-oriented, indicating the
purpose of an artwork, while style is indicative of the manner or technique by that that goal is
achieved. As a result, the concept of genre is more socially restrictive, confined to the attributes
that define the purpose of the artwork for the reader, while stylistic qualities have much greater
range of flexibility, operating on more individual planes.
Alcalde employs the explanation of etymology of the words “genre” and style” borrowed
from Moore:

The two classificatory terms, even though sometimes used interchangeably in practice,
bring different hierarchies in their classically rooted etymologies. Style’s etymology from
stilus, an instrument for writing, and appropriation by rhetorical tradition indicate a
specific register of discourse; genre is derived from genus, meaning kind, sort, or class.
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Style originally meant the manner in that something is done, while genre meant a type
or class of things, that includes as one of its parameters the manner in that things are
done. This distinction is also valid when both concepts are used to classify something:
style classifies the manner, while genre classifies the type. (2017, 92)
Choosing the most prevalent set of attributes found in the classical/popular mashups of
TPG, I propose that a large portion of their works belongs under the genre grouping of classical
crossover. This classification embraces a wide range of possible combinations under a single
idea: that is, the use of classical music not in its traditional form in composition and in
performance. The following commentary illustrates the key genres, subgenres and styles
involved in the formation and development of classical crossover and the parallel subgenres
informing and enhancing classical crossover today.

I. Western Art Music in opposition to popular culture

As far as the boundaries of the genre go, Western Classical Music is one of the oldest,
most defined and most rigid genres on today’s music spectrum. The label of this venerable genre,
that has been considered the pinnacle of high art for decades, originated at the very beginning of
the twentieth century, defined and described at length in academic research, 21 supported by
educational institutions and cultural establishments, which, in turn, guarded its boundaries
against new developments (Adorno 1945; Rosen 1972; Vancour 2009).22

Recently published significant scholarly works on the subject include books by Richard Taruskin (2005), Charles
Rosen (2005; 2012), Carl Dahlhaus (2005), and Howard Goodall (2013).
21

For an innovative ethnomusicological approach to the development and placement of Western classical traditions
within the other significant world musical traditions, see Michael Church, The Other Classical Musics: Fifteen
Great Traditions (2015).
22
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Within it resides the Classical Canon,23 which traditionally includes works by European
composers of the Classical period (Samson 2007) and is considered to be a foundation to the
development of Western music in subsequent centuries. The framework implies that the same
hierarchy that has reigned for the last hundred years will continue to place many other musical
genres and traditions as derivative structures. As with any long-established practice, the
preservation of this traditional scheme, rich in history and supported by institutions, is dependent
on continuous reproduction of its characteristics. Recent decades have witnessed a gigantic shift
toward the acceptance of different styles into the Western classical music. Nevertheless, many
scholars and a large number of listeners, musicians and music critics believe that allowing
classical music components to be commingling with other types of music in transformative
practices would destabilize its foundations.
Although academic establishments are still acting as central hubs of preservation of
classical traditions, the educational institutions have been weakened in their validating power,
thus releasing the act of validation to other sources. Degrees from leading music institution such
as The Juilliard School, The Curtis Institute of Music and New England Conservatory of Music
still indicate a high level of musicianship and performance skills. However, the managements,
agencies and concert organizations decide to offer contracts and invite musicians to play by
judging factors such as media popularity, 24 innovative approaches to performances and

Bruno Nettl’s definition includes three types of canons: “those that play an important role in education, those
established by scholars for aesthetic or ideological reasons, and those discovered in the course of fieldwork . . .
indicating that, in some form, the canonic concept appears in all musical cultures and thus perhaps constitutes a
cultural universal” (2010, 195). For more information on musical canons see Danielson (2007).
23

For instance, a Ukrainian-born pianist Valentina Lisitza has built her career on YouTube. Launching her first
videos of Chopin’s works in 2007 and she has amassed almost 50 million YouTube views of her classical videos by
2012, when she signed a performing and recording contract with Decca Records and had her debut recital in Royal
Albert Hall. (The Daily Telegraph 2012; NPR 2014).
24
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showmanship.25 The remaining clout of authorization is still enacted in reference to the longestablished, undeniably defined genres that remain considerably more static in performance. 26
For instance, the experiments in new classical music by contemporary composers such as Steve
Reich and Philip Glass don’t necessarily require extensive classical education from the
performers, while a rendition of Beethoven’s Sonatas in Carnegie Hall, a performance on
Tanglewood Music Festival or participation in Vermont Mozart Festival assume that the
musicians on stage are classically trained and well-versed in Baroque, Classical and Romantic
periods of Western classical music. The sheer necessity to position one’s musical idea in
opposition to the canonized aesthetic discourse implies that the composition is initially placed in
the established canon of such a discourse, if only to identify it as an alternative, non-fitting and
opposed. Classical performers, who oppose the traditionally established rules, attract a fair
amount of criticism and might have to reposition themselves towards different career paths.
Frequently, such struggles of the performers and composers who had started as classical
musicians only to find themselves looking for more innovative modes of expression can facilitate
formation of a new aesthetic idea that later might transform into a stronger style or transcend into
a different powerful grouping, severing all ties to the previous formative surroundings.
Composers who do not continue on the current classical path might also meet with rejection from
the very establishments in which they have initially started their journey. For example, when a
composer such as Ludovico Einaudi proposed that simplicity and directness would be more
Yija Wang, a Chinese-born internationally recognized pianist, amazes her audiences not only by her superb
musicianship and extraordinary technical skills, but also by wearing the skimpy dresses and clinging backless gowns
that give an impression of near-nakedness (Malcolm 2016). Her bold, sensual artistic image of “the pianist whose
skimpy outfits are as closely watched as her concertos” (Weisman 2012) attracts both classical and non-classical
concertgoers, which, in turn, brings her more performance engagements (Maddox 2017).
25

Presently there are over fifty major annual classical festivals in the United States and Canada. The works in the
programs are mostly balanced between classical pieces written in the period from eighteenth to twentieth century
and premieres of new works. Though there are some instances of deviations into more popular programs, such as
film music, the overall traditional classical codes of concert presentation are still in effect.
26
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emotionally relevant and accessible to modern audiences, then the complex structures of
serialism or obscure ambiguity of chance music, contemporary classical cultural establishments
distanced themselves from his music.27 In his interview Einaudi admits that he has never been
comfortable being boxed in as a “classical” composer and sites songs by Radiohead and Eminem
as examples of emotionally direct works that would connect with today’s public better than the
works by classical composers of the past (Jonze 2016).
The overwhelming evidence of acceptance by the audiences and Einaudi’s commercial
success only served as aggravating factors for his total exclusion from the classical traditions. 28
As Frances Wilson summarizes in her Interlude article, “[h]is music challenges the strict
definition of ‘classical music,’ and for serious classical music aficionados and critics, it threatens
to dilute their beloved art form. These gatekeepers of classical music would rather Einaudi and
his ilk (composers like Yann Tiersen, Michael Nyman or Ólafur Arnalds) were not in their
world. Yet his music is constructed from the same classical structures, harmonies and idioms as
that of Schubert, for example. It’s unchallenging and safe: despite studying with the Italian
modernist composer Luciano Berio, Einaudi eschewed the hallmarks of modernism in favor of a
style which is consonant, melodic and highly accessible. And also highly marketable.” (Wilson
2019).

Though Einaudi’s album of piano works gained recognition on the Billboard Classical
chart, various media channels classified his works as “new age,” “minimal,” “minimalist” and

In his interview Einaudi points out that his high sales and streaming figures “[are] seen as a negative,” by the
classical musicians and critics and further states: “I don’t crave acceptance in the classical world” (Jonze 2016).
27

“[Einaudi’s] 2015 album Elements became the first classical release in 23 years to reach the top 15 of the charts.
But it’s tough to enjoy his success during this witless sold-out show” (Beaumont-Thomas 2016). Currently Einaudi
is one of the most popular composers in the classical category on Spotify. His Seven Days Walking: Day 1 (2019)
was the fastest-selling streamed album ever by a classical composer and exceeded two million streams on the day of
release (Sweeting 2019).
28
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“meditative.” If viewed negatively, these labels extended to the “dashed-off poignancy of an
Instagrammed sunset” and “a dishonest, disconnected fantasy” (Heyman 2016). Einaudi’s works
display most of the characteristics Drott lists as necessary attributes for a fully formed genre.
They gained more than sufficient traction and have been replicated and expanded on a
continuous basis. His tracks have been instrumental in establishing a separate category of piano
music–– Relaxing Piano.29 That category, featuring playlists with his recordings and similar
tracks, possibly inspired by his style, currently occupies a third place by popularity on the
streaming charts of Spotify and Pandora. And while his music has its own distinct message and
style, it is a treasure trove for finding influences and various intertextual connections, pointing
back to the legacy of the Western Classical Canon. If he were to be more readily accepted by
mainstream music critics, classical aficionados and academic institutions, he would establish a
new contemporary style under the umbrella of classical tradition instead of forming stylistic
directions in more ambiguous classifications such as new age music, relaxing music or ambient
instrumental music.
It takes time for the field of contemporary art music to expand its boundaries enough to
allow for a new subgenre to distinguish itself among the other groupings. Earlier in the twentieth
century, innovative composers such as Stravinsky and Bartók met the same resistance, later
establishing Primitivism30 as a new genre within the classical grouping. The music of American
Minimalist composers, such as Terry Riley and Philip Glass, is still periodically viewed as the
Relaxing Piano is a relatively new category of music popularized by music-listening platforms such as Spotify,
Pandora and iTunes. Rooted in Easy Listening, the playlists of this category feature small-scale classical piano
pieces and an array of meditative slow piano pieces by new composers such as Ludovico Einaudi, Nils Frahm,
Michael Nyman, Wim Mertens, Yeruma and Max Richter.
30 Primitivism is a genre that emerged as a reaction to the complexity of Romanticism and Impressionism. It is
based on juxtapositions of several simple ideas forming new ideas, images and sounds. The composers who worked
in this genre frequently used of melodic and rhythmic structures of world music rather than incorporating the
musical language of Western harmony.
29
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music of outsiders since its stylistic features display prominent influences of electronic music,
color painting and multimedia explorations.

II. Crossover
The term “crossover” originated in the music industry rather than musicology, to refer to
a song or artist who moves from one chart to another (for example, when African-American
musicians in the 1950s “crossed over” from the R&B to the pop charts). Robynn Stilwell (2013)
calls crossover “an artificial concept, dependent on the sometimes arbitrary and/or non-musical
definitions of the charts.” Crossover does not imply creating new ideas but assumes moving
through genres. The term has lived through numerous redefinitions and resurrections. It initially
meant that a musical work had been remixed or transcribed and acquired characteristics of
another genre, indicating a certain style of re-configuration that resulted in reaching into the
topical palette of a different style. It did not, however, imply formations of an entirely new genre.
On the contrary, the negative implications this style acquired were mainly based on critics’ and
fans’ accusations of spoiling the original accepted framework and not meeting the audience’s
expectations of the new genre the artist tried to claim.
Most of the moves were to the pop charts from various less-known genres. Though the
concept is primarily connected to the stylistic features enabling the work or the artist to gain
popularity in different genres, there are several extramusical implications to the crossover
process. Aside from purely musical factors—such as changing the instrumentation from electric
guitars in heavy metal to acoustic instruments in country music, or changing the vocal technique
from operatic to an amplified pop sound—artists attempting to cross over to other markets and to
reach alternative audiences may have changed their venues, modes of presentation, artistic
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images and political affiliations. Usually “crossover” practices were directed toward entering the
popular music stream. Though crossover was not viewed as a separate genre itself, it gave rise to
formations of well-defined substyles, such as smooth jazz, 31 or soft rock.32
There are many instances where the crossover move of an artist resulted in creatively
fulfilling and commercially successful career. For some artists, one giant shift established them
in a new market and new genre grouping. In 1970s a dwindling career of a British-born
Australian country singer Olivia Newton-John blossomed after her shift to pop charts with the
songs “Xanadu” (1980) and “Let's Get Physical” (1981) (Billboard 2010). The career path of an
American country band Dixie Chicks was severely damaged by their controversial political
views on the war with Iraq in 2003 (Campbell 2003). After being boycotted by country fans,
ignored by country radio stations across the country, and shunned on The Academy of Country
Music Awards the Dixie Chicks released "Taking the Long Way," a multi-platinum pop hit that
debuted at #1 on the Billboard charts, selling over half a million copies in the first week and,
apparently, enabling the Chicks to make amends for their politically contentious comments and
resurrect their popularity (Columbia Records 2006).
The unsuccessful leaps get criticized and gradually forgotten, 33 but even wildly
successful career moves can earn the artists plenty of negative criticism. For instance, Shakira’s

Mark Gilbert in his entry “Smooth Jazz” in the New Grove Dictionary of Jazz refers to smooth jazz as a subgenre
invented by jazz radio stations for wider audiences. Aaron West (2013) is more reserved, calling it a substyle (West
2008, 195-6).
31

Smooth jazz is a combination of jazz improvisation with the musical aesthetics and repertoire of popular music.
Soft rock is a milder, less individualistic style of rock music, incorporating the romantic mellowness of pop music.
32

For instance, Darius Rucker, the African-American lead singer of Hootie & the Blowfish, a hugely successful
mainstream rock group in the mid-1990s, spent six years from 2002 to 2008 in unsuccessful attempts to gain
recognition as a hip-hop artist, only to shift again and get back in the spotlight in 2009 as a Country Music
Association award winner (Cordova 2014); Snoop Dogg (Calvin Broadus Jr.), a famous rap/hip-hop artist, briefly
became Snoop Lion in 2012, devoting himself completely to reggae music. The change only created confusion
among his fans and did not gain any traction, so the artist reverted back to his already acclaimed Snoop Dogg hiphop style (McDermott 2012).
33
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radical transformation from Colombian rock singer with Lebanese heritage to American pop and
EDM megastar in 2001 earned her enormous popularity in the mainstream but provoked a strong
backlash from her pre-existing fanbase. The sentiment across her devotees as a Colombian rock
singer boiled down to “Shakira has definitely watered down her original style in order to gain the
crossover audience” (Chron 2010).
Katy Perry had initially started out in Christian rock /gospel because of her family
background. Although her first album, Katy Hudson, was commercially unsuccessful,34 she
managed to amass a modest following with her soulful raspy gospel songs. In 2008 she turned
toward the diametrically opposite end of the spectrum, bringing gospel style into the pop
world. The crossover was exceptionally successful, propelling her to the top of the Billboard
charts––or, as a less favorable music critic puts it, “ditching her heart and soul worked out for
her” (Celebrity 2017). Another example of a wildly successful crossover move on the
contemporary popular landscape is the career change of Taylor Swift, a Nashville country singersongwriter turned popstar. For ten years Taylor Swift has been one of the most successful artists
in “the real community” (Ryder 2019) of country music, with her fan base growing and
expanding from the local live performances. In 2014 she announced her total departure from the
traditions that made her famous and officially entered the popular music scene (Walker 2014).
Despite one critic’s prediction that “[i]f it doesn’t work out, I wouldn’t be surprised to see her

The album received mixed reviews, earning only three stars out of five on AllMusic Reviews and sold only about
twelve hundred copies (Erlewine 2001; Summers 2012, x). In comparison, her third album, Teenage Dream (2010),
contained five U.S. Billboard Hot 100 chart-topping singles and made Katy Perry (Hudson) the first female artist to
produce five number-one U.S. Billboard Hot 100 chart-topping singles in in one album. Teenage Dream sold over
six million copies worldwide.
34
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running back to the usually welcoming arms of country music fans for her next album”
(McCarthy 2014), her subsequent albums amassed millions of sales.35
Then there are those select artists who are continuously crossing over from one genre to
another, constantly re-inventing themselves and leaving their followers baffled and disoriented
but still faithful. The most intriguing example from the legendary long-timers would be the genre
chameleon David Bowie. His creative explorations included shifts from glam rock to soul and
funk, from electronic and new wave to pop, even dabbling in disco. His album Earthling (1997)
was labeled drum’n’bass.36 It incorporates key features of the style, such as extremely fast break
beats, looped samples and complex syncopated breakbeats. However, Bowie used his own
samples instead of borrowed material, and the aggressive character of the sounds leaned more
toward industrial music. Bowie also collaborated with artists from entirely different genre
spectrums, such as Freddie Mercury, Tina Turner, Brian Eno, Mick Jagger and Iggy Pop. This
unpredictability, though far from typical, created an impression of a highly original artist of
extreme versatility, whose music would fit in different charts at any given time.
The processes involved in the creation of a crossover work are very similar to the ones in
the framework of sample-based music and/or mashups. What is a crossover practice if not
stylistic borrowing from other genres? As a term, crossover serves to define, at least partially,
multiple genres across the entire field of configurative music. Its evolution laid the groundwork
for intertextual relationships between the incorporated works and overarching relationships
between the genres involved.
Her album Reputation that came out in November 2017 has sold almost three million copies; a new album, Lover
(2019), has already sold over a million copies.
35

Drum and bass (also commonly written as “drum’n’bass”) is a genre of electronic music characterized by
fast breakbeats (typically 165-185 beats per minute), heavy bass lines with complex syncopated rhythmic patterns
and synthesized sampled sources. Influenced by reggae and Jamaican dub, the genre developed in London in early
1990s, separating from breakbeat hardcore and hardcore jungle.
36
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III. Classical crossover
Classical crossover is frequently dismissed by institutional and academic authorities as an
insignificant classical branch adopted for mass production––“ the debasement of a beloved
musical genre for the benefit of a wider population incapable of appreciating it in its pure form”
Jakob-Hoff 2007). The crossover works are not studied as a part of classical music literature in
educational programs, crossover artists are viewed as classical by the non-classical audiences but
regarded as artists of lesser quality by classical fans. That collective disregard of this creative
discourse is especially fascinating, considering the vast number of prolific artists now working in
this genre and its large following in social circles that has been growing steadily for the past
several decades.
An application of Fabbri’s set of rules further validates classical crossover as a separate
well-defined genre: the works in classical crossover can be notated using Western traditional
notational systems; melodic and harmonic attributes generally follow Western classical
examples, while rhythmic patterns frequently provide connections to popular music. Classical
crossover has a large number of artists and a stable target audience. The entire body of works in
this genre is governed by the same ideological and social purpose––to connect Western classical
traditions to the contemporary popular culture. And within classical musical circles, classical
crossover is the most commercially successful part.
Despite its popularity,37 this genre generated only a limited amount of scholarly
attention, with much of it expressing authorial bias against “diluting classical music”
(Rosenbloom 2003, 31) and denouncing the trend as just a “marketing technique” (Jackaway
37

For statistical evidence of the popularity of Classical Crossover genre see pp. 33–4.
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1999, 131). From the beginning of its formation in the early 1990s, the genre was accused of
“Baiting the ‘Classical’ Trap to Capture Fresh Audiences” (Hall 1989, C6). Echoing Adorno’s
(1941) critique of the popularization of “high art,” there is a plethora of classical music
advocates opposed to crossover. For instance, Norman Lebrecht, who elaborated extensively on
this subject in several books,38 is categorically disparaging toward crossover artists, commenting
that “EMI-Angel is home to Vanessa-Mae and Linda Brava, one fiddling in see-through
swimwear, the other as a Playboy centerfold” (Lebrecht 1998). Reputable media channels such
as The Washington Post (Midgette 2005) and The Times (Storey 2010) also frequently fall into
the same opposing camp, complaining that “what is dear and hard-earned . . . [is] ‘profaned’ and
made banal” (Ibid., 2010, T1/7).39
Following Eric Drott’s (2013) claim that the groups have to be constantly reestablished
and renegotiated to continue as a genre, classical crossover is constantly reproduced, expanding
its parameters to gain new attributes but retaining the core defining properties. For instance, one
of the seminal precedents that set the groundwork for the entire genre was the performance of
operatic arias by the Three Tenors in a sports stadium in 1994.40 This famous concert taken out of
the traditional opera venue radically transformed the audience’s perception of classical music. In
an accessible entertaining manner, The Three Tenors exposed thousands of listeners who usually
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See, for example, Who Killed Classical Music? and Maestros, Masterpieces and Madness (Lebrecht 1997; 2008).

The Washington Post’s classical music critic Anne Midgette addresses the crossover trend in her article
“The Crossover Craze” and shows some leaning toward Lebrecht’s opinions, criticizing Classical Crossover as less
sophisticated than traditionally “high art” classical music. However, she appears more tolerant to the genre,
commenting that with the changing markets and technological advancements it is a viable option for “alternative
paths” in music and, even with a few subpar examples, “the good crossover artist will energize the field and carry
the music to new generations” (Midgette 2005).
39

“When this trio of famous opera singers—José Carreras, Placido Domingo and Luciano Pavarotti—gave a onenight-only show at Los Angeles’ Dodger Stadium on July 16, 1994, it was a massive spectacle watched by a billion
people worldwide. More than that, the Three Tenors phenomenon permanently altered how a large amount of
classical music is presented, packaged and sold” (All Things Considered 2014).
40
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do not attend classical performances to operatic repertoire. The stadium performance eliminated
constraints of concert halls and concerns about lack of knowledge, frequently stopping listeners
from exploring classical concerts. Since then a plethora of artists have followed the Three
Tenors’ example, seeking alternative approaches to music presentation.
Classical crossover has acquired enough popularity to occupy a separate category on the
Billboard charts. When the artists in other genres venture into crossover experiments, they
usually explain their intentions and specify which genre they are exploring in liner notes,
interviews and promotional materials. If the lines between a crossover work and works with
mere influences of features of another genre are blurred, the critics and the audience decide if the
production in question belongs to the same genre as the other songs of the artist or to a new
column on the Billboard charts. In Western classical practices the use of traditional classical
repertoire in modified versions or settings already tips the work toward crossover labeling.
Similar to other crossover practices, classical crossover implies modifications of the works from
one genre to conform to another, not just borrowing or sampling material. That conformity can
manifest in different aspects of the works––in visual presentation (change of venue, change of
attire),41 in audio presentation (voice qualities and/or instrumentation that are traditionally
associated with other genres),42 in compositional techniques (incorporating stylistic
characteristics typical for other genres, such as modifying a harmonic structure of a song with

Some of the most striking examples of non-traditional venues recently explored by classical musicians include
Graffe String Quartet performing in the Punka caves (O’Bannon 2015), the Kansas City Symphony playing on a
cattle ranch (Davis 2015), the Multi-Story Orchestra holding annual concerts in a Peckam car garage in London
(Armstrong 2014; Multi-Story Orchestra 2019), the West Yorkshire Symphony Orchestra performing Handel's
Water Music in a swimming pool (Baron 2011). The renowned soprano Sarah Brightman announced her intentions
to sing in space (Brightman 2015).
41

Vanessa Mae’s recordings of Baroque works on electric violin are considered at the roots of crossover. Her
Classical Crossover/Euro-Pop/House album The Violin Player (1995) was one of the most successful crossover
records (Crawford 1995;Walsh 1998).
42
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jazz harmonies).43 Perhaps due to the presence of such an easily identifiable genre entity as the
Western classical music classical crossover has all the signifying factors of a separate genre,
including well-defined stylistic features and a substantial audience base. It became a large
category of crossover music that continues to serve as a mediating bridge between “high art” and
“low art” and occasionally rekindles audiences’ interest and awareness in Western classical
traditions.44 Expanding during the last several decades, classical crossover has shaped into a
separate genre instead of migrating through the other genres after it acquired a large enough
body of work with consistently repetitive patterns (Drott 2013).
Every version of pairing classical traditions with popular culture has its own audience.
Similar to the songs comprising a vastly larger portion of the popular culture in comparison to
the instrumental styles, the largest and most popular brunch of classical crossover lies in various
explorations of vocal repertoire. From opera icons such as Luciano Pavarotti and Renee Fleming
to pop/rock stars such as Sting, David Bowie and Bob Dylan, singers regularly cross the
boundaries of their respective genres to explore other adjacent and not-so-adjacent categories. 45
Since classical crossover is a set of different genre combinations with classical music as a
common denominator, there is no singular audience base for it as a genre. Rather, the audiences
are formed by crossing over from the genre they originally preferred. For example, classical fans

For instance, such fusions of classical works and jazz idioms can be found in transcriptions of Bach’s and
Vivaldi’s works by Jacques Loussier Trio; Raymond Fol Orchestra recorded Vivaldi’s Four Seasons in jazz
arrangements (2010).
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The concepts of “high art” and “low art” first originated in the late eighteenth century, defining art and craft. With
subsequent critical works of Adorno in the musical field, Susan Sontag in aesthetic discourses and Mikita Brottman
(2005) in literary criticism, the concepts were adapted into different art forms, with the understanding that “high art”
includes more intellectually and culturally sophisticated cultural output and “low art” includes simpler art forms
created for the enjoyment of less educated parts of the society. A fascinating historical perspective on this theory can
be found in the seminal work of Adorno (e.g., “On Popular Music,” 1941).
44

Famous for breaking down the barriers between opera and other musical genres, Pavarotti had collaborated with
numerous pop/rock/soul stars, including Lou Reed (“Perfect Day” 2002), Sting (“When We Dance”) and James
Brown (“‘It’s a Man’s, Man’s, Man’s World”).
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of Yo-Yo Ma and Luciano Pavarotti would excitedly follow Pavarotti’s collaborations with the
pop group U2 and Yo-Yo Ma’s crossover albums such Hush (1992) with jazz vocalist Bobby
McFerrin. The fans of operatic singing would listen to Popera, but would not be interested in
Kanye West’s rap take of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. Sting’s faithful followers grudgingly
accepted his major detour into sixteenth-century English songs, elevating the album to the 25th
place on Billboard; however, the critics’ sentiment was that of an incompatibility of such music
with Sting’s voice and artistic image. 46 However, his album Symphonicities (2010) that
introduced symphonic arrangements of his previously released songs might have brought new
audiences from the classical side. David Bowie’s collaborative project with orchestra conducted
by Eugene Ormandy narrating Sergei Prokofiev’s Peter and the Wolf received modest attention
as yet another eclectic endeavor of an eccentric pop/rock star but failed to excite fans. Though
various types of classical crossover works are frequently thrown in together, exposing one group
to the type favored by another, most of the fan groups do not migrate into other sets.
Historically, the classical music market has targeted forty year-old and older female
consumers (Adams, 2006, 23). Traditionally, Baby Boomers have been the main supporters of
classical music while generation X supplied newcomers.47 The classical crossover music market
aims at a wider variety of audiences, including millennials and even the older portion of
BBC Review comments that “[Sting’s voice] is so unmistakable that its compressed modernity invariably jars with
the spacious, warm lute playing” (Jones 2007). It is interesting that Renee Fleming’s rendition of popular repertoire
has received a similar critical commentary that emphasized perceived stylistic incompatibility: ”her pop selections
were a nearly complete flop. . . . she is just the wrong singer to do it” (Everett-Green 2010).
46

Baby Boomers––people born between 1946 and 1964 (Christian 2011)––are mostly interested in the music they
grew up with, rarely venturing into the new music trends (Bennet 2013). If classical music was in their lives among
rock and roll, classic soul, disco, and early punk and metal during their teenage years they would still be among avid
fans. Generation X is sometimes called MTV generation to point out the influence of MTV channel which was
launched in 1981 (Kolbert 1994, Silverman 2002). The listeners of this generation generally favor alternative rock,
hard rock, and pop concerts. However, since this generation was exposed to different kinds of music through
television, radio and film, there are some educated classical music fans in this segment of the audiences (Miles
2018).
47
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generation Z.48 Classical crossover rarely has its own category in music industry consumer
reports, making it difficult to gain insight about its audiences. Though it is usually subsumed
under the broad category of Classical genre, it is reasonable to assume that the Classical
Crossover subcategory represents a large part of listeners within the general Classical genre.
Several critical resources point out that the same MIR technologies that make music retrieval
efficient and manageable for streaming are not optimized for the retrieval of metadata in classical
genres (Tsioulcas 2015; Sisario 2019). Problems cited in MIDiA49 report on music consumers in
2018 further suggest that the search algorithms are primarily oriented toward identifying sorting
and promoting popular genres, either ignoring classical categories or unable to manipulate the
data correctly (Mulligan 2018, 19). Interestingly, the report also found that in some countries
with high rates of streaming, such as Norway and Sweden, the automatic playlist suggestions are
heavily skewed toward selecting the most streamed popular genres bypassing classical, jazz, new
age and other less searched for genres. The default promotion of the mainstream music prompts
consumers to seek alternative selections among classical genres (Ibid., 20).

Millennials (Generation Y) are individuals born between 1977 and 1994 (Christian, 2011). There are currently
about 72 million millennials in the U.S. The listeners of this generation rely almost exclusively on technological
devices to stream music and form their musical preferences through sharing their opinions and the music itself on
social media and on the streaming platforms. Millennials are more interested in having access to a large amount of
tracks and a wide array of genres than in following particular artist or genre (Saldana 2016).
Gen Z, the newest generation to be named, encompasses people that were born between 1996 and 2015.
They are currently between 6-25 years old (Dimock 2019, Thompson 1995). Gen Z is “happy to live in a post-genre
world. [T]heir bending and blending of music categories is challenging the industry, and . . . mixing several
influences into one song has become a way for rising artists to set themselves apart” (Pulse 2019).
48

MIDiA Research is an independent media and technology research and analysis company based in London, that
provides monthly and yearly reports on audience segmentation, emerging trends and technologies, value chain
analysis and market-specific insights in music, video, media and marketing, games and sports industries.
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A report by International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI)50 shows that the
Classical genre, including opera, is ranked in seventh place, stating that 24% of total music
consumers are listening to this genre (IFPI 2018). The MIDiA report of the same period provides
more interesting findings, placing Classical Music in its traditional form excluding opera at
impressive 31% of the total listeners who have it in their playlists, its fourth place surpassing
such popular genres as hip-hop and R&B. There is separate data on Relaxing Piano 51 at 20%, on
Classical Crossover, at 11% and Opera at 8%, placing all of these categories within twenty most
popular music genres worldwide. This report also points out how the accessibility of streaming
might have changed demographics of classical music listeners. Though the median age of the
main portion of this category is still over 55, the second largest group of consumers streaming
classical playlists is aged 24–35. The report posits that despite a lingering belief that classical
music lovers favor CDs over other media streaming and mood-based playlists keep classical
music on a growth path. The report divides the classical consumer base in two categories,
differentiating their motivations and behavior patterns. The first category, Classical Aficionados,
is a small segment of “purist” classical lovers. These listeners consider classical music genres
more important than others, value the quality of performances, attend live concerts. The second
category, Classical Enthusiasts, is much larger. These consumers just enjoy listening and
discovering classical genres; they are open to new music, listen to classical playlists while
engaged in other activities and treat classical genres as equal to popular categories. Considering
some evidence of hardcore classical lovers rejecting Classical Crossover (Service

IFPI Global Data and Analysis is a research group within International Federation of the Phonographic Industry
that provides annual reports on streaming services, artists’ revenue, sales and market size for the recorded music
industry.
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See p.22.
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2008;Wassenberg 2018; Hunter 2006), it is logical to infer that the base of Classical Crossover
consumers consists of Enthusiasts (Palavachi, 2017; Wassenberg 2018).
Borrowing the typology presented by Karyn Garvin (2012) in her discourse on classical
crossover practices, Table 1.3 illustrates how the TPG exhibit characteristics of every major type
of classical crossover and stand out as a separate category by bringing unique attributes to the
mix.

Table 1.1. Types of classical crossover
IV. The Piano Guys—genre and style

The works of The Piano Guys (hereafter TPG) can be divided into three distinct categories:
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a) Covers. Instrumental covers of popular songs, traditional songs and movie soundtracks.
b) Cover mashups.52 Pastiche-style works, where a cover of a popular song is combined
with quotations and samples from classical sources.
c) Original works with sample-based elements. Stylistically eclectic instrumental works
with classical harmonic content, pop/dubstep influences and latent intertextual references
to famous classical melodies.

To define the placement of TPG’s music into these genre and style frames, the following
set of properties defines TPG’s classical/popular cover mashup as a distinct style:

1) The formal design of the work falls into one or more mashup category;
2) The source materials derive from both the Western classical library and current popular
music;
3) The borrowed musical material is allosonic; all material across the media involved is
replayed, re-filmed and re-acted;
4) Both classical and popular elements retain well-defined identities;
5) The relationship between classical and popular works in the derivative work creates a
new meaning.
In addition to these properties, these mashups are structured in three layers:
•

Layer 1 – Western classical part

•

Layer 2 – popular part

Christine Boone defines “cover mashups” as mashups performed live, as opposed to digitally created and recorded
works (Boone 2013, 4).
52
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•

Layer 3 – arranging artist part (original material and derivative elements from both
Layers 1 and 2)

Figure 1.2 illustrates these three layers as they occur chronologically in “Happier” by
TPG (2018). The Western classical part is represented by the second movement of Dvořák’s
“American” String Quartet in F major. A recently released popular song “Happier” (2018) by
Bastille ft. Marshmello constitutes the popular layer of the mashup. Layer 3 demonstrates the
melodic lines of the Quartet playing off the rhythmic and harmonic structures of “Happier” and
polyphonic exchange of the melodic elements between the two works.

Figure 1.2. Layers in “Happier” by TPG (2018)

TPG have produced 109 works since the inception of the group in 2010. The Appendix
lists their entire discography in order of production and classifies the works into three types:
covers, mashups and originals. Since most of these works possess the properties of more than
one category, the classification process highlights the most prevalent features in the design of
each work. The discography shows forty-two mashups, forty covers, seven video-only covers
and twenty originals. While the number of mashups is very close to the number of covers, the
mashups are perceived as a much larger portion of TPG’s portfolio. The mashups are prevalent
in the first three albums and foundational to the group’s fame. Additionally, previously written
mashups are routinely included in subsequent albums, making the pieces more exposed.
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Originals constitute the smallest part of the overall discography. Five out of twenty original
songs were written before The Piano Guys established their direction as a cover/mashup group.
TPG started including those five works and subsequent originals in their later albums, when their
popularity would ensure acceptance of the original material.
Table 1.1 shows the most common genre categorizations of TPG’s music from various
sources. These classifications do not depend on the four stylistic types of composition but rely on
social, symbolic and cultural indications.
Wikipedia
Billboard

Classical crossover, orchestral pop,
progressive rock
Classical, New Age, Classical Crossover

Facebook

Pop, Classical Original

Spotify

Bow Pop53

YouTube

Instrumental Crossover, Classical Pop

Apple Music

Classical Crossover, Cinema

Amazon Music

Classical, Film score, Rock, Pop

AllMusic database

Classical, Classical Pop

Table 1.2. TPG’s Genre labels

Some major music sources leave the classifications too ambiguous by throwing in several
similar subgenres. For example, Apple Music classifies TPG as Classical Crossover, but gives
the list of similar artists in Pop, Rock, Holiday, Country and Cinematic Pop genres. The news

“Bow pop” is a newly-construed genre under pop music, identifiable by the use of orchestral string instruments in
song compositions. Some recent examples include “Viva la Vida” by Coldplay, “Paparazzi” by Lady Gaga, and
“Radioactive” by Imagine Dragons. Works of Classical Crossover artists such as Lindsey Stirling and David Garrett
would also fall into this subcategory.
53
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media gives up on trying to classify the group, saying, “There’s no point in trying to label it. No
genre really quite fits” (CBS News 2015).
A brief overview of the musical conventions associated with each label on the typological
map above is accompanied by the examples where TPG’s works followed those conventions.
TPG’s mashups frequently get categorized as Easy Listening.54/55 For example, in “Mozart meets
Michael” and “Cello Wars,” TPG skillfully adapt the most complex classical works by
incorporating them into a familiar contemporary scheme. Crossover remix is characterized by
combining classical works with electronic sounds from synthesizers, samplers and drum
machines or performing works with electronic instruments instead of standard orchestral
instruments. Some early well-known examples include performances by British violinists Nigel
Kennedy and Vanessa Mae. Presently there are entire Spotify and Pandora channels devoted to
classical crossover remixes. TPG also incorporate electronic sound throughout most of their

The term “easy listening” may potentially refer to a host of various genres. Related to “middle of the road”
(MOR), easy listening originated in the 1950s. At that time, it indicated instrumental versions of various hit songs
and popular melodies in mellow instrumental renditions. Its application to classical crossover yielded playlists of the
most popular classical works, either chosen for their simplicity or adopted for a mainstream audience without any
classical background. The adaptation process could range from changing the instrumentation to rearranging the
classical pieces with technological advances such as adding background strings or drumbeats. Irrespective of the
original source, the adaptations typically maintained a mellow, undemanding character. The diversity of genres
allowed the audience to enjoy a variety of musical styles without leaving the comfort zone of the same smooth,
melodious characteristics.
54

Both David Brackett (2016) and Erik Drott (2013) mention “easy listening” as a descriptive general grouping
rather than a specific genre. They are referring to its popularity and perception, but not the qualities of the music nor
the genre it might embrace:
55

It is the identity of the work that now becomes the principal matter of concern, as one seeks to
determine whether it is best considered a piece of classical music, easy listening, or something
else altogether. (Drott 2013, 16)
Another question (or difficulty) emerges in the relationship between popular music genres such
as rock, pop, and easy listening. (Brackett 2016, 4)
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works, including the use of electronic cello and imitating synthesized percussion effects with
different acoustic sound manipulations.
Collaborative Crossover includes the pairing of well-known classical and popular artists,
such as Philip Glass working with popular artists Suzanne Vega and Paul Simon on Songs from
Liquid Days (1986) and working with Brian Eno and David Bowie on the Low Symphony (1992).
Another contemporary classical composer, Michael Nyman, was joined by Neil Hannon and
chamber pop band The Divine Comedy to arrange and perform excerpts from Peter Greenaway’s
film scores in 1997.
TPG also produced a number of Collaborative Crossover mashups, featuring musicians
from different genre categories: Internet sensation soprano Lexi Walker in their “Ave Maria/O
Holy Night” mashup, EDM/Dubsteb violinist Lindsey Stirling in their rendition of
“Mozart/Mission Impossible,” British-American singer and actor Alex Boyé in
“Peponi/Paradise,” and Lyceum Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Kayson Brown in
“Beethoven’s 5 Secrets.”
The subcategory of Classical Incorporations consists of folk melodies, traditional songs,
hymns, film scores and well-known showtunes transcribed and/or performed with easily
recognizable classical elements—for example, the use of orchestral instruments, operatic vocal
techniques or classical harmonizations. In addition to the entire albums of traditional Christmas
songs, TPG produced “classical style” mashups featuring melodies such as “Amazing Grace”
and “Canon in D” by Pachelbel.
Similar to the previous category, Classical Covers are popular songs performed or
transcribed in Western classical traditions. TPG produced numerous covers of popular songs
such as “Without You” by David Guetta (2011), “Rolling in the Deep” by Adele (2011) and “A
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Thousand Years” by Christina Perri (2012) before such covers became extremely popular on
YouTube.
The developmental trajectory of Classical Crossover practices is radically different from
the evolutionary path in other genres. Artists working within the boundaries of Western classical
music strive to defy the previously established traditions, each new trajectory an opposition of
the current one. Rock musicians aim to differ from their roots and negate existing influence so
they can differentiate their styles as something new. In short, most of the innovative practices fall
into the trap of the “Anxiety of Influence” (Bloom 1997 [1973])56: either denying their respective
legacies entirely (e.g., expressionism to minimalism to chance music) or starting at the roots of
the genre and subsequently trying to oppose its rules (e.g., rock to punk rock as in the songs of
English punk band the Sex Pistols; punk rock to industrial music to anarcho-punk, as in the case
of Throbbing Gristle–– a music and visual arts group formed in Yorkshire in 1975). In contrast,
the idea of Classical Crossover is to embrace the roots, riding on their already established values.
Instead of struggling against various deified or canonized presences, the artists transform the
influence into direct tribute. Through pastiche and the explicit acknowledgement of their original
sources, Classical Crossover artists use influence as a foundation for their creative practices.
Furthermore, the new material or new ideas placed in direct contact with the omnipotent
influential presence highlight the creative leap from the source. The authorship also benefits

The notion of the anxiety of influence—a theory in literary criticism, initially applied to poetry—was developed
by Harold Bloom in 1973. The central argument states that the creative practices of poets are inevitably hindered by
the influence of their great predecessors and the works of aspiring poets are always in danger of being derivative.
Bloom separates poets in two categories: “weak” poets whose works derived from the influences of the preceding
literary figures and “strong” poets who are able to overcome their anxiety of influence to produce original material.
There are several notable applications of this theory to musical practices: Kevin Korsyn (1991) and Mark Evan
Bonds (1996) apply the theory to nineteenth-century music, Joseph Straus (1990) uses this theory to trace the
influences in twentieth-century classical music, and Mark Spicer (2018) incorporates it to analyze the development
of British pop and rock music in the late twentieth century.
56
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from the proximity of a more decorated precursor. For instance, TPG’s “Code Name Vivaldi” or
“Beethoven’s 5 Secrets” immediately point to concrete influences. The names of the composers
reference the Classical and Baroque periods. That, in turn, implies sonorities of acoustic
instruments and some involvement of classical performers. Considering that the Fifth Symphony
is one of the most well-known of Beethoven’s pieces, the number five in the name hints at
orchestral music. The “secrets” bring a promise to reveal historically significant facts. Vivaldi’s
name is frequently associated with Four Seasons, since it is the most referenced work, frequently
used in classical crossover transcriptions. The Four Seasons point to the timbres of string
instruments. The references placed so far away on the historical timeline also open a long gap to
the present time—the gap of free, influence-less creativity. Defining borders of influences from
the get-go effectively eliminates any trace of plagiarism, as any similarities with the previously
composed material, be it a quotation or a very close imitation, would be assigned to those
venerated sources. Instead of attempting to invent concepts that are radically different from past
foundations, TPG promote influences, using them as organic parts of new material and relying
on the traditional and cultural legacy to carry their works to acceptance.
In the main types of classical crossover that can be found on the playlists of major music
streaming services 57 The Piano Guys appear in the category of classical chamber ensembles
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

These are current subgroupings of classical crossover genre on Spotify, iTunes, Pandora and Deezer:
Operatic singers singing popular music (e.g., Sarah Brightman, “The Opera Babe”s)
Disco versions of classical music (e.g. Walter Murphy's “A Fifth of Beethoven”)
Jazz versions of classical music (e.g. Jacques Loussier Trio, The Opera Swing Quartet, Vivaldi's Four
Seasons In Jazz [2010] by Raymond Fol Orchestra)
Contemporary renditions of ancient music (e.g., Richard Souther's recordings of Hildegard von Bingen's
music)
Orchestral versions of popular music (e.g. Us and Them: Symphonic Pink Floyd (1995); Symphonic Live
(2003) by Yes)
Chamber music performances of popular music (The Piano Guys, Vitamin String Quartet, 2Cellos, Bond)
Orchestral music by pop or rock musicians (Paul McCartney, Tony Banks)
Orchestral movie soundtracks with classical influences (John Williams, Hans Zimmer)
Electronic performances of classical music (e.g., Wendy Carlos and Tomita)
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playing popular music.58 However, the other artists within that subgrouping do not share one
fundamental trait with The Piano Guys, differentiating TPG’s works onto a separate group. This
particular type— popular works infused with classical style— would not fall into the
same genre category as works rooted in popular repertoire. Neither would they fit the category of
classical work in popular renditions. The formula for TPG’s genre fusion is generated from
popular to classical in retrograde fashion. Popular song form would take precedence, peppered
with stylistic influences from the classical vocabulary, and, thus, would carry slightly more
weight. Even when direct quotations from classical works are used, the overall concept of the
work is to integrate older ideas into contemporary schema, not to re-fit the classical work itself.
The main distinguishing factor that immediately puts the works of TPG in a different
category is the originating direction of the crossover practices. Usually the main goal of most
classical crossover artists is to transform the classical repertoire to fit the modern landscape.
Vanessa Mae created an unprecedented experience by performing Vivaldi’s Four Seasons on
electric violin, in a rock concert setting and with an accompaniment of drums. Nigel Kennedy
performed the same Four Seasons in a traditional classical concert setting with string orchestra,
but infused Vivaldi’s work with jazz interludes. TPG, on the other hand, start with the renditions
of popular repertoire, not transforming the classical works to accommodate modern fast-paced
•
•

Progressive rock performances of classical music (e.g., Emerson, Lake & Palmer)
Combinations of classical and jazz elements (e.g., George Gershwin, Duke Ellington, Eddie Daniels)

Interestingly, the types within classical crossover did not change much from the classifications outlined in
Billboard at the onset of the genre in 1989:
a) recordings sold in both the classical and jazz or new-age departments of record stores;
b) classical artists performing popular material;
c) popular artists performing classical material;
d) classical music orchestrated for or performed by electronic “instruments”;
e) classical music performed by classical artists but packaged thematically [ . . . ];
f) music that hard core classical mavens listen to when they want to relax;
g) music designed to appeal to those who have not yet experienced “real” classical music. (Hall 1989, C12)
58
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entertainment requirements, but using their legacy to show the continuity and connection from a
modern vantage point. Instead of adapting classical works to modern consumption, TPG assume
that both classical and popular sides are equally relevant. Juxtaposing them, TPG preserve the
integrity of both directions, combining them but not negating their unique qualities.

V. The concept of covering
The term “cover” or “cover version” originated in the 1940s and for more than seventy
years has been used liberally to identify any recording or performance of a song that was first
recorded or performed by another artist. The musical and cultural context of the works that have
been labeled as cover versions throughout these decades vary greatly according to their historical
role on the musical landscape. Among its many variants, the practice of covering went from
racially driven theft in 1950s,59 to career-driven tributes in the 1960s, to parody and social
commentary in the 1980s–90s. While there is a lot of academic research on stand-alone instances
of covering practices, the general concept of the term “cover” is still vaguely defined. Michael
Coyle has summarized the complexity of the term as it has been used across widely different
practices:

[My] purpose is unfortunately complicated by the survival of this single term through
various historical changes, so that it now indiscriminately designates any occasion of
rerecording. Disentangling the various senses of the term teaches much about the
changing relations of pop music both to its audience and to the discourses that plot its
significance. (Coyle 2002, 134)

During 1950s black artists were frequently subjected to prejudice and discrimination from major recording labels
such as Decca, RCA Victor and Columbia. As they struggled to get representation, their songs were “covered” in
more “white-oriented” style (i.e. stolen) by white artists such as Pat Boone and Elvis Presley (Cooper 1982, 112;
Plasketes 1992, 2).
59
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Coyle further states that “no one in 1954 would have used the word ‘cover’ to mean what
we mean by it today” (2002, 136). The process of covering has not only changed, but expanded
into a greater variety of positions within the music industry. For example, musicologist Paolo
Prato states that “the term cover refers to the second version, and all subsequent versions, of a
song, performed by either another act than the one that originally recorded it or by anyone except
its writer” (Prato 2007, 444).
Gabriel Solis gives a more thorough definition of “cover,” accounting for cultural and
sociological contents: “A cover is a new version of a song in that the original version is a
recording, and for that musicians and listeners have a particular set of ideas about authenticity,
authorship, and the ontological status of both original and cover versions” (Solis 2010, 298).
Mark Butler supports this assertion, stating that “covers provide an intertextual commentary on
another musical work or style” (Butler 2003, 1). However, Greg Metcalf is much more negative
in his statement, declaring that “covering is plagiarism, taking someone else’s song and ‘making
it your own’” (2013, 227).
The recent upsurge of cover practices has added several new categories of covers to the
mix. Instrumental covers replay the songs recorded by other artists on different instruments in
various combinations. EDM artists create covers by adding the most characteristic EDM
elements, such as a four beats to the bar (“four on the floor”) kick or bass drum, to the original
recording and incorporating the drop ––the most telling climax of the EDM song structure—into
the songs they cover. There is also a category of “tutorial covers”—educational video and audio
recordings of popular songs, often produced with the aid of applications such as Synthesia. 60

Synthesia is a music software application to learn how to play the piano, created in 2006 by Nicholas Piegdon.
The tutorial videos produced by users of Synthesia a color representations of the notes of popular melodies on the
virtual keyboard. Featuring well-known melodies from both classical and popular repertoire, the videos have
become popular as a learning tool for piano beginners. For example, the video of the theme from a popular TV
60
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In the context of mashups as sample-based musical works, the concept of covering is an
organic part of the mashup construction, but not its prevalent method. In essence, covering is reperforming or re-producing previously written material, similar to copying in the sense that some
covers attempt to reproduce the sound and style of the original as accurately as possible.
Lacasse’s adapted definition of a cover is “a hypertext consisting of a rendering of a hypotext
that reveals no intention to be either travesty or a copy” (Lacasse 2000, 46). “Cover” assumes a
degree of interpretation of the previously recorded song. Lacasse also concedes that, while in
literary texts an exact duplication of the words would produce a simple copy without aesthetic
value, in musical performance a rendition of the previously existing material as close to the
original as possible would still carry interpretive differences. Delineations between copy and
cover in the performance versions would then lie in the extent of interpretive modifications and
the artistic intent behind them.
As an illustration of covering practices in conjunction with other manipulations of
hypertexts, let us consider TPG’s “Cello Song.” “Cello Song” is a cover of the Suite No. 1 in G
Major by J. S. Bach, a widely known staple of the classical cello repertoire. Adapting the narrow
view of genre classification, at first glance the work fits comfortably into the subcategory of
Classical Crossover—that is, reperforming classical music with changes and adaptations of
modern pop traditions. TPG have eliminated the barrier of ascribing an unknown label to a wellknown melody by calling their version of Bach’s Suite “a cello song” and classifying it as a
cover. In Lacasse’s definition of copying widely recognizable works, this cover has potential

series Game of Thrones was viewed over a million times, the tutorial of the entire first movement of Beethoven’s
Moonlight Sonata––2.2 million times, and the tutorial of Megalovania––a theme from a computer game Undertale
(2015)––was viewed by YouTube users a record 36 million times.
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elements of travesty on a paratextual level.61 The actual amount of the material borrowed from
the “Prelude” is less than half, twenty bars out of 42; the rest of the material is a close imitation
of Bach’s patterns. The cover part is modified enough to be exciting in its new version, as TPG
use the cello to add rhythmic patterns, and the resultant “beat” brings the modern feel of a drum
track into the production without steering it too far away from the stylistic continuity of the
Baroque. Steven Sharp Nelson expands the material, creating eight cello tracks, doubling the
melodic lines and creating an intricate polyphonic pattern underneath the main figurations. The
video production depicts the eight cellos as traditional orchestral instruments, in contrast to the
multicolored electronic and innovative black-and-white cellos featuring in other videos of TPG.
The cover section is a copy—the entire opening part is an unmodified rendition of Bach’s work.
The elements of remix surface with the expansion of the opening, insertion of the middle part,
and the expansion of the second half by bringing back the opening material. The new material in
the middle part imitates the stylistic configurations of Bach’s work, bringing characteristics of
pastiche into the mix. And, to add another intertextual layer onto the structure, the central place
in the work is occupied by the only quotation—a melody from Gounod’s “Ave Maria,” that was
originally superimposed on Bach’s famous “Prelude in C Major” from The Well-Tempered
Clavier Book 1. The first four measures of Gounod’s melodic line fit so comfortably onto the
harmonic pattern of the “Prelude” that the quotation seems almost accidental, as if it is just one
of the derivative elements of the “Prelude.” However, the quotation still stands out unmistakably
among the other seven cello parts, as a declamatory statement, preserving its original rhythmic
structure. Circling back to the reception aspect of the work, from the point of recognizability the

Reiterating Lacasse’s point that travesty depends on the work’s reception as much as the intentions of the authors,
classical works “degraded” to the popular level for entertainment are an easy target for criticism; thus, the addition
of multimedia, expansion into multiple instruments and even renaming the cello suite a “song” evokes negative
connotations of classical crossover from Western music purists (Lacasse 2000, 42–5).
61
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“Cello Song” remains a “cover,” as the vast majority of listeners will primarily connect with
Bach’s Suite, rendering all the other aspects immaterial in their consumption.

VI. Mashups—“a kaleidoscope of generic multiplicity” 62
While classical/popular mashups have come to constitute a separate subgenre under the
broader definition of Classical Crossover, these works also belong in another grouping—
mashups under a general definition of sample-based music. The more the constituents of the
mashups pull away from the classical framework, the more they fall into the sample-based music
grouping. Mashups combine stylistically incompatible works, mixing genre traits by definition.
The unique types of music hybridization in the classical/popular mashup style not only place it in
its own space within Classical Crossover practices but connect the style to an entirely different
region of genre groupings.
Mashups are creative works derived from sample-based culture, using digital software
and hardware to combine (“mash up”) two or more extremely dissimilar recordings to create a
new concept. Some groundbreaking early mashup works, such as The Grey Album by Danger
Mouse, have garnered considerable scholarly interest (Howard-Spink 2004; Gunderson 2009;
Adams 2015). Other research articles have approached mashups from a legal perspective
(McLeod 2005). In 2007, John Shiga directed his research toward the sociocultural role of
mashups, stating that mashups have created “a new kind of amateur musicianship based on
pluralistic listening” (Shiga 2007, 93). In 2008, David J. Gunkel separated mashup academic
discourse into two basic categories: (1) articles that praised mashups as a clever way of
reworking the tedious pop music fed to us by the recording industry; and (2) articles that damned
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Johnson 2018, 56.
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mashups for their derivative nature and typically illegal production (Gunkel 2008, 189). Two
dissertations on mashups were completed during the beginning of this decade: Christine Boone’s
research that defined the mashup as its own genre of music, separating it from other types of
derivative music and providing an overview of the development of the genre from historical and
aesthetic points of view (2011); and Liam McGranahan’s that was the first ethnographic research
on mashups’ practitioners and the surrounding music culture, examining the production of
mashups and the reception of sample-based music in the communities (2010). In addition,
Thomas Johnson’s 2018 dissertation on genre distributions in post-millennial popular music
analyzes the construction of mashups and their placement on the genre spectrum.
According to Boone’s definition, “the basic mashup combines two or three songs, all
recognizable, in a primarily vertical fashion, and uses no new material” (Boone 2013, 3). In her
framework of parameters defining properties of the mashup, the TPG mashups fall into the
category of cover mashups 63 —works that combine two or more songs, replay those songs rather
than sample preexisting recordings, and use no new material. Since The Piano Guys always recompose and re-perform the songs, all of their mashups are cover mashups. However, reperformance of the songs offers more freedom for re-composition, so that it can sometimes be
difficult to draw the line between the preexisting sources and the new material imitating those
sources. For example, the mashup “Fight Song/Amazing Grace” consists of a mostly vertical
juxtaposition of two melodic lines with minimal rhythmic adjustments to both sources, so the
entire work can thus be easily traced to one of the two songs; conversely, the mashup
In her in-depth study of “recycled music,” Christine Boone provides quantifiable attributes that define the
properties of mashups and separate them from other styles constructed in similar ways: (1) mashups use preexisting
music; (2) mashups use vertical interaction between songs; (3) mashups always include more than one song; (4)
most mashups are dependent upon the recognizability of the songs included; and (5) at least one of the songs is a
pop song. Boone also separates eight subcategories: (1) the basic mashup, (2) the cover mashup, (3) the paint palette
mashup, (4) remix, (5) collage, (6) medley, (7) the megamix mashup and (8) Live DJ mashup performances (2013, 3–
9).
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“Beethoven’s 5 Secrets” includes not only direct quotations of “Secrets” by One Republic and
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, but also several modified melodies from both works and some
entirely original elements construed as new material.

VII. Background/foreground redistributions in classical/popular mashups
Melody/accompaniment or figure/ground dualism of European music that formed with
the rise of individualist culture still prevails in classical traditions as well as most popular genres.
The notion of figure/ground was analyzed extensively in practical terms, i.e. how the
background/foreground hierarchy is organized structurally and how the listener perceives and
differentiates the figure/ground relationship (Francis 2011; Leung 2016; Deutsch 2019). Lately,
compositional techniques in Electronic Dance Music (EDM)64 styles have inspired more studies
on the cultural signifiers affected by various figure/ground correlations in rave, breakbeat and
other EDM genres (Thornton 1996; Ott 2003; Herman 2006). Denouncing the melody as figure
and bringing ground along with ambient, environmental and other traditionally non-musical
sounds into the foreground layers EDM styles presented radically new forms of musical
expression.
On a different analytical path, a large number of existing studies have examined social
tendencies manifested in various EDM styles (McLeod 2001; Holmes 2008; Anderson 2009,

Electronic Dance Music, also called dance music or club music, is a term that hosts a set of various genres,
defined by extensive use of percussive electronically generated sounds and repetitive rhythmic patterns in 4/4 meter
provided by synthesized bass lines and drum machines. The genres of EDM are produced mainly for dance-based
environments, such as clubs. Some genres, such as EuroDisco and ItaloDisco and, later, Trance, were pioneered in
Europe before their popularization in US; other genre trajectories such as House music and Techno, have their roots
in Chicago house music and Detroit techno. In early 2000s the term EDM was adapted by music industry in the
United States to capitalize on growing popularity of club culture. Appendix 2 shows the iconographic of some of the
better-known EDM genres identified in the last four decades.
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135–65; Rojek 2011). However, it was Phillip Tagg’s approach to the social context around rave,
that emerged as a style in 1990s, that pointed out how individual and collective social strategies
might be encoded and signified in particular assignments and distributions of figure/ground
hierarchies (1994, 216-20). Configurable styles move even further from the Western standard
biformity of melody as a figure and accompaniment as a ground. The choice of several
figure/ground pairs coupled with sampling, synthesizing, sequencing and other reconfiguring
techniques present a nearly unlimited universe of possibilities.
In the construction of mashups, these figure-versus-ground recontextualizations function
in a slightly different way than in other configurative practices. As Sinnreich explains, “[f]or
many mash-up artists, then, examining, critiquing, and playing with traditional figure/ground
relationships is a central element of the process and the aesthetic, and even the raison d’être of
the style itself” (2010, 163). Since the functionality of mashups is dependent on the
recognizability of the samples, ideally every element taken from an original work needs to be
substantial enough to retain its identity. Consequently, the background moved to the foreground
role and vice versa would not only create different dynamics in its new context but forgo its
assigned role in the original setting. Usually in original works the figure/ground delineation is
very distinct. In Western music, a well-established sonic language separates melodic lines from
harmonic filler; in popular song culture, the vocal line is traditionally in the lead position. In
sample-based compositions, however, configurable composers have a wide range of possibilities
to reassign figure/ground delineations while the samples are transported from their original
settings to the configurable work. In other words, in original compositions there is usually one
figure/ground relationship and the only way to modify it would be to reverse the roles. When two
or more compositions are mashed together, the figure/ground combinations grow exponentially
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with the quantity of original samples used. Adding to the equation is the overarching hierarchy of
one original sample over another when the materials are in vertical juxtaposition.
I have purposefully picked a concrete example from the allosonic realm of configurable
music in order to illustrate the operational process of this structural reconstitution. In TPG’s
mashup “Over the Rainbow/Simple Gifts,” the entire structure of the work is dictated by
figure/ground shifts. The overall background layer is taken from the “Hawaiian” version of the
song “Over the Rainbow.”65 It houses the basic rhythmic structure or “groove,” with the ukulele
parts transferred to cello and, most significantly, introduces the overall character of the song.
Thus, when the melody of Copland’s “Simple Gifts”66 first enters as foreground material in the
piano part, it blends with the other layers to serve as part of the introduction. After that, the
melodic line of “Over the Rainbow” asserts a lead role, prevailing over the other layers. TPG
then insert a substantial excerpt of “Simple Gifts” in its original hierarchical structure only to
recede into the texture four measures later. The constant presence of “Simple Gifts” builds up to
the climactic moment when the two original melodies are juxtaposed. The polyphonic
presentation of two equally important melodic lines operates in the foreground, creating a new
melodic composite. Such manipulations effectively redistribute listeners’ attention between
constituent elements, creating tensions between two distinct identities and anticipation of the
final result of the blend.

The original song “Over the Rainbow” was composed by Harold Arlen for the movie The Wizard of Oz and was
sung by actress Judy Garland. It has a slow orchestral accompaniment. TPG borrowed the background instrumental
and vocal layers from a widely popular medley of “Over the Rainbow” and “What a Wonderful World” by
Hawaiian artist Israel “Iz” Ka’ano’i Kamakawiwo’Ole, released in 1990.
65

The melody of “Simple Gifts” is a sample––Copland borrowed it from Shaker communities (Silverstein 2004,
264).
66
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VIII. Video significance in genre formation and distribution
Music videos have grown to play a paramount role in music production and consumption.
Steadily growing in the last four decades, the role of multimedia in music consumption is at its
all-time highest level. As the presence of multimedia in consumers’ lives grows exponentially,
we become more and more adapted to consuming information through several media channels
simultaneously. YouTube is currently a primary listening channel for more than half of
consumers, placing music videos on equal footing with audio recordings. 67 From MTV hits to
official videos, behind-the-scene videos, fan-produced videos, and live concert videos, the visual
component has significantly elevated our engagement with both the music and the performers.
Lacasse (2018, 37) states that “when a recorded song is coupled with the video, meanings
emerging from interaction between the visual and sonic narratives might differ from the ones
conveyed by the sound recording alone,” positing that the narrative of the video significantly
alters the musical meaning. Videos have become an integral part of the musical discourse
warranting their in-depth analysis in popular music studies (Burns 2015; Frith, Goodwin, and
Grossberg 1993).
Consequently, the video portions of music presentations play a significant role in genre
classification. Even with all the inherent ambiguity of genre borders there are certain
conventionally anticipated qualities of video presentations that can indicate at least a large genre
grouping if not a particular subcategory. Examining the development of video productions in
country music, Mark Fenster identifies numerous iconographic and formal features classifying
the genre as country music and illustrates the development of country music video presentations
According to the Music Consumer Insight Report, published by the International Federation of the Phonographic
Industry, from 2016 to 2018 video streaming has risen from 49% to 52% of all music streaming globally. YouTube
remains the leading platform for music consumption, with 82% of over a billion consumers regularly using it to
access music (IFPI’s Music Consumers Report 2019).
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as a country-pop crossover, defining it as “the synthesis of the aesthetic and iconographic
elements inherent in country music and certain constructs of the popular music video” (Fenster
1988, 285). Björnberg presents a different approach to video analysis: he separates the stylistic
parameters of rock music from the features found in popular genres and analyses the
relationships between stylistic manifestations and their visual representations in accompanying
video clips. He states that “visualization of musical structures is shaped by genre-specific
cultural codes of expression” (Björnberg 1994, 51–74) that emphasize that the videos have
distinctive sets of characteristics correlating with the genre of music they belong to. Philip
Larsen (1998) limits his examinations to Western classical music and its derivatives to
Hollywood film music, by implication dismissing contemporary popular music as generally nonnarrative and not susceptible to this kind of analysis.
Undoubtedly, the video can play a lead role in presenting the narrative of the song even if
the audio recording is considered the main product. Some examples, such as Lady Gaga’s clips,
definitely constitute an embodiment of her artistic image, dictating sonic perceptions.
Some songs transfer entire layers of meaning into the visual presentation. Then the video
narrative supersedes the semiotic context of the song, relegating its status to a movie soundtrack.
For example, the official video of “Take Me to Church” by Hozier (2014) paints a terrifying
story of social intolerance to homosexuality, portraying the less tolerant layers of American
society as the enemy, construing numerous parallels with real events and culminating in a KuKlux–Klan style murder of the subject’s partner. The song’s lyrics and music alone would not
imply such horrifying imagery or raise sociopolitical issues. Another example would be the
official video of “Titanium” (2011) by Sia and David Guetta, discussed later as a part of TPG’s
mashup. While the song’s lyrics are about strength under pressure and getting through
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difficulties (“I am bullet-proof”), the official video took this idea much further, portraying a kid
with supernatural powers who demolished his school and was being chased by the police.
“Titanium” was pulled from radio stations in the US in December 2012 after the Sandy Hook
Elementary School shooting.
Western classical traditions do not assume any necessity of visualization.
After an initial spike in video production in the 1990s,68 the video aspect of classical
performances has died down considerably, relegating implementation of multimedia innovations
to classical crossover artists. There are several TV channels dedicated to classical performances,
including BBC Opera in United Kingdom, CBC Classical in Canada and several media platforms
broadcasting classical performances in the United States. Most of the performances concentrate
on opera and ballet video productions, rarely presenting solo concerts or chamber music
programs from the classical era. While multimedia approaches in other genres allow them to
constantly reach for new audiences, classical performances “suffer from very strong stereotypical
audience images (an elitist and difficult music genre meant for old people)” (Liem, Gómez, and
Schedl 2015), that create social and physical borders between the musical performance and the
new audience. One of the reasons classical audiences seem to be immune to multimedia is that
this particular market segment does not have much interest in participating in media interactions.
That creates a catch-22 situation where video production is not supported by the current market,
so it does not develop. As a result, classical video production never reaches the rest of the
audiences whose engagement depends largely on multimedia interactions. The second reason

Major companies had some success with sales of video documentaries such as Horowitz: The Last Romantic,
produced by Sony Classical (Maysles 1985) and Richter: The Enigma, an NVC Arts/Warner documentary
(Monsaingeon 1998). In addition, videos of large-scale opera productions also produced some sales “just for the
sheer visual spectacle of the thing.” But as Sony Classical president Peter Gelb stated in 1998, “The problem with
longform music video . . . is that with the rare exception, it has never really captured the public’s imagination. . . .
Music videos have yet to demonstrate that they can be a complete artistic experience” (Bambarger 1998). Thus, the
companies limit their investments to unique presentations based on the recognizability of an artist.
68
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that might contribute to the lack of interest toward classical videos is that in most cases the
primary goal of the videos is to present a documentary version of a concert event, not to play an
integral role in creating the meaning of the musical work. Consequently, instead of inviting
audiences to the narrative of the story through visual components, the videos depict a remote
event in the past, further alienating the audience from the performance. By contrast, in popular
music the video production is comprised of two main types of videos: official releases and fanbased productions. Official videos would be released in conjunction with a new audio release,
enhancing and transforming audio material and constructing the artistic image of the performers.
Fan-based videos, that come out later, dramatically enhance the popularity of the song, exposing
it to much bigger audiences than the initial fan circle. These videos can be reuploads of the
original videos, remixes, collages, covers and any combination of the above. Live performance
videos are a much smaller segment of the popular video library, serving as promotional or
referential material at best, but not representative of the recorded musical portfolios of the artists.
Despite their scarcity, classical music videos have acquired their own collection of
cultural codes. Limited to replications of concert performances, the videos have strong uniform
signifiers starting with the attire of musicians, detailed zoomed-in shots of musicians’ hands and
instruments, concert stage presentation and depictions of live audiences. These codes come into
play in classical crossover practices. When they are superimposed on the popular signifiers, they
become powerful tropes, referencing the classical system of values––strict delineation between
the performer and the audience, faithful adherence to the author of the music, “pure” presentation
with minimal showmanship, historical cultural legacy carried over to present time. The general
inflexibility of classical traditions affects the codes in visual representations, reinforcing a strict
framework of codified signals. Since the signifiers work as an interconnected set, the absence or
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substitution of one of them immediately distorts the entire system, sending the presentation in
question to the crossover realm.
For example, the video of a live performance of Croatian pianist Maksim Mrvica (2006)
has all the necessary attributes of a classical-music performance: it depicts the grand piano on the
stage, shows a packed hall of listeners, and features the pianist’s hands on the keyboard. Mrvica
is performing Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 by Franz Liszt, a staple of the classical repertoire. The
only aspect that does not fit the standard of a classical concert video is Mrvica’s attire—a black
leather costume adorned with chains and metal trinkets. This attire would be much more
appropriate for a hard rock or metal artist. That one attribute transforms the perception of the
performance, pushing it into the classical crossover genre. Even though a mere “unclassical”
attire of a classical artist is usually not enough to designate “crossing over,” it is the degree of
incongruity of a nonclassical element in a classical environment and the power of its cultural
signification that determines how much it transforms that environment.
Alternatively, if the visual presentation has all the characteristics of a classical concert,
the video would be perceived as classical even if the actual choice of the repertoire performed is
far from the standard classical catalogs. For instance, a video recording of trombone player
Matjaž Kafol playing with Gimnazija Kranj Symphony Orchestra (2017) pictures a full
symphony orchestra in concert attire, a concert hall, a trombone soloist and a conductor. All the
other attributes such as details of the instruments and the attention to the playing process of the
artists are present. It is a classical live concert presentation, except the musicians are playing a
cover of the country song “Always on My Mind” (1982) by Willie Nelson. And, since the
production is perceived as classical, it has a limited amount of interest from audiences in
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comparison to other covers of the same song (such as Pet Shop Boys’ 1987 cover) filmed in
more contemporary accessible styles.
The videos of TPG are especially fascinating to evaluate as they tap into several
seemingly polarized sets of features, displaying conventionally incompatible attributes and
redefining previously established sets of qualities attached to music styles. Not only does the
visual content have a significant input in the architecture of the works, in the tropological content
as well as intertextual substance, but also the videos are atypical and fascinating even in
comparison to pop music videos; for example, filming a clip on the edge of a mountain peak in
Bryce Canyon National Park (“Titanium/Pavane” 2012) and performing Chopin’s works on a
piano placed on the Great Wall of China (“Kung Fu Piano: Cello Ascends” 2013) are ideas that
spike the audience’s curiosity even before they evaluate the music.
To compare TPG’s video productions to other video presentations in classical and
popular genres, I will borrow the framework of three types of video experience that Fabian Holt
(2011) applies in his examination process of video distribution in indie rock: the online concert
experience, the extraordinary concert event, and the video blog experience. Typically, classical
videos are providing the online concert experience. Web subscription platforms such as
MediciTV, dedicated YouTube channels, and large classical establishments such as the New
York Philharmonic or Metropolitan Opera frequently stream live performances and have an
impressive library of concert videos. For a concert to reach a worldwide audience (“the
extraordinary concert event”), an extramusical connection is typically required to elevate the
performance to a once-in-a-lifetime experience. For example, in 2007, Live Earth was a 22-hour
concert event dedicated to climate change and featuring over hundred fifty performances (Smith
2007; Robb 2007). In addition to attracting live audiences in all eleven locations, the event
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accumulated over fifteen million streams. The array of artists represented nearly every possible
style and genre of popular music and there even was a handful of classical artists among the
performers. Popular artists of high level usually have more chances than classical musicians to
be a part of events of such caliber or other large-scale events, such as inaugurations or the
Olympics. Until the last several years, video blogging was mostly relegated to the music blogs
commenting on various new releases rather than artists themselves. More recently, however,
YouTube blogging has become a popular vehicle for artists to grow their fan base. Though for
some artists it is a definite path to recognition (as it was for TPG), most popular music bloggers
on YouTube remain confined to that platform, never reaching other media or live exposure.
The Piano Guys have managed to tap into all three types of video experiences and to
break through the digital media into sold-out live performances in the largest venues worldwide.
The group provides concert experience videos through their “early access” subscription channel
that features videos of live recordings, rehearsals, interviews and behind-the-stage work
processes. The musicians also produce one-of-a-kind recordings and official videos of the
highest quality, providing the extraordinary event type of visual experience. And, finally, TPG
offer audiences the video blog experience with numerous updates on their travel, work progress,
useful content and multiple interactions with their fans on several platforms. While video blogs,
travel updates and interviews do not separate The Piano Guys from the rest of pop and indie
artists, those materials help shape the group’s personality and provide interactive channels for the
audiences. The official videos––the extraordinary type events––are the productions that propel
the group’s popularity forward.
The same three layers of stylistic stratification involved in the audio construction can be
applied to TPG’s video productions, where the signifiers of different layers co-exist and interact.
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“Beethoven’s 5 Secrets” (2012), created by TPG in collaboration with the Lyceum Orchestra, is
an example of such multilayered video production where all three types of experience work to
enhance the overall engagement of the audience. 69 The video features only one out of two
musicians of TPG—the cellist, alongside a full orchestra. There are a number of signifiers
pulling the video narrative in different directions. The clip opens with scenes of nature (such as
we might find in new age and relaxation videos), coupled with Beethoven’s quotes about music
(recalling educational videos or documentaries). The solo cellist is placed in the middle of the
natural landscape playing on a bright white electric cello (classical crossover). The subsequent
images of the live orchestra concert transfer the narrative to the observatory mode from the
reflective state. The video shows the source of the sound as an immediate performance of a large
group of musicians in a concert setting. The emphasis is undoubtedly on the foreground
impression of a classical concert. This is the only instance in the work where Beethoven’s texture
is presented unaltered, as if the orchestra is performing the full symphony. A clear reference to
classical traditions immediately invokes a sense of detachment, of the concept of the orchestra as
a well-tuned inanimate entity rather than the subject of the story. Consequently, seeing a familiar
image of TPG cello player Steven Sharp Nelson in the midst of the orchestral musicians as if he
is transferred directly from the previous scene ties the two sections into a coherent narrative of
the performance, landing the video somewhere in the middle between a concert and a film.

2. Authorship and Authority in the Works of Configurable Musicians

In Chapter 2.1, I provide a topical diagram of the mashup “Beethoven’s 5 Secrets,” identifying video components
working in synergy with audio signifiers.
69
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In the first part of this chapter I have positioned the works of The Piano Guys as having
a separate unique style under several genre categories. The argument that a style based on
derivative music has a distinctive set of qualities and facilitates the emergence of new meaning
in the work of art would be groundless without pointing out the sources of creative artistic
decisions. In the second part of this chapter, I propose a working definition of authorship and
authority that will recognize creative practices of configurable artists without negating the value
of the original sources.

I. Western classical legacy—a historically stabilized concept
The still-prevailing modern ontological framework of authorship was established around
the middle of the nineteenth century and has solidified its premises mostly via Western classical
traditions. The romantic view of the creator as a historical entity heavily prioritizes uniqueness,
subjectivity and individualism, opposing any notion of communal creativity. Under this premise,
all subsequent incorporations of a creative work would be subservient to its initial creation and
would only serve to re-enact an idea already formed.
This point has been challenged from several fronts, especially beginning in the 1960s
with the work of post-structuralists such as Roland Barthes’ essay “The Death of the Author”
(1967), Pierre Bourdieu’s collection of articles, later published in The Field of Cultural
Production (1968, 1993), and Michel Foucault’s lecture entitled “What is an Author?” (1969).
While some of Foucault’s statements were more categorically negating the very existence of
authority on the creative work, Barthes merely tried to separate the subjective authorial claim
from the meaning of the work, allowing for multiple interpretations of the work itself regardless
of the idea of its creator. Both philosophical discourses emphasized a concept, that will become
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one of the main topics for debate—that “a text is … a tissue of quotations drawn from the
innumerable centers of culture, … a multi-dimensional space in that a variety of writings, none
of them original, blend and clash” (Barthes 1977, 146).
In recent years, the debate on the topic of authorship has mostly addressed contemporary
art works and popular styles, leaving the Western classical legacy largely undisputed. The notion
of ultimate supremacy of the individual genius as an “Author-God” (Barthes 1977) has
transferred to the cult of celebrity, popularized in the second half of the nineteenth century, when
the image of the performer was separated from the one of the composer. 70 Figures such as Franz
Liszt, and Niccolò Paganini, were hailed as a showman performers rather than composers. In the
beginning of the twentieth century the gap between the performers and composers widened,
separating the two types of fame. In Western classical tradition the composer has remained an
omnipotent figure, but in popular genres the stage presence of the performer frequently eclipsed
the all-encompassing figure of the author. With the expansion of genres in which the creation of
works involved several entities the “author–God” concept continued disintegrating into groups of
less centralized and less hierarchical multiple roles. On the one hand, the performative aspect
skewed audiences’ perception of authority toward the image of the artist on stage; on the other,
the artist would frequently play only a minor role in the compositional process, delegating
creative parts to an increasing number of writers, producers, arrangers and sound engineers who
want and deserve to be acknowledged as co-creators.71

There were celebrity performers prior to Franz Liszt, such as an Italian castrato singer Farinelli (Carlo Maria
Michelangelo Nicola Broschi,, 1705–1782), but they were rather exceptions. The majority of musicians enjoying
any degree of fame were distinguished as composers.
70

Music ghostwriting is a separate topic that has occasionally created aesthetic debates and legal controversy
(Buerger 2015; Yassin 2019). Ghostwriting practices are present is many aspects of the art, including visual art,
literature, screenwriting and music. By definition, ghostwriters get compensated for their work, but do not get
credited as authors. In separate instances, when the ghostwritten work becomes a hit, ghostwriters try to ascertain
their rights as creators. For some artists ghostwriting paved a path for success as independent artists. For instance, an
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In popular culture, the issue of authorship deals primarily with the legal disagreements
over creative ownership. The author is still a central figure in assigning ownership to a creative
work; however, now that the creative identity has many faces, its relationship to technology,
shared creativity and the rules of market industry requires a new, more holistic approach to the
concept. Commingling with the issues of commercial ownership, copyright and intellectual
property, the concept did not dissipate entirely, but shifted from the singular authoritative figure
to collective ownership distributed over different stages of the creative process.
Conceding to the impossibility to reduce the compositional impact of multiple authors of
a singular work in popular music to one set of creative ideas, Susan McClary (2002) applies the
idea of “an auteur” as a governing figure who determines the outcome of the project and, thus,
assumes the overarching responsibility for the project creation, while not necessarily generating
creative ideas himself/herself.72 Indeed, separation of the compositional processes from
performative aspects is one of the more recurring topics in modern discourse on authorship.
Nicholas Cook challenges the notion of a composer-centered musicology, drawing attention to
the performances and re-interpretations of a written composition and moving away from “a
conceptual paradigm that constructs the process as subordinate to the product” (Cook 2001).
Keith Negus theorizes that “although performance has been increasingly acknowledged as a
theoretical issue, and despite the critical recognition accorded to performers, it is the originating
American singer-songwriter and producer Frank Ocean started his career as a ghostwriter for popular artists such as
Justin Bieber and John Legend.
The term “Auteur theory” originally applied to the distribution of creative authority in filmmaking. The concept of
auteurship, popularized by the critics of the French film journal Cahiers du cinema in 1950s, considers a film made
by a given director a reflection of his own creative ideas regardless of the amount of collaborations involved. The
theory argues that films by the same director have sets of recognizable attributes and features that constitute a
particular style of that director as a creative artist. Later the concept was applied to the works of popular artists,
designating them as overarching auteurs of their productions, imagery and public persona. For example, there are
academic studies on the images of Madonna (McClary 2002 [1991]), Kate Bush (Moy 2007), and Björk (Mackay
2017).
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author (the composing songwriter) who holds a privileged place in the economic and cultural
valuing of creativity (rights revenue is allocated to the song ‘writer’ and not the
interpreter)” (Negus 2011, 95). He further asserts that “insights from musicology and sociology
can be brought into dialogue with ideas drawn from the study of literature and narrative, and
suggest that this permits disaggregating or ‘unbundling’ different facets of an author’s identity”
(96).
As the field of communal creativity becomes more crowded with candidates for the
ownership of creative work at its various stages, authorship attributions in sample-based music
present even more challenges from both legal and aesthetic points of view. Not only does the
presence of recognizable repurposed material from several sources imply multiple authorships
but also the creator of the newly reconfigured work has an authorial claim on the creation. In
Aram Sinnreich’s words, “within the mash-up aesthetic, then, the only way to be original is to
acknowledge one’s debts to others. Furthermore, to oppose or obscure the sampling of a song is
paradoxically tantamount to sullying its ‘integrity’” (2007, 218). Exemplifying the concept of an
unbundled authorship and collective creativity, in classical/popular mashups authorship stems
from several determinable sources. Each of those is, in turn, a complex web of interdependent
layers of identities. And those identities are in a complex creative relationship with the
artist/arranger.73

While there is a difference between sampling and mashups as art forms, both techniques are based on repurposing previously created material. The issue of authorship remains the same for all derivative styles of samplebased music, but the distributions of the creative ownership might vary from one style to another.
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II. Authorship binaries—evolution and regression
As configurable culture has been claiming more ground in artistic expression in the last
three decades, the notion of authorship has been further pushed into multiple redefinitions,
continuously landing the concept in a grey area. A growing multitude of various creative
opportunities warranting authorial recognition is constantly affecting theoretical discourses on
authority in modern time. However, many relevant classifications are still operating in polarized
binaries that have roots in an ontological framework established at the end of nineteenth century.
While these binaries largely comprise foundations of the Western classical canon, some have
been recently reformulated in response to a perpetually growing list of combinations determining
distributions of authoritative roles. Depending on prioritizing one attribute over another, the
notion of authorship resides within the following series of binaries: individual as opposed to
community, composer as opposed to performer, art as opposed to craft, original as opposed to
copy, beauty as opposed to function and professional as opposed to amateur. Western binaries,
such as the composer/performer delineation, are increasingly subject to debate. The more robust
aesthetic discourse on the subject of authorship concentrates on the more recently formed
binaries: blurring of the lines between individual and communal creativity and between
producers and consumers of art. These latter sets of binaries, especially relevant to the music
styles based on borrowing and reusing existing works, add complexity to the former ontological
scheme. The series of binaries shift the entire system of authority toward more dynamic
configurations, addressing the relationships between key partitions in the authorship frame.
Arranging the concepts in binaries, I will examine how they affect the notion of the authorial
identity in configurable music and how the opposing notions can be partitioned to apply to
different aspects of the authorship dilemma.
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I posit that a derivative work that clearly communicates a new meaning is a valid
creation of art with multiple authors, regardless of the manner or the technique with which it was
accomplished. As pioneers of contemporary sample-based music, DJs, for example, remain in
authorial limbo, sometimes classified as performers, sometimes as creators, and sometimes as
thieves. As Negus points out, “sampling has not challenged the notion of authorship, but rather
expanded the range of authors, with the DJ assuming the ‘auteur’ role” (2011, 612). Laura
Ahonen designates DJing a part of “diffused authorship”––one of the roles in parallel authorial
constructions existing in every contemporary song (2007, 29), explaining that “DJ’s authorship
lies in mediating between the recorded music and those who hear it. . . . [B]y combining
recordings originally made by two or more different artists, the DJ also encodes his/her own
meanings into the music. The DJ’s authorship, then, is a combination of creating and
reproducing. Though the DJ works with materials made by other artists, his or her performance
still requires creative and individual choices” (2007, 174).74 For Ulf Poschardt, the DJ has a
double role as a listener and a composer (1998, 378–80). Lev Manovitch views DJ authorship as
“the ability to mix selected elements in rich and sophisticated ways” (2002, 135).
While there is some merit to the arguments that, in DJing, the technique of combining
digital fragments of pre-existing recordings might not grant authorship of the work to the
musician recycling someone else’s records, the process of art creation increases in value
according to the degrees of mediation of reused material. According to this view mashups such
as The Grey Album (2004) by Danger Mouse or “Smells Like Teen Booty”(2001) by 2 Many
DJs75 have the same co-authoritative presence as quodlibet/patchwork songs “The Things Our
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For more critical discourse supporting these views, see Fikentscher 1996, 83–99 and Herman 2006, 25–7.

For a valuable perspective on The Grey Album, see Adams (2015); for an insight on aesthetics of “Smells like
Teen Booty,” see Brøvig-Hanssen and Harkins (2012).
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Fathers Loved” and “In Flanders Fields” by Charles Ives (1904), or Sinfonia by Luciano Berio
(1968), composed of a collage of quotations.76 The Grey Album brings forth sociopolitical factors
that change the perception toward sampling techniques in general, while “Smells Like Teen
Booty” uses innovative technologies to transform the two source songs into a completely
different concept. The combinatory techniques of Ives and Berio create esthetic narratives that
barely touch the source ideas, but feed on the proximity of different concepts to create an organic
work. While the combinatory techniques of contemporary classical musicians such as Berio
might be radically different from the ones used by mashup artists, the final result—a new
concept created through re-combination of borrowed ideas—remains ontologically the same.
Interestingly, linear juxtapositions of dance songs based on their beat compatibility are often
considered an original collection and, thus, might warrant a new author. For example, Magikal
Journey (2010), an acclaimed compilation album of a Dutch electronic DJ and producer Tiësto,
or Mirage (2011), a remix album by DJ and record producer Armin van Buuren are more likely
to be recognized as unique collections produced by respective DJs than compilations of songs by
different authors. By contrast, for example, the songs performed in the musical Rain, the longestrunning tribute to the Beatles, do not warrant any new authoritative acknowledgments, since the
artists are aiming to re-create the original Beatles songs as faithfully as possible.77
In short, there are two main types of group authorship that can be discerned from the
creative process associated with mashups: first is the idea of derivative works employing
previously written or recorded material, and second is the practice of more universally
For a study on patchwork in Charles Ives’s songs, see Burkholder (1983); for quotation and collage in Luciano
Berio’s Sinfonia, see Mackenzie (1995) and Losada (2004).
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This point might be debatable under the composer-performer binary concept, since some of the songs included in
Rain and presented to the public as a replication of the original performance were never performed in concert by the
Beatles. Additionally, the use of multimedia potentially challenges the authenticity of the presentations, changing
the audiences’ perception to a significant degree.
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collaborative writing processes in popular musics in general, as opposed to the well-defined
model of singular authorship associated with Western classical traditions. 78
If in original art objects the modern definition of authorship can oscillate between several
artists, distributed between the composers, performers and producers, in the configurable styles
points of creative input exist on multiple levels of creation, constructing a group of creators on
each level. It is the degree of validation of these inputs that can either fit the work into previously
existing frames or create entirely new frames of reference. In his in-depth research of new
musical aesthetics and practices in remixes, mashups and other configurable styles, Aram
Sinnreich presents several methodologies of analysis, that I will apply to TPG’s works. The
examination of TPG’s creative output within current trends in social organization and musical
production will evaluate the authorship and originality concepts and enhance our understanding
of the unique niche TPG created with their ideas. The following topology illustrates different
issues in the argument for multiple authorship in configurable music.

III. Artistic validation—classical, popular, and in-between
The divide between amateur and professional is yet another binary in the modern
framework that originated in Western traditions and was solidified by the commercial
frameworks during most of the last century. For much of the twentieth century, the paths to
recognition in many genres were limited to standardized channels, such as entertainment
agencies, artist managements and recording companies. For classical musicians, the road to a
concert career would be mapped out into a series of music competitions, performances under

This is not to diminish the value of authorship that has been the main commercially and creatively valuable path
for composers up to the transfer of authorship to the individuality of the performer in the beginning of the rock era in
1950s.
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management and recording contracts. For popular artists, a similar path would translate into
producing demo recordings and playing gigs in the hope of attracting the attention of a manager,
to get exposure through audio channels and to have a recording contract. This structure allowed a
limited group of people to decide what does and does not reach the general audience’s ears.
Consequently, the directions in which the musical styles were developing were also guided by
the same group in the majority of instances. Even more limited was the cultural exposure on a
global level, since the music had to survive both the competition in its home environment and
various restrictions and bans and logistical challenges of the international market.
During the last decade of the twentieth century, new technologies started providing easy
access to cultural expressions on a global level, de-standardizing cultural channels and radically
reorganizing the paths that artists might take to create and present their art. With a vast amount
of newly created variables, the traditional labels stopped providing convenient vetting steps,
allowing the audiences to invent their own benchmarks for categorization.
The most fundamental distinctions between amateur and professional are based on three
aspects: knowledge, experience and commercial validation. Ideally, all those three have to work
in synergy to produce an image of a successful professional musician. However, just one of the
three might validate the “professional” status enough to accept the artist’s creative practices as
“art.” The institutional support provides the knowledge aspect that is usually tied to formal
education. The skill level of a musician would traditionally go hand-in-hand with education.
Though we have a plethora of instances of musicians without formal institutional
education rising to the highest levels of compositional and performing practices, earning
academic degrees still validates an artist faster and simpler than comparing their skills with those
of their peers or taking on a task of evaluating the skills on merit. Thus “formally educated”
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becomes an equivalent of “classically trained,” professional becomes synonymous with
“institutionally validated” and the evaluation is conducted by the very establishment threatened
by decentralization.
As cultural institutions are extremely reluctant to extend their support to the types of
music outside of the Western music traditions, academia has ignored or severely undervalued
entire groups of popular practices, thus making their subsequent validation impossible. Yet in
recent decades there has been an unquestionable progress toward inclusion of musical genres and
styles that are not part of the Western canon. As of 2020, college degrees in songwriting,
arranging and sound production, multi-track recording, digital editing, signal processing or
sampling and mixing are still considered new. While many educational establishments have
included history-based courses on world music and popular music and have been offering
performance-based courses on non-classical styles, the offerings of full-scale degrees are still
few and far between. Partially in hopes of attracting new students the colleges and universities
less known for their music programs are more progressive, providing a solid link between
achieving a degree, getting knowledge, and getting validated as a professional. Many popular
styles are ignored completely, as mere extensions not warranting a separate consideration. There
are only few accredited schools providing formal education on metric structures of rap poetry, or
techniques of turntablism. 79 The problem is not only that the education itself has to come from
different yet undetermined places but also that there is no corresponding authority to evaluate the
skills and the knowledge, so the professional validation has to come from other sources.

The Berklee College of Music (Boston, MA) is the leading higher education institute providing courses in DJing,
mixing and turntablism and full-scale degrees in popular music production. Similar programs are offered by the
Musicians Institute College of Contemporary Music (Los Angeles, CA) and Los Angeles Recording School.
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Even with lack of acknowledgement from mainstream cultural institutions, the cult of
formal education infiltrates popular culture. As “classically trained” musicians are perceived as
more professional and, possibly, more established, the artists exemplify their training in stories,
bios and the information they give to the media. 80 Undoubtedly, Western classical education is
bound to influence the artist’s creative growth and contribute to his/her artistic formation. But it
would be presumptuous to maintain that it is the most important, or, even more categorically,
necessary component. However, today the foundational presuppositions of traditional framework
still stand, largely supported by cultural institutions.
Configurable music artists whose works are based on allosonic performances rely on all
three components to achieve “professional” status. Peter Bence, 2Cellos, Brooklyn Duo, Vitamin
Quartet, Lindsey Stirling, David Garrett, and The Piano Guys all had formal classical music
training. In the circles of turntablists and electronic music producers, classical formal education
is rather a big exception.81 Conversely, the experience that contributes to authoritative value is
closely connected to the commercial viability of the creator. In Western classical legacy, the
figure of the composer is reified by the traditional canon and passage of time. In the popular
realm, time also plays a significant role in the degree of acceptance of an artist as an authoritative
figure. For example, Freddie Mercury’s legacy does not raise much debate about ownership even
though some of his songs were written and/or performed by other artists. Madonna has acquired
a fairly stable position as an “auteur.” Groups from the 1980s and 1990s such as Guns N’ Roses,

For example, we know that Björk finished music school in classical piano and flute, Adele graduated from The
BRIT School for Performing Arts and Mariah Carey is a daughter and a student of a professional opera singer.
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John Zorn, an American composer, arranger, record producer and mashup/cover artist, dropped out of Webster
College, where he studied classical composition. Brian Joseph Burton (Danger Mouse) has a degree in
telecommunications from the University of Georgia and Charlie Kubal (Wait What) has a degree in English
literature and psychology from Columbia University and a business degree from Stamford University. Kanye West
studied painting in Chicago’s American Academy of Art and English at Chicago State University.
81
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Metallica and Red Hot Chili Peppers are considered classics. It is the recently emerged artists
with less history of commercial success who frequently have to defend their creative authority.
The practice of covering presents yet another multilayered topic in the discourse about
authorship distribution. In the first part of this chapter, I discussed covers as one of the forms of
configurable music; this part addresses covers as a creative practice with most of the authentic
value placed on performative and interpretive aspects. In some cases, the attribution of
authorship is carried over from Western classical music, where the binary of compositional
versus performative aspects of artistry has been defined for the last two centuries. 82 Thus, the
covering artist is considered an interpreter of someone else’s composition. However, since
covering well-known songs sometimes facilitates the construction of an artistic identity, the
borrowing party can potentially hijack the ownership of the work in the eyes of the audience,
molding the presentation of the song with stronger personality. 83 If an artistic merit is extended to
all or most mashup artists, where on the artistic scale would it place an exponentially growing
number of cover artists who present their works on YouTube? Would the same scale of
configurability apply to the judgment of artistic authority? It is an even more uncharted territory,
since it does involve performing skills, degrees of technical virtuosity, artistic interpretational
aspects, and possible new ideas for presentation. Some cover artists reproduce the works as close
to the original as possible, while some transcribe, modify, rewrite, rearrange and rethink the
works to the point of unrecognizability. There is an infinite amount of points on the scale
between these opposite poles. In a similar vein, some of the works of these artists are mashups or

A comparatively small group of works utilizing popular melodies to create fantasies, paraphrases and
transcriptions has acquired its own niche.
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There are a number of political, cultural and historical aspects that shaped redistribution of authorship in covering
practices since the origination of covering in 1940, an analysis of that is beyond the scope of this dissertation. A
detailed commentary on this topic can be found in the works of Plasketes (1992; 2005).
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medleys with various amounts of creative meddling. Before placing TPG under the scrutiny of
this theory I would like to extend the discourse to examples of other mashup/cover artists.
As a medium of music distribution, YouTube is an unsurpassed treasure trove of all
kinds of artistic output. The entire spectrum of cover artists is easily discoverable in its extensive
and constantly growing databases. I would like to substantiate the difference in cover practices
that might mirror the previous discussion about the extent of originality in the cover artistry by
exemplifying the YouTube channel of the pianist VKgoeswild (Viktoriya Yermolyeva). She has
been producing piano covers of metal and rock songs since 2006 and has over eight hundred
videos in her YouTube portfolio. Many covers are close copies of the songs performed on the
piano or electric keyboard. Some covers feature more extensive modifications from the original
songs and samples from several sources in one work. Yet some of her works are original
compositions with influences and quotations from Western classical repertoire and popular
styles. From the point of authority discussed earlier in this chapter, Yermolyeva has all the
necessary components to claim a creative authorship on her sample-based works and
transcriptions. Yermolyeva received four degrees in classical performance from different
academic institutions, she has a solo concert career, successful album releases and fourteen years
of active presence on YouTube that has resulted in over eighty million views and over 700
thousand subscribers (Aksić 2010).84 And yet, even with these credentials Yermolyeva is viewed
as only a cover artist, an interpreter at best, not an author of creative works.
The last dilemma of cover practice goes even further into the multiple authorship
distributions. By virtue of its name, a cover acknowledges its derivative nature and its original

Victoria Yermolyeva graduated from Tchaikovsky Music Academy in Ukraine, the University of
Music in Weimar, and the International Piano Academy “Incontri col Maestro” in Imola, Italy. She also studied at
the Codarts Academy of Music and Modern Dance at Rotterdam Conservatory, Netherlands.
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resource. Where would we draw the line when a cover of a cover is replayed (i.e., someone else
is performing and, possibly, reinterpreting TPG’s covers)? Would the authoritarian presence
along with the copyright law be redistributed by hierarchical principles? Or just be diluted
further down until it reaches the point of communal creativity?

IV. Legal perspectives
Most of Western classical repertoire dated before 1924 belongs to the public domain.85
That eliminates any restrictions to performing, sampling, modifying, adapting and recording the
entire classical legacy. An abundance of unacknowledged samples of music by Beethoven,
Mozart, Vivaldi, Purcell, Brahms and other imminent names from Western classical music in
popular musical literature can testify to this freedom of use. Particularly, hip hop artists are
frequently turning to the works of the Classical period of Western Art music, particularly to the
music of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. One of the reasons might be that in hip hop the rhythm
(“beat”) plays a much more significant role than melodic lines, and the Classical style is based
on more rigid rhythmic structures than styles of other periods. Coupled with its relatively
transparent harmonic structure, Classical music can be extrapolated in small segments to create
“hooks” without losing its sonic identity.
There are plenty of unacknowledged classical musical samples, accidental borrowings
and close imitations in various genres of popular music. Some of them constitute literal
quotations that would be obvious to a classical music scholar but might not stand out for the

US Copyright Law states that a musical work in tangible form is protected for seventy years after the death of the
author. Additionally, protection can be extended by the owners of the work. In most other countries, music enters
the public domain fifty to seventy-five years after the author’s death (Berne Convention for the Protection of
Literary and Artistic Works, 1886).
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general audiences. Examples 1.1 and 1.2 below illustrate one such instance––Freddie Mercury,
lead singer of British rock group Queen, borrowing a direct quotation from a famous aria “Vesti
la giubba” from the opera Pagliacci (1892) by Leoncavallo in his song “It’s a Hard Life” from
the album The Works (1984).

Example 1.1. Leoncavallo, “Vesti la giubba” (Pagliacci, 1892)

Example 1.2. Queen, “It’s a Hard Life” from The Works (1984)

Copyright protection of derivative works is a somewhat murkier ground. According to
existing copyright law, mashup producers are not legally granted the status of composers. They
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become producers—musicians for hire with no ownership of the finished product. In this the law
echoes the aesthetic sentiment that the new work must contain a sufficient amount of original
content to merit a badge of authorship. Sampling—the most essential building block of
mashups— is constantly attacked by “routinely excessive copyright-enforcement measures”
(Fairchild 2017). Within extremely complex copyright laws one of the most straightforward
concepts is licensing covers of songs. The definition of cover allows for a broad range of
interpretations, encompassing anything from a close rendition of the original work to a total
reinterpretation of sound and meaning. The more complicated issue of changing words is not
applicable in the case of mashups by The Piano Guys, as they eliminate lyrics entirely. They also
separate video from audio, producing their own video clips and eliminating issues that might
arise from using the original visual material.
Both derivative works and compilations are copyrightable. That would mean that, for
example, a collage consisting of images of several photographers is protected by the copyright
and, thus, automatically legitimized as a separate art object while the individual photographs
from that collage are still under the copyright of their respective creators. In the same vein, a
compilation of articles in a magazine or a set of chapters in a book are protected by the copyright
belonging to the publisher, while the rights to individual articles belong to their authors. It is not
difficult to extend the same logic to the compilations, mashups and medleys created from
musical elements.
While it is not common practice to seek copyright for a playlist on one’s Spotify account,
a 2002 mashup “Intro Inspection” by Osymyso, a DJ from the United Kingdom, that uses
samples from 101 songs, most certainly fits the copyright definition. The same rules would apply
to other compilations, mashups and remixes of other DJs, making the works “original” at least in
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the narrow sense of the law. Moving further down the line to mashups involving allosonic
samples and more extended modifications, all these works also fall under the same presumption
of originality and protection.

V. Sociopolitical side of authorship
Authorship opens yet another dimension on the sociopolitical scene of performing artists
at a high level of popularity. As with other interrelations with the public, the artists’ decisions
can generate greater acceptance if viewed favorably or backlash if viewed as a “sellout.” Many
successful popstars choose to participate in non-musical campaigns to further promote their
artistic and public identity. Political statements range from using songs and videos as messages
on burning social issues to actual participation in politically turbulent social movements.86 Taylor
Swift took a supporting position on LGBT issues, and Kanye West met with President Trump to
discuss prison reforms (Riotta 2018).87 When highly publicized opportunities such as the
President’s inauguration come along, the decisions to participate or to decline carry significant
consequences on the performers’ career trajectory (Legaspi 2020).
The construction of mashups is based on the premise that the authors of the components
of the mashup do not have to be in the same cultural, temporal or sociopolitical sphere. Nor do
they have to be in agreement with the authors of the mashed-up product. Sometimes, even

For example, in May 2019, Halsey made a bold feminist statement with “Nightmare,” that features lyrics like
“I’ve been polite, but won’t be caught dead / Lettin’ a man tell me what I should do in my bed.” The following
month, Miley Cyrus released the deeply political music video for her single “Mother’s Daughter,” the video for
which celebrates intersectional feminism by including bodies of all shapes, sizes, colors and genders (Russell 2019).
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Taylor Swift released the pro-LGBTQIA+ music video for “You Need to Calm Down” during Pride Month in
June 2019. It became her second US number two hit of the year. In the video, Swift is portrayed taking a firm stance
against anti-LGBTQ sentiments, as she laughs off homophobic protestors with picket signs and sings lines like
“Control your urges to scream about all the people you hate / ‘Cause shade never made anybody less gay” (Russell
2019).
87
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though there is no incongruity at the core of the meaning of the mashup, the discord between
artists’ political views can create a secondary conflict.
The Piano Guys truly attempted to extract themselves from the politics and refrain from
commenting on Trump’s views when they agreed to perform at his inauguration. They partially
quenched the backlash by stating in the interview with Forbes, “We are here not to be political,
we’re here to be patriotic” and emphasized that their participation was “to spread hope, to spread
love and to spread mutual understanding” (McIntyre 2017). However, they chose to perform
“Titanuim/Pavane” mashup, which immediately invoked negative reaction from Sia, who, along
with Lady Gaga and Pink, backed a petition to deny Trump’s presidency (Stutz 2016). The
resulting mixed political message stems from the multiplicity of authorship when one of the
original creators has different views and a significant presence on the popular scene.
This discussion opens another epitextual sphere that pertains to the construction of
mashups: the sociological environment of the reception would largely be determined by the
extramusical perceptions of the artists. In turn, that environment will inform the artists’
performing and creative decisions. In the example of the 2017 presidential inauguration, several
prominent artists had to cancel their appearance following the negative reactions of their fans
(McCoy 2017). In a number of instances the artists had to defend their positions as a result of
accepting the offer to perform (The Piano Guys 2017). In yet other cases, the artists who were
not even invited used the opportunity to voice their opinions to connect with like-minded
audiences and to elevate their popularity. In the situation where there are at least two opposing
parties associated with the mashup, the reactionary wave of the reception of The Piano Guys’
decision affects multiple authors. Sia, who clearly opposed Mr. Trump’s appointment, was very
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openly presenting her views on social media and was put in the defensive position when her
music was used in the inauguration.
The Piano Guys do not divulge their various usage agreements, which they have
undoubtedly procured for their covers, mashups and transcriptions. In one of the interviews they
allude to the difficulties involved in acquiring the rights to perform or to “mash” songs by certain
artists (Basha 2018). That alone would greatly influence their choices of repertoire, casting
doubts on their repeated statements that “the music just seems to click” (Soltes 2019). On a
broader scale, if the choices of the songs to be featured in the next mashup are determined by
their copyrights’ availability, that supports Adorno’s rant that popular culture is interchangeable.
It would seem that once the classical part of the equation is determined, the popular song is
picked out of the array of songs currently at the top of the charts. And, if the copyrights for the
first choice are not attainable, the artists move to another song high on the popularity scale that
also displays enough musical and representational congruity with the classical pick.

VI. From producers to consumers
It would be an oversight not to mention another area of discourse that has come to light in
connection to sampling practices—namely, a shift of creative power from producers to
consumers. TPG’s works are rarely covered by other artists. Partially this is due to the
complexity of the multimedia construction of their projects and partially to the fact that without
such a popular well-defined artistic personality of the group the works might not connect to the
audience to the same extent. At first glance, the consumers’ input seems to be of limited impact
within the authorship producers/consumers binary in TPG’s works. The audience has been on the
receiving end of the product, with the interaction not resulting in significant changes. However,
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TPG open different channels for group creativity, publishing simplified versions of their works,
offering transcriptions for various alternative ensembles and providing detailed explanations of
the creative process. As a result, they have acquired a steady growing circle of amateur and
professional followers, who transcribe their music, implement their ideas and compose new
works imitating their style.
Additionally, the audience participation is valuable in other processes such as teleological
repurposing of genre categories and reassigning degrees of validity and recognizability to
hypertextual connections. I will illustrate both these points in detail in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 2: INTERTEXTUAL RELATIONSHIPS IN TPG’S MASHUPS

1. The Troping of Topics
Similar to the concept of intertextuality, explored later in this chapter, the notion of topics
(or “topoi”) came from the field of literary criticism.88 A musical topic refers to a familiar figure
imported into a new context, which interacts with this new material and other topics to influence
the musical discourse. Leonard Ratner (1991) adapted the rhetorical term topos to characterize
the imported musical elements found in formal structures of Western classical music through a
more holistic prism of cultural hermeneutics, thus leading to deeper understanding of musical
meaning. In his pathbreaking book on musical semiotics Playing with Signs (1991), Kofi Agawu
significantly expanded topic theory, illustrating how two foundational musical dimensions—

expression, defined as topoi, and structure, defined as the beginning/continuing/ending
paradigm—interact in works by Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven. Later, Robert Hatten (2004;
2014) offered a systematic theoretical framework for musical topic theory, outlining distinctive
features of topics and their various types of their behavior within the context of new material.

I. Applications of topics in classical and popular music
According to Hatten, “a musical topic is a familiar figure, texture, genre, or style that is
imported into a new context, where it may interact with other topics and the prevailing discourse
of a movement in ways that may spark creative meanings” (2014, Abstract). While Hatten allows
that “non-topical imports may include direct musical quotations from another musical work,” he

A dialectic theory of topics originated in Organon by Aristotle (trans. Owen 1853). It was interpreted and
explored in application to contemporary literary texts in A Theory of Semiotics by Umberto Eco (1976).
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states that “any distinctly defined musical element that is imported will typically be marked as
topical by the very fact of its appearance in a new context,” implying that direct quotations can
indeed function as topics as long as their markedness represents a broad semantic field
interacting with the new material rather than direct dependency on a singular source (2014,
516).89 Consequently, topics do not require a listener to have a specific knowledge of the origins
of the quotation, but rather an associative process connecting stylistic properties to traditionally
stable signifiers.
Adaptations of topic theory to musical discourse so far have mostly applied to Western
classical music of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Kofi Agawu (2014, 475) theorizes that
“all known topics may in principle be gathered into a universe of topics, portions of which serve
as horizons for the analysis of particular compositions,” alluding to a finite (even if
multitudinous) number of possible topical formations and, more importantly, to their static fixed
nature. Raymond Monelle, applying topic theory to Beethoven’s works, divides the universe of
topics into three broad categories: pastoral, hunt and military. He suggests that the topics only
function within the musical work and should not be viewed as references to the external world.
Within the musical structure, topics create their own layer of meaning, which is then correlated
with the corresponding cultural signifiers (Monelle 2006).
In contrast with Monelle, who did not find theoretical works of contemporaries a reliable
source for the development of topic theory, Stephen Rumph (2012) provides a detailed historical
context accompanying the formation of musical topics in the eighteenth century and includes

The concept of markedness has originated in the Prague School of structuralism of Roman Jakobson and Nikolai
Trubetzkoy, differentiating the textual elements that are more constant, frequent and/or natural (unmarked) and the
elements that stand out as unnatural, opposing or unexpected (marked) (Holenstein 1976). Robert Hatten has
adapted the concept of markedness to music analysis as means of illustrating the asymmetrical valuation of musical
oppositions (marked topics that become tropes) and their correlation with cultural meaning (1994; 2004; 2014).
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theoretical works in other disciplines as guides into topical semiotics. 90 Agawu cautiously echoes
it, stating that “no one writing about the music of the eighteenth century can afford to ignore
what its theorists have written about that repertoire. . . . These earlier writings must be
incorporated into the horizon of the contemporary writer’s own musical experience” (2014,
Preface). Expanding on the metatextual connections in temporal and special environments of
topics’ origination allows the topics to function as social and cultural signifiers.
William Caplin (2005) continues Agawu’s quest to systematize the interdependent
relations between topics and formal structure. While Caplin admits that “the connection is
tenuous,” he identifies certain types of features shared by several topics that exhibit a stable
formal function and, thus, have a somewhat predictable order of succession. This “narrativity” of
topics in Mozart’s works, also explored by Elaine Sisman (1993), provides more connection
between the syntactic nature of topical meaning and musical discourse.
Several scholars have since successfully applied topic theory to their studies of popular
music that proved a rich ground for analysis from both musical and sociocultural sides. In his
analysis of stylistic characteristics in the music of the Police, Mark Spicer writes: “Although the
universe of available topics in pop and rock is quite different from what we might expect of a
Mozart opera or a Beethoven piano sonata, I would argue that many of the most interesting and
stylistically eclectic pop songs forge their musical meaning in much the same way” (Spicer 2010,
127). While applying the concept of Universe of Style in a similar way to Agawu’s Universe of
Topic, he further refines the concept of topics as indicators of style, suggesting that it is a

In his book The Sense of Music, Monelle states: “If theoretical ideas have any real interpretative force, it is
unlikely that they will have been proclaimed by contemporaries, for contemporaries are engaged in the justification
of their music and thus in concealing vital features” (2000, 24).
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collection of topics that comprises a style. Spicer also points out that “one little topic can be
enough to evoke the essence of a style as a whole” (Ibid.).
Hence, the same analytical frame can be applied to the sampled and repurposed material
found in contemporary popular music as long as the re-appropriations are viewed as topoi with a
broader cultural signification rather than direct quotations from a single source. The tendency of
repetition and reproduction in contemporary popular styles will definitely produce a host of
different collections of topics with conventionally defined signification.
As opposed to the effort Rumph undertook formulating a theory of semiotics for classical
music in a historically informed context, the reconstruction of topical semiotics in popular music
mostly equates to analyzing and cross-referencing the semiotics of the extramusical components
with the topical formula in musical discourse to arrive at intersubjectively correlated semiotic
values. As Johnson (2018, 72) points out, “we can draw on our own cultural experiences and
those of our relative temporal peers to sort through the identification and interpretation of topic.”
Using Rumph’s approach to topics according to their contextual position and social signification,
it is easier to reconstruct the meaning of contemporary signifiers since they draw their strength
from recognizability in the present environment. Popular music scholars have made several
adaptations to topic theory to accommodate for their manifestations in different mediums. For
example, Kevin Holm-Hudson (1997) shifts the entire topological palette to the realm of
recorded sound and explores the history of quotation and self-quotation in popular culture to
trace the formulation of topic. Rebecca Leydon’s approach supports Agawu’s position that the
value of the topic is determined by its reception today rather than the history of its formation.
She focuses the discussion of topics on their cultural and environmental roles, showing how
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artists in the 1980s and 1990s such as Mr. Bungle incorporate stylistic imitations instead of direct
quotations in opposition to the emerging trends of digital sampling (Leydon 2010).
Anthony Cushing (2013) and Thomas Johnson (2018) explore topics almost exclusively
through harmonic analysis—a deliberately narrow approach that, nevertheless, provides a
comprehensive view of harmonies and progressions as topics. David Neumeyer (2015) and
Frank Lehman (2018) apply topic theory to film music, illustrating complex intermedial
correlations between video and auditory signifiers. 91

II. Topics in classical/popular mashups
Some procedures of topical analysis might be similar to other explorations highlighting
various intertextual relationships, since topics by definition are instances of more broadly
defined stylistic intertextuality. 92 In the context of mashup structures, Hatten’s theoretical frame
would be equally applicable to the analysis of topics in both classical and popular genres.
Finding similar behavioral traits in topics of both originations, I will focus the discourse on the
formation of tropes among topics from different styles. Such spotlight on classical/popular
topical relationships will support my argument that these topical convergences alone form their
own unique style, rather than simply highlighting instances of a more broadly defined stylistic

Neumeyer concentrates on classical topics introduced in cinema in their original form. He defines tropes as
subsequent interactions and alterations of those topics: “A troping effect is laid on a topic when it is treated in an
expressive rather than neutral fashion, an effect that is cumulative” (2015, 185). He further constructs a continuum
of troping, tracing how topics’ alterations and repetitions modify their meaning. I will illustrate a similar treatment
of a Mozart sonata as topic in the video of TPG’s mashup “Mission Impossible.”
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Stylistic intertextuality occurs when a composer adopts distinctive features of a pre-existing style without
reference to any specific work in that style (Spicer 2001, 21–2).
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intertextuality. This section will rely on the theory of tropes outlined by Hatten (2014) to define
and map out the tropology of topics interacting in the exemplified mashups.93
Topic theory is especially relevant to the construction of mashups because of topics’
ubiquitous tropological potential. Hatten defines tropes as “bringing together the two otherwise
incompatible style types in a single location to produce a unique expressive meaning from their
collision or fusion” (Hatten 2004). Analyzing degrees of compatibility, dominance, creativity
and productivity in topics and tropes exploited in the mashups, I will illustrate how the topics
from the main sources of the mashups preserve identities of the sources and how the topical
interactions construct the new narrative in the new environment.
By virtue of incorporating several different planes of new material, mashups host rich
networks of tropological processes on various hierarchical levels of markedness. Since
manifestations of incongruity are essential characteristics of the construction of mashups, the
topics responsible for those manifestations will inevitably enter into a conflicting relationship.
The topics and even interconnected groupings of topics appearing from potentially opposing
sources would have mostly contradictory meanings and demonstrate a higher level of
markedness than topics formulated within the same or similar styles and cultural significance.
Additionally, the majority of elements of the allosonic mashups are imported into their new
environment in modified versions, relinquishing or acquiring attributes crucial for their
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Hatten (2014, 515–16) uses the following parameters to map out the tropology of topics in borrowing techniques:
1. Degree of compatibility between a topic and its new environment, ranging from similarity to
complementarity to contradiction.
2. Degree of dominance by a topic over other material or topics in its new environment. Dominance may be
based on hierarchical weight, temporal precedence, parametric density, completeness, and/or
prototypicality.
3. Degree of creativity (and a resulting emergent meaning) in a topic’s interaction with other material or
topics in its new environment. A topic is more likely to generate fresh meaning if it is highly novel or
striking in its tropological interaction.
4. Degree of productivity over the course of a movement, with respect to the ongoing thematic and
expressive discourse.
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identification in the “Universe of Topic.” However, the topics in classical/popular mashups have
particular behavioral patterns differentiating their interactions from the topical relationships
occurring in other musical styles.
In the classical/popular mashup style, the incongruity factors necessary for the
formulation of the mashups are generated from the historical distance between sources. Since it
is typical for most non-classical mashups to create two or more semantically contradictory
characters and play off their opposing images, the most fundamental factor separating these
classical/popular mashups from their counterparts in other styles is the complementarity of
meanings between the two originals. The potential clash can derive from timbral juxtapositions,
modal or tonal interpolations, rhythmic changes or metatextual allusions such as narrative in the
video. However, the clash is not generated by the identities of the original characters. In other
words, in the tropological structures of these mashups the units of signifiers and signified 94 can
share their cultural components. 95
The degree of dominance of the respective sources in mashups is contingent not only on
the degree of its presentation as foreground material but also on its stylistic relevance. If the
analysis of music in the present time is limited to our present interpretation of musical gestures,
eliminating possible historic layers of connections the topics might have been exhibiting in the
past, the prominence of tropes can be lessened if the topics do not display enough ties to their

Monelle adapted the concepts of “signifier” and “signified” from the writings of Saussure (2011 [1916]). For
Monelle, “the signifier is the musical means by which the topic is represented, the signified [is] the cultural idea it
represents” (Haringer 2010, 122). The unit of signifier/signified can represent a range of meanings; the topic, in turn,
can consist of multiple units (Monelle 2006, 7).
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Stephen Rumph’s (2012) expansion of topical distinctive features into natural and arbitrary gestures can provide
additional insight into topical characterization by allowing more variety of semiotic signifiers. There are
undoubtedly instances of double articulation in the topics found in the mashup construction; however that
secondary layer of meaning will often end up on the lower level of markedness on the hierarchical scale and will not
have significant transferring potential in the new material.
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respective subjects. Additionally, some topics can change their affiliations when they are
appropriated and “normalized” in their new environments. For example, the inferior quality
scratchy gramophone recording of Beethoven’s “Für Elise” in “Here I Come” (2001) by Tech
N9ne engages in tropological exchange as classical, old and familiar. The topic is multilayered,
with several signifying/signified units exhibiting strong ties to their cultural concepts. Each of
the signifiers within the topic works in synergy with others, reinforcing the ties.
In other classical insertions into the mashups, the topic might be weakened by repetition
or by stripping it of some essential elements such as rhythm or timbre. For instance, the two
looped quotations from the “Scherzo” movement of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony sampled by
The Cross Movement in their rap song “House of Representatives” (1999) loses all its classical
content and only serves as a break in the sequential development of a narrative.
The following examples will illustrate various applications of topic theory to TPG’s
classical/popular mashups. 96 For example, in “Code Named Vivaldi” (2012), the classical
elements involved are not direct Vivaldi quotations, but stylistically definitive figurae carrying
strong conventionalized references to the classical style, purposefully incongruous with the
semantic meaning of an action movie. The elements signifying Mozart’s style interpolated into
the cello part in “Michael Meets Mozart” (2011) receive similar treatment, acting as a
contrasting force against more contemporary techniques and popular motives.
Another example of musical topics derived from dissimilar stylistic collections
constructing new concepts can be found in TPG’s mashup “Beethoven’s 5 Secrets,” discussed in
Chapter 1. The work uses several themes from Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony and a melody from
“Secrets” by One Republic. It is written for several solo cello parts and a symphony orchestra.
Additional applications of Agawu’s topical analysis of harmonic structures appear in a comprehensive analysis of
tonal relations in “Hello/Pavane” mashup in Chapter 3.2. I draw upon Rumph’s interpretations of topic theory in my
detailed analysis of “Something Just Like Liszt” in Chapter 3.3.
96
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The mashup follows the song form and incorporates three direct quotations from the
Symphony—the introduction quotes the theme from the second movement, the bridge is
substituted by an excerpt from the first movement, and the mashup closes with the second part of
the second movement’s main theme. In addition, there are several close imitations of
Beethoven’s melodic lines, interwoven with the “Secrets” melody. The borrowed opening theme
of the second movement of Beethoven’s Fifth, when viewed as a topic, projects the same
characteristics as Beethoven’s original theme in the context of the symphony: pastoral character,
major mode, slow harmonic transitions, and almost exclusive use of string instruments. The topic
becomes a trope signifying timelessness and open spaces when the orchestra is depicted as an
unidentifiably large group in an open space without borders. The cello’s musical line entering in
measure eight is transplanted from the One Republic song. As a typical broken chord figure used
in works for strings in Baroque and Classical periods, the topic transmits references to solo
classical performance. TPG give the figure to an acoustic cello and subsequently transfer a
modified version to the string section of the orchestra. However, it functions as a topic and
develops as a trope in all three mashup layers. On the level of the second layer, the topic signifies
a standardized background harmonic pattern, I– iii–vi–IV, the same type of four-chord loop used
in many modern popular songs. The third layer of signification refers to a social construct—that
of a student playing/learning the cello. The topic not only connects to one of the sources
mirroring the image of a child playing this particular figure on the cello in the video clip of One
Republic, but also signifies the mashup’s overall idea of a new generation performing classical
masterpieces, tying the notion to the metatextual idea of the youth orchestra. The second topic
represented by the cello figure is that of the melody of the song being played on an electric
cello—an instrument looking like an ultra-modern version of an electric guitar and placed in the
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middle of a natural pastoral landscape. Superimposing a pop melodic line on the symphonic
texture should be conflicting on both the audio and visual levels. However, the signified concepts
work in synergy: the metric flexibility of the melodic line answers the freedom of the open
spaces, the string section of the orchestra doubles the thematic material and the limited range of
the melodic line and insistent repetitions of the same pitches match the typical development of
the string section. When the orchestral tutti picks up the melodic line, the metric structure of the
theme becomes normalized, falling into rigid beats, acquiring more pronounced rhythmic
definition than the original vocal line. The narrative aims to unite the old and the new signifiers
into one concept of timeless beauty. The region after the bridge can be considered the ultimate
realization of this topical interaction, as both leading topics emerge with equal distribution of
dominance and a joint new meaning. Figure 2.1 illustrates how these topical layers are
distributed and developed temporally over the course of “Beethoven’s 5 Secrets.”97

The topics application included in a detailed discussion of “Something Just Like Liszt” in Chapter 3 will show yet
another exceptional case, where semantic portraits of the “Rhapsody” figurae directly influence the resulting
narrative-expressive trajectory.
97
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Figure 2.1. Diagram of topics in the mashup “Beethoven’s 5 Secrets” by The Piano Guys

“Beethoven’s 5 Secrets,” like most of TPG’s classical/popular mashups, demonstrates
interactions of topics not only from different style collections but from different genre groupings.
By contrast, the three popular songs discussed below, despite similarities in their use of classical
topics, do not fall strictly fall in the classical/popular mashup framework but remain a part of
their respective genre grouping within configurable culture. The classical topics in these songs
have tropological potential, but do not engage with either other topics or their new environment.
Instead, the topics serve as interludes or introductions, slightly altering the subsequent
antagonistic material by contributing their conventionalized signification in a contrary setting.
They can also act as antagonists themselves, remaining stand-alone commentaries without
participating in the construction of the narrative or interacting with other topics.
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For instance, when Lady Gaga uses “Csárdás” by Vittorio Monti in the song “Alejandro”
(The Fame Monster 2009), the sample viewed as a topic exhibits a rich tropological potential.
With its folk and gypsy influences and a clear naked sound of unaccompanied violin, the
melody, superimposed on the grotesquely rigid rhythmic imitation of marching soldiers, is a
powerful signifier. The topic projects the concepts of freedom and loneliness in direct opposition
to its surroundings. However, for its entire duration of one minute and ten seconds the looped
excerpt seems to exist in a parallel dimension, connected only to the concrete video imagery it
serves—an allegorical depiction of undying (or, possibly, dead) love as a frozen heart on a
decorative pillow in the hands of Lady Gaga. Once the sample serves its purpose as a
background of this fragment of the story, it loses its importance. The body of the song entering at
2:13 does not suppress the topic but ignores it completely, so it disappears covered by unrelated
narrative.
In the rap song “I Can” by Nas (2011), a straightforward interpolation of an allosonic
quotation of Beethoven’s “Für Elise” functions as several distinctly marked topics from different
stylistic groups in direct conflict with its environment. Each of them is an “unassimilated topic
[that] might be interpreted as commenting on the prevailing musical discourse” (Hatten 2014a).
Three relatively major topics emerge from the classical insertion. The first one is the most
definitive—a classical style is evoked by referencing one of the most taught works in classical
repertoire. “Für Elise” is easily recognizable, even if the melody is played without the
accompaniment, clearly with one hand, so the listener’s primary association would picture a
young student taking lessons. The second style topic is similar to what Rebecca Leydon has
called the antique mechanical style.98 The piano timbre is purposefully wobbly and clearly out-

The antique mechanical topic “involves the sounds of a music box, a player piano, and scratchy old gramophone
recordings, the nostalgic sound of extinct music-making machines” (Leydon 2010, 206).
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of-tune, suggesting an old instrument in disrepair. The third style topic suggested by this
quotation is more of a sociopolitical nature. The video depicts a dilapidated upright piano, sitting
in the middle of an equally unkempt playground. The entire setting projects poverty, hinting at
the underprivileged position of black kids in a poor neighborhood. Each of the three topics acts
an independent signifier. At the same time, the signified meanings of the styles invoked serve as
an antithesis to the message of the song presented in the lyrics—a strong positive affirmation, “I
can be anything.” The lyrics are recited by Nas and echoed by a choir of kids walking through
the projects and passing abandoned buildings.
By comparison, in Alicia Keys’ “Piano and I” from her debut album Songs in A Minor
(2001), the re-played quotation from Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata does function as a trope.
Starting as a marked topic, accentuated by the extramusical factor of Alicia Keys assuming the
role of a classical performer and playing the piano, the sonata as a topic lies at the foundation of
the song’s meaning. At first, a large sample of the Moonlight is presented as the accompaniment
to a spoken monologue of Alicia’s voice. As the topic develops, it engages in a contradictory
relationship with the R&B drumbeat pattern entering upon the shift to E minor in the Moonlight,
and sending the piano part into the song’s main E-minor loop. It is excised to a fractional threenote motive to be entirely absorbed by the new environment. Though this imported topic is
clearly playing the role of a trope, occupying a large amount of space in the construct of a work
and significantly contributing to the thematical discourse, this example of allosonic sampling of
classical material does not fit into the classical/popular mashup framework for different reasons.
Since there are only two significant creative authorities, the later one absorbs the former, placing
the topic in a subservient position and suppressing its identity.
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2. Intertextuality
In this section, I will apply the theory of intertextuality to the analysis of classical/popular
mashups to highlight the relationships between texts within the mashups as well as the
relationships formed with surrounding texts. By placing the instances of borrowing, allusions,
imitations and copies in TPG’s classical/popular mashups on the map of intertextual theory, I
will show how these connections adhere to unified codes and rituals and display verifiable
stylistic unity as a genre grouping. By exposing a series of quantifiable technical and musical
characteristics that share their functions across the entire grouping, I aim to differentiate the
mashups of TPG from similar works with comparable displays of intertextual connections.
The idea of intertextuality, which originated in the lectures of the Swiss
linguist Ferdinand de Saussure (2011 [1916]) in the beginning of the twentieth century99 and was
developed by the Bulgarian-French scholar Julia Kristeva,100 who introduced the term
“intertextuality” in the late 1960s, has its roots in applications to literary texts. In the past several
decades this theoretical field has expanded to encompass other types of texts including musical
materials. While a detailed history of the development of this theory would be beyond the scope
of this dissertation, I will survey below several significant studies that brought this theoretical
field into music.
Course in General Linguistics is a compilation of lectures given by Ferdinand de Saussure at the University of
Geneva between 1906 and 1911. The first English version of it was published in 1916.
99

Julia Kristeva developed the theory of intertextuality in the late 1960s, building on Mikhail Bakhtin’s notions
of dialogism and polyphony. In her essay “Word, Dialogue and Novel,” Kristeva describes his “conception of the
literary word” (Bakhtin and Holquist 1981) as “an intersection of textual surfaces rather than a point (a fixed
meaning), as a dialogue among several writings: that of the writer, the addressee (or the character) and the
contemporary or earlier cultural context” (1980, 65).
100
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To highlight the rich tradition of borrowing, quotation and referencing in jazz practices
and to emphasize the intertextual relationships between sounds, American musicologist Ingrid
Monson (1996) introduced the concept of intermusicality. It encompassed both literary and
musical references, specifically concentrating on text-music dialogs realized in the temporal
dimensions.
Kevin Korsyn (1991) has built his analysis of musical works of the Romantic era on
Bloom’s concepts of “misreading” and the inevitable influence of past composers on the creative
output of their followers. Michael L. Klein (2005) takes an anti-structuralist approach to the
intertexual references. Theoretical applications of intertextuality to popular music include studies
by Richard Middleton (2000), Lori Burns (2015), Roger Castonguay (2018), and Mark Spicer
(2018).
Serge Lacasse is the scholar who has made the most significant contributions to date in
the application of theories of intertexuality to recorded popular music. Utilizing Genette’s (1992)
refinement of the terminology and parameters of intertextuality in literary criticism, Lacasse
applied the same methodology to develop a typology of intertexuality in popular music,
identifying the relationships according to their definitive characteristics and proposing the
degrees of importance and interdependency between different types of intertextual ties.
In both popular and classical realms of modern musical culture, intertextuality as an
artistic principle governing musical creativity has a wider range of manifestations than in the
periods before the digital revolution, from a specific artistic technique and method of organizing
the text to the level of musical poetics. Musical texts today have become significantly more
complex in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions—on the one hand, due to the
development of new compositional technologies that have pushed the boundaries of musical
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materials; and on the other, due to the active involvement of extra-musical components in the
text space.
Before attempting to define the practices by the proposed theoretical frames, I would like
to separate the notion of consciously creating intertextual connections by deliberately rewriting
or reusing material from that of accidental quotations and subconscious plagiarism. While the
distinction of deliberation as opposed to chance is similar to the distinction between quotation
and influence, the key difference is highlighting the intention of the author. This separation yet
again points to the validity of the creator’s intention in the meaning of the work. With the
premise that all works are in some way derivative from previously created material, the chances
of a particular element being unintentionally re-created by another artist are quite high. 101
However, purposefully crafting the materials from existing sources to reconfigure a new
meaning from these particular older concepts constitutes informed intentions.
Conceptually, mashups by their very nature are constructed of strategically intertextual
elements. In the narrowest definition of the mashup as a mix of two or more pre-existing works,
the foreground layer would only consist of intertextual elements. However, the complex webs of
intertextual relationships within those works can create multiple layers of different types of
intertextual interactions.

This notion is a reiteration of a similar point with the examples on a larger scale made by Barthes in “The Death
of the Author” (1967) about all new texts being some form of previously existing text. Such unintentional repetition,
especially within a relatively short period of time, is close to Carl Jung’s notion of collective unconscious—a
phenomenon when a series of similar environments, events and experiences of different individuals leads those
individuals to the same patterns in their thinking and creative process (Jung 1959). In scientific analyses the theory
is known as “multiple discovery”; Lamb and Easton (1984, Ch. 9) applied this concept to art creation.
101
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I. Stylistic and strategic intertextuality
The notion of “stylistic intertextuality” comes as a more restricted subcategory of
Bloom’s definition of radical intertextuality—an endless field of allusions and influences coming
from the legacy of past works in general. Not unlike the “Universe of Topic” discussed earlier in
this chapter, stylistic elements that do not specifically allude to an identifiable work of the past
but rather carry representative features of past genres and periods would present a nearly endless
field of influences. In his attempt to factor out the radical intertextuality and only concentrate on
the “proper” and identifiable style features by linking the intertextual relationships to the focal
strategies of the work, Bloom tried to mold his theory into a workable methodological typology
for semiotic understanding of texts (1997).
When music scholar Robert Hatten borrowed the concept of intertextuality from literary
studies and applied it to musical analysis, Hatten rejected what he called “a radical understanding
of the term” (1985, 69), in which intertextuality is seen as a “fundamental condition” of all texts
where “no single text is unique or can occupy a privileged position with respect to any other,
since the intertwined strands of discourse woven through and beyond the work take on such
importance that either the work shrinks to a mere node in the network, or the work as text
expands to embrace the vastness of its interrelationships with other texts.” He proposed a more
limited definition of the term, which would “distinguish the contexts of style and strategy as
regulators of relevant intertextual relationships” (1985, 70). Following Hatten, Mark Spicer
divided intertextual relationships into two types, stating that “[s]tylistic intertextuality occurs
when a composer adopts distinctive features of a preexisting style without reference to any
specific work in that style, [while s]trategic intertextuality is more pointed, occurring only when
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a composer makes deliberate reference to a particular earlier work or works, and this can involve
a variety of techniques such as quotation, structural modeling, variation or paraphrase” (2009,
353).
This division provides more clarity in analysis of intertextual relationships, especially
when the influence of one type can potentially obscure the meaning of another. Referring back to
the borrowed material in TPG’s “Code Name Vivaldi” (2012), discussed earlier in this chapter,
the elements of the Bourne movie soundtrack constitute strategic intertextual references––
melodic quotes and rhythmic patterns taken directly from a particular preexisting composition.
The elements imitating Vivaldi’s double cello concerto in G Minor, on the other hand, represent
stylistic intertextual references––they are not borrowed directly from Vivaldi’s score, but
designed to imitate melodic figurations of harmonic patterns typically found in instrumental
works of the high Baroque period. The next section compares occurrences of stylistic and
strategic intertextual systems in two different mashups, illustrating how both typologies can be at
work simultaneously producing different results.
In the construction of TPG’s “Moonlight—Electric Cello (Inspired by Beethoven)”
(2011) mashup, the stylistic intertextual reference to classical music more broadly is arguably
more meaningful than the strategic reference to Beethoven’s music. The image of a classical
cello player is purposefully placed in stark contrast with the rest of the musical material,
transforming the signifier into a contemporary cultural reference. The surrounding text brings out
the incongruity of such a concept in its present setting. The very recognizable image of a
classical musician has evolved into a set trope, participating in more than fifty songs in popular
music over the last ten years. Not surprisingly, the interaction of this particular trope with the
given material results in similar imagery in cultural context. The classical signifiers work on both
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enabling and constraining components of social conventions that have been in place in Western
art music for the last century, albeit in different forms.
The direct quotations from Beethoven’s works play a different role in the mashup. While
the Moonlight melodic line used in the beginning retains enough of its original personality to be
recognizable and to establish the character of the music in its original image, the quote of the
theme from Beethoven’s Seventh Symphony is more of a stylistic reference, as it is reconfigured
to fit the structure of the mashup and would be unrecognizable without a specific detailed
knowledge of Beethoven’s symphonic works.
TPG provide a similar example of a reference confined to its stylistic influence in the
cover mashup “Story of My Life” (2014). Following the comments of TPG’s cellist Steven
Sharp Nelson, there is an unmistakable parallel between the piano texture in “Story” and
elements of “Aquarium” from Carnival of the Animals by Saint-Saëns (1:53–2:20). Even though
the piano patterns in “Story” are almost exactly mirroring the original piano part of “Aquarium,”
the eerie quality of harmonic transformations in Saint-Saëns’ score loses its identity when
transplanted into the new texture of “Story,” leaving only the broader stylistic signifier––piano
music of the Romantic period.
Among various applications of theories of intertextuality to music, Serge Lacasse’s
aforementioned typology presents one of the richest adaptations of this semiotic theory to the
musical language. Using Genette’s (1992) structuralist approach to the theoretical frames as a
starting point, Lacasse maps out applications for the five main concepts under Genettian
“transtextuality” to the musical field. In his later works, Lacasse refines the terms to better suit
the components of recorded music by substituting “-textuality” with “-phonography” and
enhances Genette’s terminology with three additional concepts—polyphonography,
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cophonography and transfictionality. Each of these concepts offers a particular way to indicate
the relationships within musical texts. Polyphonography addresses broader intertexual strokes,
describing the connections between independent works in groups or cycles. Cophonography
addresses the other musical or non-musical texts existing around the work in question. Lastly,
transfictionality traces connections between fictional worlds in otherwise unrelated texts.

II. Polyphonography
Lacasse’s polyphonography refers to compilations of songs, and the relationships created
by proximities of songs in a particular order. Specifically, Lacasse refers to the songs enclosed in
an album, grouped on the same digital playlist or otherwise intentionally grouped together by
their functional, stylistic or aesthetic qualities. Not dissimilar to the large cycles in Western
classical music such as symphonies and sonatas, the design of a pop or rock album as a
conceptually united continuous work has been typical for many so-called “concept” albums of
the late 1960s, 1970s and beyond. For instance, an excellent example of polyphonography can be
found in the musical design of Barcelona (1998)—a collaborative studio album recorded by
Queen’s Freddie Mercury and operatic soprano Montserrat Caballé. The album contains seven
original songs and concludes with “Overture Piccante,” which combines parts of those seven
songs into a unifying track. In addition to melodic lines and riffs taken from the other parts of the
album, it includes Japanese lyrics taken from the second song of the cycle, “La Japonaise.” A
similar construction with more ties connecting songs within an album can be found in The Wall,
a double LP by English rock band Pink Floyd, released in 1979. The Wall was not only meant to
be one continuous work but was conceived as a soundtrack to a film. As George Reisch points
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out, “[r]eading the lyrics of the album The Wall, it becomes clear that the album is structured like
a circle that closes back in on itself” (2007, 28).
With the changes in delivery and consumption of music, the concept album lost its
popularity. The ease and speed of the global distribution through digital channels has influenced
both the social dynamics of listening and the economic position of music as a product. The
choices of the consumers are somewhat influenced by algorithmically produced suggestions––a
function, which is currently built in every platform that delivers music to the consumer.
However, most aspects of music listening is a free choice of the consumer, from the medium of
performance to the variety of compilations to the actual consumer-initiated transformations of
the music itself. It is safe to say that in today’s listening practices, the shift from the producer
determining the listening choices to the consumer creating her own sonic environment is now
complete. Some influence can still be extolled on the consumer to suggest genre-oriented or
stylistically similar directions; however, eliminating the necessity to buy entire albums has
enabled the consumer to participate more actively in the choosing of songs, moods and genres
and to construct unique mixes of genres without any traditional, social or stylistic boundaries.
The resulting eclecticism pushes polyphonographic relationships from intentional design
to the “aleatoric intertextuality freely floating around” (Klein 2005, 12). TPG’s albums, however,
manage to retain a stable producer-controlled narrative even though most of the songs are
initially presented as YouTube singles. For example, the album Wonders (2014) possesses
several layers of polyphonographic connections, from the pairings of songs with similar
narratives into larger storylines to the stylistically unified features indicating possible groupings
within the same album.
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There are several themes connecting the songs in this album. The most prevailing thread
is the recurring reference to home and emphasis on past memories and historical narrative. The
name of the first song of the album—“The Story of My Life”—is setting the sentiment for the
larger narrative depicting the life story of one generation. The musical part of this cover follows
the narrative of the original song by One Direction. The video part, however, follows a slightly
more abstract line, using the story of a tree as a signifier of the life events of several generations.
The emphasis on nature here is meaningful, as it loops back to the other parallel concepts of
signification of hope, freedom and treasured memories in the depiction of natural landscapes in
the videos of “Home” and “Mission,” the ninth and tenth songs of the album. “Home” follows a
similar narrative, portraying a life story through one’s memories.
Some of the polytextual connections are manifested in the semiotic material of the songs.
For instance, the first verse of the original lyrics in “Don’t You Worry, Child” by Swedish House
Mafia (2012) effectively encompasses several major themes presented in the album—home,
memories, father figure and destiny:

There was a time, I used to look into my father’s eyes
In a happy home, I was a king I had a golden throne
Those days are gone, now the memories are on the wall
I hear the sounds from the places where I was born.
. . . Don’t you worry, don’t you worry child
See heaven’s got a plan for you

Though the connection is not straightforward, since in their cover TPG translate the
words into Hindi, the narrative definitely continues in the lyrics of TPG’s original “Fathers’
Eyes,” with the repetitive phrase “through the Fathers’ eyes” in the chorus. The theme of the
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family, established in the first cover, thus threads through several songs—the original “Fathers’
Eyes,” and the covers “Home” and “Story of My Life.”
Table 2.1 maps out the relationships retaining the original sequencing of the songs in the
album, the identical colors showing the textual connections between songs.

Table 2.1. Paratextual connections in the album Wonders (2014)
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Though not coming from the same place in the system of cultural values, “Batman
Evolution” falls into the same category of historical narration, painting three eras of superhero
movies spanning over 60 years. In this mashup, the sources of the music illustrate historical
periods as much as the changing video footage; the mashup includes “Batman Theme” by Neal
Hefti (1966), “The Batman Theme” by Danny Elfman (1989), and “Like a Dog Chasing Cars”
by Hans Zimmer (2008), mapping out the history of Batman on TV and film.
The topic of wonders is the second principal thread connecting the songs in the album.
Each song is either explicitly portraying one of the wonders of the world or implicitly signifying
a more abstract concept, which has a cultural acceptance as a wonder similar in significance to
the explicit ones. “Kung-Fu Piano” was filmed on the Great Wall of China, while the video of
“The Mission” includes the statue of Christ the Redeemer in Rio de Janeiro —cultural artifacts
among The New Seven Wonders of the World. The final song of the Wonders album—“Pictures
at an Exhibition”—is based on the theme of “The Bogatyr Gates,” the last movement in
Mussorgsky’s cycle signifying the magnificence of the ancient gates to the city of Kiev.
Arguably, the reference to the Batman superhero series complete with the replicas of Batmobiles
from three different eras depicted in “Batman Evolution “ is significant enough to represent a
“wonder,” albeit of popular culture. Other implicit “wonders” include the family love and birth
of a child in “Story of My Life,” the signification of immortal love in “Let It Go/Winter” and the
importance of fatherhood in “Father’s Eyes” and “Don’t You Worry, Child.”
Yet another minor link can be drawn from the thematic material of “Kung-Fu Piano” to
the video of the “Pictures at an Exhibition,” which came out a year later then the release of the
song. “Kung-Fu Piano” draws the popular part of the mashup from the animated movie Kung-Fu
Panda (2008), the grand setup of TPG’s video clip elevating the theme of entertaining cartoon to
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a more philosophical level. In the “Pictures at an Exhibition” the story portrayed through
animated puppets points in the opposite direction, diminishing the timelessness of “The Bogatyr
Gates” with lighthearted cartoonish storytelling.
There are some less obvious unifying characteristics that can be traced throughout the
songs. Vocal sections, which are generally atypical in TPG’s mashups, are present in the second
song of the album “Ants Marching/Ode to Joy” and come back in the very similar distribution of
voices in “Summer Jam.” The rhythmic patterns of the two original songs—“Summer Jam” and
“Because of You”—echo the rhythmic patterns of “Ants Marching/Ode to Joy” and “Story of
My Life,” respectively. As the least musically complex song of the cycle, “Summer Jam” also
plays the role of a brief pause in the overall story of the album, allowing the audience to regroup
for more detailed detours down memory lane. Similar polyphonographic structures can be found
in other albums of The Piano Guys: Christmas Together (2013) compiles mashups based on
traditional hymns, while Limitless (2018) draws parallels between human achievements and
technical excellence in music.

III. Transphonography
In essence, the nature of a mashup already exhibits transphonographic characteristics.
Because of their prearranged sequence of presentation, the songs chosen for the mashup largely
depend on the producer. At least two works are deliberately put in predetermined order of
presentation. This decision-making is especially evident in the medley form of the mashup,
where several songs are placed in a linear progression.
One of the less obvious qualities of transtextual relationships is that the order of relations
can be reversed. In TPG’s recordings, the most likely path for unfolding reversed transtextual
relationships would be through watching their videos and discovering classical quotations. If the
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audience does not recognize the source sampled in a derivative work, but instead gets acquainted
with the original and reaches out to explore the original music, that older musical work will be
viewed through the initial presentation in the mashup. In this reversed relationship, the initial
introduction of the previously written material in its modified sampled version inevitably affects
how the original is perceived. In the case of TPG’s songs, the idea of introducing classical
samples through the mashups is aligned perfectly with the group’s overarching goal of bringing
classical music to wider audiences. Moreover, TPG bring attention to the growing interest
toward classical works spurred by their references. “Beethoven’s 5 Secrets” (2014) is perhaps the
best example of a series of reverse transtexual relationships, all converging in (re)discovery of
Beethoven’s works. For an average consumer, the quotations from the second movement of
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony might not be evident when listening to the mashup. TPG
emphasize the presence of Beethoven’s influence through the name of the mashup, the exact
allosonic quotes of written music, the text quotes attributed to Beethoven at the beginning of the
video and the detailed video presentation of orchestral musicians playing those quotations. In
addition, TPG talk extensively about the history of creating the mashup involving professionally
trained classical orchestral musicians.
As Genette points out, in musical language there are many more transformational
variables than in literary language (1997, 386). Lacasse’s definition of hyperphonography
derives from Genette’s hypertextuality. As Lacasse adapts it to the medium of recordings, “a
hyperphonogram is a phonogram that derives from a previous phonogram (hypophonogram)
following a process of formal and/or thematic transformation” (Lacasse 2018, 18). All main
types of reconfiguring of previously recorded material exhibit hyperphonographical
characteristics. Cover versions, parodies, remixes and mashups are among the most obvious
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examples.
Even in cases where the original source was produced fairly recently, accurately tracing it
might present difficulties when the original material for this particular work is already a product
of earlier transformation. And as more transformational steps are involved, the more potential
textual and phonographic relationships are formed. While the etymological tree of such sources
can become absurdly long, hyperphonographical or hypertextual relationships would still present
interesting resources for analysis. For example, the well-known song “Can’t Help Falling in
Love,” recorded by Elvis Presley in 1961, is based on a French song “Plaisir d’Amour,” written
by Bavarian-born composer Jean-Paul-Égide Martini in 1780. Already a derivation from a
previously created original work, “Can’t Help Falling in Love” has since been covered by over a
hundred accomplished popular artists and groups, each subsequent cover creating a new layer of
possible transformations. Some covers aim to recreate Elvis Presley’s original version, while
others rework the material to take it much further from the original. For instance, a cover of
“Can’t Help Falling in Love” featured on a 2006 Gold album Under the Desert Sky by Italian
tenor Andrea Bocelli portrayed a faithful rendition of Elvis Presley’s version, retaining the
original accompaniment, mirroring the mood and the tempo, and even emphasizing the same
words in the text. In contrast, an American a cappella group Pentatonix transformed Presley’s
song into a five-voice a capella work with complex dissonant harmonies, much slower pace and
contemplative, almost prayerful character.102 Each subsequent cover version or sampling
instance might draw from multiple previous versions as well as from the original.
By the same logic, mapping out hyperphonographic interactions in the mashups
exacerbates complexity. Mashups involve two or more works, each with its own transformational
For a detailed analytical study of covering practices exemplifying historical transformations of “Comme
d’habitude” by Claude François, covered by Frank Sinatra and Elvis Presley as “My Way,” see Ware (2015).
102
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history. If the work involved in a mashup has been created fairly recently, the hypertextual path
to it is more straightforward. Since the classical works involved in TPG’s mashups constitute a
core of widely known classical repertoire, these works have not only been performed, recorded
and interpreted countless times, but also quoted and referenced in numerous other sources prior
to TPG’s appropriations of them.103 Popular songs have considerably less time for exposure;
however, today’s cultural inclination is to repurpose, change and adapt music that has gained
popularity elsewhere. The new hits are picked up while they are still on Billboard and on the
listeners’ minds, and immediately reproduced in several different revisions. For instance, TPG’s
mashup titled “Brave” (2016) uses “Fight Song” (2015), recorded by American singersongwriter Rachel Platten, and “Amazing Grace” (1779), written by an Anglican
clergyman, John Newton. Only a year had elapsed between the release of “Fight Song” and the
creation of the mashup: however, even in that limited time span the song appeared in multiple
guises—in truncated versions in advertisements and TV shows, as a theme song on political
campaigns, and in a vastly modified a cappella version at the 2016 Democratic National
Convention. It is hard to imagine that the artists creating and repurposing popular hits would be
unaware of these versions. Inevitably, there would be perceptual changes triggered by the postcreation modifications of other artists.
The case of “Amazing Grace” is significantly more multilayered, than other comparable
examples of borrowings of old melodies. This hymn is one of the favorite religious songs in the
United States. It is estimated to be performed ten million times annually and has been recorded
over 11,000 times by different artists. Since its inception it has acquired hundreds of

For instance, besides numerous recordings by classical artists Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata was sampled and
covered by over sixty non-classical artists, from Henri Manchini (“Moonlight Sonata” 1969) and The Beatles
(“Because” 1969) to $uicideboy$ and Black Smurf (“Weightoven” 2015).
103
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arrangements and transcriptions. There could be an indefinite number of possible influences
from any evolutionary step of this work.
This multiplicity of the original source puts into question the etymology of some
hypertextual relationships, even if on the surface the quotation or allusion clearly points to a
known object. TPG’s mashup “Kung Fu Piano: Cello Ascends” draws together Chopin’s Prelude
No. 20 in C minor (1839) and “Oogway Ascends,” a theme from the soundtrack to the movie
Kung Fu Panda, scored by Hans Zimmer. The chorale-like opening from the “Prelude” comes in
at the 86-second mark of the four-minute work. If the first several seconds of the allosonic
quotation of Chopin are heard as a separate track (without added synth sounds and superimposed
transformed elements from “Oogway Ascends”), that quotation accurately recreates the original
version of the “Prelude” notated in Chopin’s score. On closer analysis, a comparison of audio
features of this recording points out an immediate temporal and timbral resemblance to the 2008
recording of the “Prelude” by Rafal Blechacz, while the pianist’s emotional cues, artistic
movements and production of the piano sound closely imitate the interpretation on the recording
by Ezio Bosso (2015). The notion of notated music does not immediately negate the possibility
that this quotation is much closer in character and semblance to the particular recordings of
Blechacz or Bosso than to the score, yet considering that Chopin’s original work sustained
substantial harmonic alterations to conform to the harmonic scheme of Zimmer’s theme, it would
be more practical to treat Chopin’s score and not these recent recordings/interpretations as the
main source.
To illustrate how different intertextual practices can overlap within the same moment, the
opening theme of the “Prelude” is presented as a trope, alluding to both strategic and stylistic
influences (Spicer 2009, 353–4). Placed a minute and a half into the mashup, the theme is
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preceded by a steady accumulation of structural layers, leading to the ultimate convergence of
the multiple strands. Placed in the foreground and sounding hierarchically more significant than
the layers of the mashup established earlier, it acquires a climactic role.

IV. Transvocalization and transmetrification
An even more complex example of multiplicity of possible sources is presented in the
opening of TPG’s “Moonlight—Electric Cello (Inspired by Beethoven)” (2011), identified
earlier in this chapter as a source of stylistic and strategic intertextual relationships. In addition to
an obvious transvocalisation—the piano part transferred to cello—the opening bars are subjected
to heavy transmetrification, only (barely) retaining the harmonic structure of Beethoven’s
material. The Moonlight Sonata is used as a hook, immediately invoking the familiarity of the
opening measures. On the other hand, the harmonic structure of the theme from Beethoven’s
Symphony no.7 (1:21 on the recording) is used as a harmonic skeleton that can be mapped onto
TPG’s texture only by listeners well-versed in classical repertoire and equipped with theoretical
knowledge of Western harmony. The placement of the hypotext is largely aided by the
paratextual references in the name of the mashup. If the chord progression from the Symphony is
the main characteristic establishing the legitimacy of the quotation, then perhaps Beethoven’s
score would be the most accurate original source for it. On the other hand, considering the
absence of an original recording by the composer himself and the abundance of recordings,
covers and interpretations produced since the inception of the work, there might be some sonic
sources to which this quotation can be more readily traced. When several different groups of
intertextual relationships exist independently within the same host, the more obvious one defines
the degrees the other relationships contribute to the meaning of the entire arrangement.
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I believe that music videos are crucial to a song’s overall meaning and rarely offer just
one of the above dimensions of interactions. On the contrary, in an age in which multimedia
presentations have become an integral part of many audio productions and an equally
omnipresent component of music consumption, the interphonographic practices in the videos
related to music cover a substantial range of possibilities. It is especially true of videos that are
intended as a part of the production, such as official videos of released songs, video recordings of
live concerts or productions of YouTube artists that are initially intended as multimedia
experiences.
According to Lacasse’s framework, the music video can be viewed from several points of
analysis: as a cophonographic element in a larger group of extraphonographic components; as an
intertextual layer with an active reciprocal relationship with its surroundings; or as transtextual
blocks, aiding the narrative with the references in predetermined order (Lacasse 2000; 2018).
“Mission Impossible”—a YouTube video produced by The Piano Guys with guest artist Lindsey
Stirling—can be viewed from several different intertextual planes. On its foreground level, it
falls squarely into Genette’s definition of a parody (Lacasse 2000): it is a parody on the
eponymous movie and TV series. The audio part of the mashup is based on the main theme from
the soundtrack written by Lalo Shifrin and Mozart’s Sonata in C major, K. 545. The video
production combines multiple parodic elements, including allusions to Hollywood action movies,
American hero culture, the cult of physical fitness, gender inequality and a slightly
condescending outlook on education. In the video, these elements are referential in nature, but
they appear as a list of disparate references with minimal attempt at interaction beyond the
surface narrative of the story. For example, the reference to gender inequality appears in the
exchange between a female hero (Lindsey Stirling) crossing the corridor alarmed with light
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beams and the male hero (Steven Sharp Nelson) just disarming the system with his
condescending glance. The idea does not come back as the story moves to the next reference.
The audio portion provides more limited intertextual components with more pronounced
interrelations and more correlation to the video counterpart. The forthcoming interpolation of the
Sonata is advertised in the opening frames of the clip: the code message that opens the action
reads “Mozart Sonata K. 545.” The Mozart excerpt occupies only about 40 seconds of the fourminute soundtrack. Though there had been a piano track on the background from the beginning
of the mashup, buried under the cello and violin parts, the entrance of the classical piano with the
Sonata is framed by rests, separating it completely from the previous material. The video
provides ample sources for associations: the setting mimics the remote recording studio, but the
pianist is a one-eyed villain, referencing a well-known Hollywood tendency to make classical
music a trademark of evil intentions.104 The subsequent scene—parodying Tom Cruise’s descent
on the rope while the pianist is lost in the act of playing and oblivious to the actions around
him—hints at the canonized distancing and snobbery of classical musicians in general.
The reference to the Classical period and to Mozart’s works in particular has its
cophonographic and archiphonographic resonances. An unambiguously optimistic spirit of the C
major Sonata is fairly typical to most of Mozart’s style. Similar to Beethoven’s “Für Elise,” this
particular sonata is also regularly used in the learning repertoire and frequently included in the
obligatory educational programs for young musicians. In “Mission Impossible,” the sonata is

In “The Sound of Evil” (2019), a fascinating article on the relationship between classical music and villainy in
cinema, Theodor Gioia cites over thirty well-known films where the antiheroes were purposefully associated with
classical works. Some prominent examples include Schindler’s List (1993, Bach's English Suite #2 in A Minor), A
Clockwork Orange (1971, Beethoven’s Symphony no. 9 in D Minor), The Silence of the Lambs (1991, Bach’s
Goldberg Variations), Fatal Attraction (1987, Puccini’s Madama Butterfly), Fargo (1996, Beethoven’s Sonata
no.23), The Godfather: Part III (1990, Mascagni’s Cavalleria Rusticana), Mission: Impossible—Rogue Nation
(2015, Puccini’s Turandot), Psycho II (1983, Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata). For more information of classical
music as characterization in cinema see also MacDonald (2013).
104
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transposed to A minor. The simple act of transferring it to a minor mode brings forth an
exaggerated ominous character. It also adopts the 5/4 meter of the “Mission Impossible” theme,
adding extra groups of sixteenth notes to the passages in every measure. Because the original
sonata is structured in such a clear, predictable way—4/4 meter, harmonic progression from
tonic to dominant, eight-bar phrases—the transmetrification of it seems jarringly unsettling, as if
the entire frame of the work has been shifted from its axis. If the angular outline of the main
motive of “Mission Impossible” naturally suited both the dramatic chase of the action movies
and a parodical rendition of the movie scenes by TPG and Lindsey Stirling, Mozart’s piano
sonata, starting on the same several notes as the main motive, immediately falls out of the
narrative, forming its own musical idea. Subsequent doubling of the melody in the electric violin
part mocks the transparent structure of the sonata, dragging it into the realm of artificial sound.

V. Metatextual relationships
TPG have created a rich welcoming platform of information, enabling their fans to form
like-minded communities. Those groups of listeners provide feedback on the works and
performances, initiate discussions and reviews and supply reviews to invite new members and
contribute to TPG’s popularity. This category of material falls into the paratextual realm. The
role of this layer of information bears further discussion. First, there is the obvious importance in
today’s music industry of building a following. The followers buy sheet music, listen to the
recordings and ensure sold-out performances in concert halls. Yet besides the commercial impact
of cultivating a broad fanbase, there is a two-way relationship that calls for attention. Feedback
from the audience can influence or even determine the subsequent creative choices The Piano
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Guys make. As TPG constantly seek their audience’s response, they are clearly relying on the
opinions of their fans.
Each subsequent published video generates a plethora of comments with suggestions for
their next projects, reactions to the music and critical reviews of material. For a group whose
agenda is to promote classical music to broader audiences, the commentary on YouTube and
other media is an invaluable marker of understanding their market. TPG have emphasized the
value of the fans’ opinions in their interviews on several occasions, validating their choices as
preferences of the audience and encouraging more connections. A recent example of fulfilling
the consumer’s wishes is TPG’s spin on presenting one of their latest works, “Something Just
Like Liszt,” on YouTube as its main platform without a video in the traditional sense. By this
time, TPG’s audience has become accustomed to the video being an integral part of every one of
their works. Instead, for “Something Just Like Liszt” TPG provide a detailed video of making
the mashup from the studio, including detailed explanations of all the processes that went into
the music and requesting suggestions for the video. Even a cursory glance at the comments
section on their YouTube channel gives an impression of a wealth of fresh ideas for the video
narrative for this work. Inviting their fanbase for actionable commentary, TPG have managed to
engage their audience in the creative process and offer them a glimpse into the work’s sentiments
and interpretations. When TPG accept and utilize the audience’s input in their work, allowing
other individuals to direct their creativity, it creates a reciprocal loop between para- and
metatextual relationships, blending them together. Thus far, TPG’s metatextual references have
been confined to their media channels and music media coverage. The lack of formal analysis in
academia might be explained by the fact that mashups are still regarded as more of a derivative
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product rather that creative works in their own niche. In absence of analytical criticism this
online commentary is the largest source of metaphonographic material for TPG’s works to date.

VI. Audio texts and YouTube audio limitations
Multimedia forms of consumption have become the prevalent way of music listening in
the past decade. Once upon a time the rapid rise of technology gained capabilities not only to
recreate live performance, but to elevate the quality of the recording to that beyond live
performance. The recording process eliminated distracting elements such as unrelated noises,
allowed for more direct feed from the source and gave the creators an opportunity for multiple
tries, diminishing possible imperfections. With that it gave rise to creative practices such as
overdubbing, multitrack recording and exploring new endless sonic possibilities. The major
drawback of these technological advances is that the quality of sound has gotten lost in the midst
of the possibilities. With such a wide spectrum of possible mediums for the sound production,
the recordings involving multimedia err on the side of low standards for audio quality, reducing
the impact of creative works through artificial limitations.
While YouTube undoubtedly provides several core benefits in comparison with audioonly sources, the audio itself has clear limitations, dramatically differentiating the YouTube
listening experience from more sophisticated audio sources. As audio technology improved in
huge leaps in the last decade, YouTube and Vimeo services are constricted by the capabilities of
the platform from one side and undesignated output origins from the other.
Most of the uploaded audio on YouTube is compressed to some degree, with a large
portion playable at approximately 128 kbps AAC, effectively robbing the music of its personality
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on several stages between its production and consumption.105 And one of the most victimized
aspects in these quality reductions is the timbral palette of the work. It has been pointed out by
numerous scholars and prosumers alike that out of all genres affected by this “loudness war,”
classical music is one of the most long-suffering. Dynamic range is a fundamental source of
musical expression, and Western classical music lives and breathes through the intricacies of this
dynamic spectrum.

The optimal music audio quality is considered around 320kbps. The standard MP3 audio is 320kbps. The normal
CD-quality audio is much higher, 1,411kbps.
105
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CHAPTER 3: THREE ANALYSES

1. “Hello/Lacrimosa”
Mozart must be turning in his grave. Adele and Mozart? It’s like
pairing Justin Bieber with Paganini. Shouldn’t even be mentioned
in the same sentence. Amazing play, incredible talent, but
cheapening Lacrimosa with a pop tune which is so overplayed,
overrated, nothing special, really . . . will be forgotten within years,
makes me cringe. (@Aspiring violinist, YouTube, December
2017)

“Hello/Lacrimosa” was released in 2016 as part of The Piano Guys’ sixth album,
Uncharted. As with their previous mashups of popular and classical music, The Piano Guys
emphasized that the idea behind pairing such diverse styles is to bridge the gap between musical
genres and show classical music as an accessible and relevant part of today’s palette of genres.
Steven Sharp Nelson describes the track as “a musical experiment bridging 18th century
spiritualism and 21st century secularism” (Masterworks 2016). With its artful combination of
music from Mozart’s iconic Requiem and Adele’s transatlantic #1 pop hit, “Hello/Lacrimosa”
immediately became popular among both classical listeners and Adele’s fans.106
Any work that incorporates borrowed musical material would by definition include more
than one author. There are two main types of group authorship that can be discerned from the
creative process associated with mashups. The first group includes the primary composers and
authors of the derivative works employing previously written or recorded material. The second
The “Hello/Lacrimosa” YouTube video had almost half a million views in the first 24 hours after its release. Four
years on YouTube has netted the video 26 million views, a substantial amount for any music video with classical
roots. With this rate of interest, it is obvious that the mashup appeals to the mainstream audience. The approval in
the classical “camp,” however, was far from unanimous, as the mashup received its share of negative comments for
“demeaning and commercializing” Mozart’s masterpiece.
106
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group characterizes collaborative writing processes in popular music styles, where the creation of
a new work is achieved by group effort, rather than the well-defined singular authorship
associated with Western classical traditions. This mashup is an ultimate example of such
transferred creativity, as it includes several planes of group authorship. The outer layer consists
of several artists contributing to the creation of the “Hello/Lacrimosa” mashup. The Piano Guys
list Al van der Beek and Steven Sharp Nelson as co-arrangers on the “Hello/Lacrimosa” track of
the Uncharted album. In interviews, Jon Schmidt states that all four members of the group
actively participated in the arrangement process and can be viewed as equal contributors.
Accidentally, “Lacrimosa” also conceals another dual authorship as it was completed by Franz
Xaver Süssmayr in 1792 upon Mozart’s death.107
The authorship lineage is especially relevant to the analysis of this mashup since each
new layer of creative development imposed on the works before their synthesis left a distinct
mark on the final concepts. Even though it is difficult to determine the hierarchical value of
every layer, it is possible to create a sequential map of the creative input (Figure 3.1).

This is the most commonly accepted date of the Requiem’s completion by Franz Xaver Süssmayr. There are a
number of later versions of the completed manuscript with various degrees of deviation from Süssmayr’s version.
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Example 3.1. “Hello/Lacrimosa” authorship map
As with most of The Piano Guys’ mashups, this one does not fully adhere to the
principles commonly defining mashups as a form of creative work. Instead, the classification of
these works as mashups is loosely based on the combination of characteristics representative of
the genre. Audiovisual expression of “Hello/Lacrimosa” is inseparably linked to the overall
impression of the work. The mode of presentation points more toward the video/audio story of
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Adele than traditional classical stage setting. Though The Piano Guys’ video production does not
spell out a cohesive sequence of events, it does not portray a stagnant stage performance either.
As Lars Eckstein states, the presentation can be either close to “romantic” listening or to
“modernist” consumption with very few options in between (Eckstein 2009); yet, I would point
out that “Hello/Lacrimosa” encompasses both “romantic” attributes of authenticity and multiple
manifestations of the “modernist” presentation. This combination starts with the dual
representation of the authorship: on the one hand there is a clear individual performer’s message,
yet on the other hand there is an easily discernible hierarchy of authorship claims starting with
the composers of the primary sources and culminating with the group creative process that
produced the ultimate derivative product. The presentation has a similar dual appearance, as the
individual artistry of one musician on stage is at the same time enhanced and undermined by the
technological features. Both the intricate pattern of multiple tracks and artfully arranged video
clips would be impossible to replicate in live performance, thus foreclosing the possibility of a
direct artist-listener experience.
The sources for this mashup come from two distinct timbral environments. 108 The
instrumentation of “Hello” features voice, piano, two synth pads, several different drum sets,
electric guitar, strings, bells and several non-instrumental sounds. Even without taking into
The term timbral environments was proposed by Rafael Ferrer (2011). It combines the idea of macrotimbres,
introduced by Sandell (1998), and the concept of soundscapes, coined by Schafer (1980). As defined by Ferrer,
“timbral environments are concerned with reminiscences of music pieces that roughly share the same range of
acoustic features but have the property of being meaningfully grouped by noticeable distances in the perceptual
space.” This concept focuses on groups of timbres as distinct socially relevant sounding objects. Preset timbral
environments would have specific perceptual cues to trigger the listener’s internal representation of a certain musical
framework, thus facilitating internal and external categorization processes. The timbral definitions in the
environments shift from short isolated sounds to multidimensional complexes of sounds that form autonomous
acoustical events and allow the listener to conceptualize the sound objects based on their perceptual constancy.
These environments, supported by collective associative memory, can explain the listener’s ability to differentiate
between prototypical groups of sources, such as rock ensemble or symphony orchestra, hence attaching particular
semantic descriptors (labels, genres, tags) to the auditory objects.
In his analysis of the short samples used by Oswald in Plunderphonics, Holm-Hudson (1997) labels the
samples as “timbral quotations” and alludes to the notion that timbres are associated with not only the particular
sampled source but also with entire genres.
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account the pitch, loudness, and timbral variety within every one of these instruments, this
combination of timbres consciously or unconsciously triggers internal associations with the
listener’s particular musical schemata, assigning the auditory event a certain genre, character or
label within the scope of popular music. Similarly, the timbral environment of Mozart’s Requiem
is comprised of a multitude of timbres associated with classical music: full SATB chorus and a
symphony orchestra, so it would be archived in collective perceptive memory as belonging to
Western classical music, orchestral music, choral works and church music. The mashup is
constructed out of one hundred and six different tracks of acoustic and electric cello. Despite also
being a member of the “popular” timbral palette, the cello still displays enough perceptual
threads to generate an internal association with the classical timbral palette. But to create the
entire array of various sounds, the timbre is still bound to just one type of instrument. Deliberate
limitation of the timbres to just one type of instrument highlights the intricacy of intertwined
configurations and significance of every instance of juxtaposition. The absence of vocal lines and
more elaborate timbral representation prominent in both original sources places the burden of
recognizability solely onto the melodic patterns.
It is difficult to determine the exact terminology to taxonomize the particular
interpolation techniques in this mashup. There are three distinct layers of construction, which can
be classified autonomously: direct melodic quotations from original sources, close imitations of
the original elements and stylistically imitative derivatives of the sources’ elements. Since
sampling as a term is rooted in digital replication of all or some components of pre-recorded
music, none of these categories would fall under the category of sampling. Even “sound-alike”
samples would be grounded in the notion of sound and audio recording rather than notation. 109 I

Some borrowings of classical music would qualify as digital samples if they were taken from specific previously
existing recordings, such as Michael Jackson’s sampling of a recording of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony by the
109
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will apply the term “allosonic quotations” to various groups of elements both derived from
notated sources (Requiem) and re-played as close imitations of digital sources (“Hello”). Nondigital borrowing process would separate this category from direct sampling, but still retain the
intention to reproduce the sound as close to the source as possible. 110 The term “allosonic”
already implies that it is not a direct reproduction of the original, but a sample bearing
resemblance to the original. By design this would be a sample reproduced on a different medium,
with changed timbre, in altered tempo, and/or with modified meter.
I will utilize the concepts of imitation and copy to illustrate melodic quotations bearing
obvious stylistic congruity to the original, but not borrowed directly from the Requiem as it was
notated. The elements in this set retain some of the original shapes but are re-contextualized by
their proximity to foreign structures, and re-molded into the shape conforming to the opposed
source through significant modifications in tempo, pitch, and/or rhythm. The last category is
comprised of the elements that could be classified as original material within the stylistic
constraints of one of the two primary components of the mashup. These are largely transitional
segments, not sonically recognizable as source derivatives. Their function is to organically foster
coherence and flow of the layers specifically at the sectional seams, such as the link from intro to
chorus or the shift from chorus to the vocal bridge.
The elements in the last group are further divided into two subcategories by their
homogenic affiliations. The first set contains figures that reshape the outer points of direct
quotations to facilitate musically congruent transitions to the subsequent elements from the
opposing source. Subservient to their immediate context, these segments are closely related to

Cleveland Symphony Orchestra as a part of his 1991 album Dangerous (see Sullivan 1992; Fast 2014, 117). In
“Hello/Lacrimosa,” The Piano Guys quote Mozart’s notated text, but not a particular recording of it.
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Lacasse (2000, 35–9).
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their respective quotations. Example 3.1 illustrates the first linear junction on the mashup. In
“Lacrimosa” the second four-bar phrase of the melodic line is identical to the first. In the
mashup transition the last two notes are diverted upward to mimic the opening two pitches of
“Hello.”

Example 3.2. Transition from “Lacrimosa” to “Hello”, mm. 9–18

The second group is comprised of the patterns that are not sonically recognizable or
traceable to the source. These serve as substitutions for the auditory effects that cannot be recreated allosonically. For example, the swell effect, amplifying the backdrop energy level for the
vocal entrance in the transition between the second prechorus and second chorus in “Hello,” is
achieved by mixing electric piano, cymbal swell and a shrill electric guitar tremolo on Ab. In the
mashup it is substituted by an upward cello movement in a high register, mimicking the intensity
of the crescendo effect in the corresponding transition of “Hello.” While the resulting pattern
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does not have any resemblance to the original, the piercing vibrating quality of the cello in its
high register produces a similar edgy anticipation, creating an immediate perceptual association
with the source.
The configuration of this mashup occupies a number of slots in the typology of mashups
(Boone 2011, 17). Each feature, molding it into a certain type, simultaneously defies its
presumed function. The foreground layer would constitute an A+B mashup, a basic juxtaposition
of the material from two works. While it conforms to two fundamental characteristics of this
type—dependency on recognition of both samples and a certain level of stylistic incongruity
combined with musical congruity—the manifestation of both of these qualities differs
significantly from the corresponding features in the mainstream A+B mashups.
The fundamental incongruity of this work lies not in the musical language or textual
meaning, but in combining material from two sources radically distant in space-time. Mozart’s
Requiem is one of the most well-known compositions in late eighteenth-century classical music
while Adele’s “Hello” is a hugely popular song that quickly dominated the singles charts
throughout the world upon its release in 2016. Instead of creating an unexpected humorous effect
or constructing a deliberately clashing juxtaposition that would draw attention to the unlikely
pairing of two works, this mashup aims to unite and enhance both the musical language and
meaning of the two sampled compositions. Conceptually, “Lacrimosa” (“weeping” in Latin) is a
deeply sacred work. Its name derives from Our Lady of Sorrows, a title of Mary, Mother of
Jesus. Its text comes from the Roman Catholic Mass. “Hello” is a melancholy pop ballad,
lamenting a personal heartbreak. The resulting intertextual relationship of the two gives
“Lacrimosa” an intimate vibe, bringing it much closer to the notion of individual sorrow. The
spirituality of Requiem reciprocates, enhancing the meaning of “Hello” with a more universally
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humanitarian quality and opening additional levels of emotional response. On the musical level,
the stylistic fusion brings harmonic complexity into “Hello” and alters the pace of “Lacrimosa,”
adding a steady rhythmical drive.
Most of the foreground sound material is based on “Hello.” The clear recognizable
samples of “Lacrimosa” with the melodic lines occupying the foreground tracks constitute only
about twenty percent of the work. More complex juxtapositions occur in several background
layers. While it is possible to classify this work as a remix of “Hello” with samples from
Requiem, the presence of Mozart’s material significantly changes the character of the flow,
meaning and intensity of Adele’s song. Thus, this mashup answers the most fundamental
requirement of the form—using two or more unrelated songs in (mostly) vertical juxtaposition to
significantly alter the meaning and create a new work. Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of the
layers in the timeline of the mashup.

Figure 3.1. Distribution of borrowed material in “Hello/Lacrimosa”

The first section of the mashup features only horizontal juxtaposition. The opening bars
retrace Mozart’s original material, transposed to F minor from its original D minor key. Though
the cello substitutes for the full string section of the orchestra, the structure preserves the original
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intervallic content. As the cello timbre is placed in the higher registers normally reserved for
violins, the resulting palette acquires a somewhat piercingly unsettled quality. A pivot chord
after the first melodic pattern of “Lacrimosa” brings the harmony back to the tonic for the verse
of “Hello.” The disjointed recitative-like opening melody of “Hello” fits the short plaintive
motives of the base layer of “Lacrimosa,” so that the intersection is marked only by the change
of rhythm. “Lacrimosa” is written in slow 12/8 time, while “Hello” has four beats per measure.
The tempo of the eighth-note beats closely corresponds to the pace of the quarter-note beats in
“Hello,” thus requiring a shift from three to four beats per measure at the junction with “Hello”
in measure 18. The ambiguous rhythm of the cello spiccato line obscures the shift by not settling
into a defined shape until the first two beats of the following bar. The corresponding place in the
score indicates an extra ¾ bar in a 16-bar structure, establishing a new rhythmic pattern in the
cello tracks.
“Hello” follows an ABABCBB form (verse–chorus–verse–chorus–vocal break–chorus).
It contains an intro, outro, prechorus sections, and a vocal break instead of a bridge. The mashup
copies the core of this structure, expanding on the intro and outro sections. Table 3.1 compares
the timeline of “Hello” to the timeline of the mashup, illustrating formal modifications and
inclusions of Mozart’s material.

Table 3.1. Timelines of “Hello” and “Hello/Lacrimosa”
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The most striking structural resemblance between the two works is in the intervallic
content of the melodic lines. Example 3.2a shows the voice line in the verse of “Hello.” The
melodic line of the entire first verse is contained within a perfect fifth. The melody moves almost
exclusively stepwise, similarly to the half-step and whole-step movements in the opening figures
of “Lacrimosa.” Example 3.2b shows the first four measures of “Lacrimosa,” transposed to F
minor.

Example 3.3. Intervallic content in the verse of “Hello”

Example 3.4. Half-step figures in the opening of “Lacrimosa”

Such close motivic resemblance facilitates a seamless transition between melodic
segments. Example 3.3 shows the chorus element of “Hello” engaged in horizontal exchange
with the beginning melodic figure of “Lacrimosa.” The second iteration of the “Lacrimosa”
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pattern is a modified version of the motive, first heard at the end of the Intro in measure 16.

Example 3.5. “Hello/Lacrimosa,” mm. 38–46

The intervallic content of the two melodies are obviously similar. Example 3.4 compares
the “hooks” extrapolated from the melodic lines of “Hello” and “Lacrimosa,” respectively.
Further examination reveals that Adele’s “hook” pattern F–Ab–Bb is an inversion of the main
melodic turn of “Lacrimosa,” Ab–F–E, which allows the melodies to complement each other.

Example 3.6. “Hooks.”
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The cello figure consistently present in the background contains elements of both these
melodic hooks. It is not new material but small fragments of both sources looped into a pattern.
The outline of the pattern spells out the first pitches of the chorus of “Hello,” but the downward
intervallic succession C–Ab–F mirrors the opening of a melody in “Lacrimosa” (Example 3.5).

Example 3.7. “Hello/Lacrimosa,” cello pattern

Harmonically, “Hello” is based on the sequence of four chords, F minor–Ab major–Eb
major–Db major (i–bIII–bVII–bVI). The chords move in a sustained stable progression, creating
rhythmic steadiness in the recitative sections of the verses and unity through the melodic leaps of
the chorus. In “Lacrimosa,” the ascending pattern serves the same function, moving the harmony
in a steady rhythmic progression. The mashup faithfully follows the harmonic progression of
“Hello,” thus revolving around the F minor tonic. However, instead of the resigned and forlorn
quality of the accompanying chords in the original, the dotted rhythms of the cello line generate
an accelerating effect. The pulse of the accompanying cello lines would normally be assigned to
the drums. To make the resemblance to the drum pattern more striking, The Piano Guys actually
use the cello as a percussion instrument, experimenting with sounds produced by beating on the
body of the cello. Conceptually, the experimental sounds still belong to the timbral palette of the
same instrument, but the audible effects are strikingly fresh. The rhythmic beat does not allow
the song to stagnate in the same emotional state, but leads it to the next resolution.
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2. “Titanium/Pavane”
I. The story
Like many other popular artists, Sia has incorporated some well-known classical works in
her songs. For instance, she quoted from Sergei Prokofiev’s “Montagues and Capulets” in her
debut single “Taken for Granted.” It was released in 2000 and debuted at #10 on the UK Official
Singles Chart in June of the same year, staying on the charts for five weeks. The song “Breathe
Me,” released by Sia five years later, sampled “Metamorphosis One” by Phillip Glass. The single
“Titanium,” featuring Sia on lead vocals, was released in 2011 as the lead single from David
Guetta’s album Nothing but the Beat. “Titanium” contains only original music, but draws on
borrowed material in the lyrics, featuring a direct quote from “Sticks and Stones,” a folk rhyme
dated around 1860s, in the chorus.
Fauré’s Pavane, written in 1887 for orchestra, was rearranged by the composer for
orchestra with SATB chorus and dancers in 1891. Some notional incongruity was thus already
inherent to the original works before they underwent TPG’s manipulations during the mashup
process. Both “Titanium” and Pavane exhibit a duality of ideas, creating mirror images of each
other’s ironic inconsistencies. 111
On a paratextual level, both main sources of the work have undergone significant changes
before entering the mashup symbiosis. Fauré’s Pavane was originally scored for orchestra, but

Believed to be derived from the Italian town of Padua (Italian padovana, “Paduan”), a pavane was a slow
processional dance of the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century European aristocracy. The pavane was used to open
ceremonial balls and was customarily followed by its livelier counterpart—a fast-paced galliard. (Encyclopædia
Britannica, 2019). Alternatively, some sources pose that the dance’s name came from the word pavone (It.) or pavón
(Sp.)—i.e., a peacock, referring to the way the ladies demonstrated their garments on the court ceremonies (The
Oxford Dictionary of Dance, 2010). That would fit the character of the stately processional displays it was used for.
When Fauré borrowed the title, he retained some formal attributes of the dance—dotted rhythms, 4/4 meter and
somber minor mode—but infused it with humor and wit in the text and with plaintive lamenting character in the
music.
111
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an SATB choral part (on a text by Robert de Montesquiou) was added in 1891. The first
performance also included dancers. The piece only had marginal importance for Fauré––he was
generally disinterested in its success, yet the composer followed a request by one of his
benefactors and transformed it into the orchestral work.112 The choreographic aspect was added
to make the performance more of a visual entertainment, with minimal impact on the concept of
the Pavane. The text does not reveal much of the character of the Pavane. Added later onto preexisting music, vocal lines lack authonomy. By Faure’s own admission, the added chorus was
“elegant. . . . but otherwise not important” (Nectoux 2015, 109). The minor mode and
processional steadiness of the music are undermined by the flippancy of the choral lyrics and an
upbeat tempo, which makes the processional too hurried (Howat 2009, 272; Boult 1976).
By the release of “Titanium/Pavane,” The Piano Guys had a portfolio of similar projects,
most of which had become well-known on YouTube. TPG’s style had been popular enough to
create expectations that the new production would have certain formal characteristics and ideas.
TPG follow their earlier successful formula of incorporating well-known classical works into the
covers of equally famous popular songs. They also continue relying on elaborate video
productions as their main points of attraction. However, there is enough unexpected and
innovative aspects in this mashup to make it stand out from the rest of TPG’s repertoire.

However, Pavane became well-known and inspired Claude Debussy” Passepied from Suite Bergamasque (1890),
which was initially called Pavane, was written in the same F-sharp minor key and featured numerous harmonic
similarities to Faure’s work. Later, Maurice Ravel, who was Faure’s student, borrowed the dance for his “Pavane
pour une infante défunte” (1899).
112
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II. Narrative, rhythm and timbre
The video clip of Sia’s “Titanium” opens with a picture of an aftermath of a disaster or an
attack. The presentation of the hero in the lyrics is neither positive nor negative, portraying the
main character as both a villain responsible for the destruction and the victim. While the text
affirms the sentiment of indestructability and hints that the child in the video narrative gets away
safely, the end is ambiguous, leaving the conclusion of the story hanging. The mood of the song
is dark, though its uplifting message of survival, E-flat major key and rhythmic patterns very
similar to electronic dance music lighten up the destructive horror of the video.
One of the key elements common to most mashups is an extreme incongruity in meaning
of the “mashed” works, but a congruity in the music. In the case of “Lacrimosa” and “Hello”
discussed earlier, the incongruity factor lies not in the meaning of two songs but in the time lapse
between their composition and stylistic incompatibility. The combined meanings have rather a
compound effect of the message of personal loss in “Hello” taken to a more universal level when
paired with a part of Mozart’s Requiem.
In “Titanium/Pavane” the compound effect of semantic meaning is less, since the lyrics
of Pavane are somewhat inconsequential, carefree and romantically funny. The lighthearted text
of Pavane transforms into a personal message of encouragement in Sia’s lyrics, but since the
lyrical content from both Pavane and “Titanium” is absent in the mashup, recognizability of the
material is based on melodic lines. Placed on the same contextual plane in the mashup, the
implied verbal stories form an ambiguously directionless multifaceted narrative, omitting
lighthearted humor on one side and not slumping into the tragic finality of death on the other. A
seemingly incompatible alloy of lighthearted banter of the text of Pavane and grim determination
of words in “Titanium” creates an unstable compromise vacillating between sorrow and hope.
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Both semantic threads are flattened to a semblance of congruity, yet the remaining references
arising behind the main layer are strong enough to prompt character changes and to sway the
narrative in different directions.
The entrance of the main melody—an excerpt from “Titanium”—is signified by a
drastically different depiction of the cello. TPG have two lead instruments, piano and cello. In
their mashups, the piano usually fulfills background roles, rarely brought to the solo position.
The Western classical traditional piano sound is enhanced with amplified echoes and added
reverberations but rarely altered significantly enough to be unrecognizable. The cello, on the
other hand, provides a rich platform for experimentations with new unconventional techniques
for sound production. In its original state, the very distinct timbre of the cello—an esteemed
orchestral and solo instrument of Western Art music—provides a solid indisputable connection
to the classical music legacy. Here would be a clear case of a “life of a musical instrument” rich
in history, demonstrating stylistic, thematic and historical references.113 The design of the cello
has not been excessively modified since it settled on its current state some four hundred years
ago, only acquiring minor improvements to enhance the volume of the sound (Stowell and Cross
1999). The instrument has been steadily building its popularity in Western culture. With the
timbral identity of cello in the opening bars of both the original and TPG’s versions, the
intertextual reference is unmistakable. Since the timbral identity plays a paramount role in
connecting the two works, the key choices also contribute a layer of character. TPG published
their transcription in D minor; however, both the commercially released CD recording and the

For a fascinating account of the cultural significance of musical instruments, see Bates 2012. The article
concentrates on little-known histories of world musical instruments; however, similar research into the role of
traditional Western music instruments used in unconventional settings will reveal how the cultural legacy of a
particular mainstream instrument can impact the perception of a listener and shift the notions of genre and style of a
particular work.
113
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YouTube version starts in E-flat minor, one of the more somber minor keys, subsequently
oscillating between E-flat minor and E-flat major, the original key of “Titanium.”
“Titanium/Pavane” is no exception to the complex hierarchy of transformations. TPG’s
version of Pavane opens with a nearly inaudible cello tone. The first pizzicato notes appear
seemingly from thin air, with no defined starting point. The initial cello figure is taken from the
opening guitar riff in “Titanium,” but the similarity in harmonic and timbral structures between
the two samples makes the entrance of the Pavane melody seem organic. Eight-note subdivision
in the opening pizzicato line brings back the steadiness of the dance rhythms, but the character
does not necessarily acquire lightheartedness. With the same metric structure of 4/4 in the
original Pavane and TPG’s work, Faure’s pulse remains at four beats per measure, which TPG’s
pulse is perceived as two strong beats in four eight-note groups. With four subdivisions per
strong beat instead of the two eighth-note subdivisions in Fauré’s original, the texture builds a
steady nervous pulse. Through the double expansion of note values in the melodic line TPG slow
down the melody, matching it to the pace of “Titanium.” Though the actual tempo markings of
the pizzicato eighth notes might be very close to the original, their temporal relationship to the
melodic line makes them lose their walking steadiness, transforming them into patterns of broken
harmonic chords. The resulting tempo of TPG’s mashup is slower than the one traditionally
taken by the orchestras in the original version, but the pulse of the notes is faster, displaying
anxious restlessness. A faster pulse might also be accurate from a historical perspective. Ravel’s
tempo indication on both the original piano/chorus version and the orchestral score reads quarter
note = 84. The composer himself apparently envisioned it at about 100 quarter note beats per
second (Howat 2009). In contrast to the background pulse, the melody of Pavane taken at a
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slower tempo changes its character quite dramatically, from lighter dance music to a
contemplative, almost mournful work.
Similar to the design of other TPG mashups, the formal layout of “Titanium/Pavane” is
guided by “Titanium,” the popular part of the mashup. However, the formal makeup of the two
inceptive works is similar enough that it is plausible to apply the popular song form to Pavane,
putting both original works and the resulting mashup in the same formal framework.
“Titanium/Pavane” introduces a blend of both original works right at the beginning of the
Intro. The theme of “Titanium,” entering in measure 5, is transferred to several cello tracks. It
retains its rhythmic flexibility, more typical for solo voice parts. Sia’s original vocal line weaves
around the beats, arriving early to the downbeats and approximating rhythmic values in note
groupings in favor of accentuation of the lyrics. In connection to the steady dance pattern, the
vocal line constitutes a different rhythmic layer, superimposed on the rigid structure of the
groove. In “Titanium/Pavane,” the stability of the 4/4 structure is still maintained by the steady
pizzicato sixteenth notes in the background, while the cello melody line imitates the temporal
nuances of the human voice. When TPG reproduce Sia’s rhythmic line in transvocalization, the
cello timbre accentuates the rhythmic patterns, creating a feeling of more acute displacement by
syncopated figures in comparison with a naturally flexible human voice. Thus, the melodic
outline acquires a rigid structural identity synchronized with the steady constant groove.
The process of rhythmic manipulation is reversed for the “Pavane.” With the original
form dating back to the sixteenth century, the melody is squarely placed on the accompanying
beats. The dotted eighth plus sixteenth note figures in Fauré’s rhythmic patterns give the
sixteenth notes an anticipatory character, emphasizing the downbeats. TPG change the pattern to
a dotted quarter plus an eighth note, so that the eighths of the melody coincide with the eighths
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of the accompaniment groupings. Not only does the stringent dotted rhythm of the processional
dance becomes more relaxed, but also the added dissonance between the melody and the
arpeggiated pitches of the main harmony creates an additional level of tension, pulling the
progression forward rather than allowing the stillness to set in every measure.
The coherence of the ambiguous temporal construct of the “Titanium” melody relies on
the groove underneath, so that when in three instances the beats are eliminated and the
background is reduced to the sustained chord changes at the start of each measure (0:46–1:01,
2:02–2:16 and 2:48–3:03) the texture plunges into metric limbo. Even though the melody retains
its inner pulse through the repeated chords, the harmony is devoid of the bass line, creating the
feeling of indecisive helplessness. At the same time, one reference point per measure creates a
sense of larger rhythmic units, hurrying the narrative forward with no anchors. Coming in direct
clash with the words “I am bullet-proof,” the weakened harmony transforms the statement into a
plea.
In two out of the three corresponding sections of the TPG’s mashup, the presence of the
Pavane texture entirely changes the semantic trajectory of the narrative. The melodic line of the
bridge from “Titanium” is placed above derivative elements from Pavane. The independent
rhythmic layers create an intricate interplay, fighting for their place on the foreground when both
layers are superimposed on the same referential web of steady beats.
Though Pavane was written in the late-nineteenth century, when composers were known
for exploring innovative harmonic patterns, Fauré’s harmonic language in the main theme of
Pavane was deliberately conservative, not particularly different from the harmonic structures in
Bach’s, Beethoven’s and Vivaldi’s works previously explored in TPG’s mashups. The changes
in Sia’s “Titanium” come from metaphonographical influences.
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III. Video intertexts

In general, Lacasse assigns co-phonographic meaning to the video imagery
accompanying recordings (Lacasse 2018, 36). Some of the features such as the presence of
stylistically referential elements in the video of one recording to paratextual materials of another
might figure in several different categorical groupings, playing different roles in forming
relationships. For example, the context of TPG’s video of “Titanium/Pavane” is a narration of
the events by the performer rather than a story where the musician has an immediate
participatory role of the hero. Taken as a separate commentary, it would constitute a part of a
paraphonographic palette. Several examples of the imagery and action interact directly with the
audio: a whooshing sound of the wind in the treetops and the views of the forests, or an entrance
of the piano with additional reverberating echo illuminated by a camera illustration of the
perceived sound trajectory. These examples create unification between different media at the
same temporal points. By the same token, there are traces of imagery derived from the original
video attached to the Sia’s original recording of “Titanium” that found their way into the video
of TPG’s mashup. The dead tree trunks and darkened autumn leaves of the forest parallel the
heaps of autumn leaves and general destruction depicted in Sia’s clip. Hyperphonographic (or, in
this case, hypertextual) relations to the final product in the imagery is a part of a bigger
architextuality, sharing stylistic features from the original video. The relationship can also be
viewed as a latent transfictional connection. If manifestations of transfictionality include
references to characters and places between two texts (Lacasse 2018, 28), then in the absence of
lyrics in the derivative work, the character of the places chosen as a backdrop for the narrative
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references the video narrative of Sia’s clip. The depiction of remote, isolated and barren places in
TPG’s recording can signify a number of themes: loneliness, deliberate avoidance, seeking
solitude, freedom in remote space. Sia’s video portrays the same palette of moods.
The video of the mashup enhances the overall reconceptualized character rather than
following the imagery of either sample. Again, as in most previous examples, the performative
process takes a lead, presenting the artistic side first. From the very first second, the videoclip
focuses on sound production, depicting close-up shots of the performer’s hands on the cello. As
one cello part is layered onto another, the video depicts two clearly different instruments,
emphasizing differentiation in timbre. The performer (Steven Sharp Nelson), however, stays the
same, creating an additional temporal dimension, as if the layers happen in different times or
pulled from two different places. It is not the musical imagery from “Titanium” but its
interpretation that we see on the screen. The narrative of the original material has already been
interpreted through the prism of the artist and presented in assimilated form, as a narrative of
experience of the original, not the source itself. In a way, it is a barrier between the original song
and the presented mashup, which instead directs the narrative toward the present time.
The video of the performance is set in the forest, with depictions of the natural beauty. In
part, the setting refers to the TPG’s original concepts of placing classical instruments in unusual
surroundings and creating live performances outside of traditional venues. Forging a symbiotic
relationship with the natural settings, TPG also create an almost sensual experience of physically
produced sound waves on the acoustic instrument with the soundscapes of naturally vibrating
living organic entity of the forest. The sonic anaphone—the background sound of wind blowing
through the leaves of the trees—seems an organic continuation of the picture on the screen, so
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that it almost does not register as a separate recorded layer. 114 With the help of the cinematic
images, the climactic section becomes a powerful spatial anaphone (Tagg 2013, 500). The
anaphones TPG use in their other mashups are usually limited to the present imagery, enhancing
a video narrative.115 In “Titanium/Pavane,” anaphones are especially important since they are
present in the original “Titanium” material and indicate a very similar meaning, thus creating a
transfictional connection between the two narratives.

3. “Something Just Like Liszt”
The 2018 mashup “Something Just Like Liszt,” constructed from the melody of the
recent hit song “Something Just Like This” by Coldplay and the Chainsmokers and melodies
from Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 by Franz Liszt, received mixed reactions from TPG’s fans.116
On the one hand, it is a brilliantly re-composed and skillfully arranged work featuring two
widely famous examples from the classical and modern pop repertoire respectively. A
technically dazzling piano part in combination with the passionate rendition of Coldplay and the
Chainsmokers’ romantic melody should have generated an excited response from the audience.
On the other hand, the construct of this mashup is significantly more complex than TPG’s
I am referring to a sign typology introduced by Philip Tagg (2013, 487–514) to link musical structures and the
paramusical phenomena they represent. In his typology, an anaphone is a sign type that “use[s] existing models in
the formation of (meaningful musical) sounds” (2013, 487). A sonic anaphone [is] the musical stylization of
sound that exists outside the discourse of music” (Ibid., 487); spatial anaphones are audio effects creating
perception of different musical spaces (Ibid., 500).
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The Piano Guys used similar audio anaphones in their other tracks: for instance, “O, Fortuna” (2011)––a cover of
Carl Orf’s Carmina Burana––features sounds of cars on racing tracks. Train horn signals throughout “North Pole
Express” (2013) bring out references to the song subject. Sounds of arriving cars on the snow-covered gravel and
whistles of blowing wind signify the cold Christmas season in “I Saw Three Ships” (2013).
115

“Something Just Like This” (2017) was released as a collaboration between British rock band Coldplay and the
Chainsmokers, an American electronic DJ and production duo consisting of Alexander “Alex” Pall and Andrew
“Drew” Taggart. Produced in the Chainsmokers’ distinctive EDM style and performed by Coldplay’s lead vocalist
Chris Martin, its composition is credited to the artists of both Chainsmokers and Coldplay.
116
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previous works. By TPG’s own admission, they used more classical material than ever before,
creating a multilayered vertical structure instead of comfortable linear juxtaposition with
occasional instances of vertical congruity. The incorporation of classical material as a primary
source instead of adjusting it to the popular song resulted in more intricate melodic relationships.
Additionally, the mashup was initially released without a traditional video, channeling the
audience’s attention to a singular media source.

I. “Something Just Like Liszt” video

While video production has had a central role behind most of TPG’s productions, the last
several works were initially conceived only as audio recordings with the promise for future
videos to accompany them. Confining the mashups to an auditory realm is a paramount shift
from the presentational point of view. Complex, highly advanced video productions constituted
the primary commercial value that allowed The Piano Guys to stand out. Moreover, the videos
were and remain the preeminent source of artistic and performative identity of the group,
especially considering that their transcriptions and arrangements of samples and covers are much
more known than their original works. The audio production of “Something Just Like Liszt,”
published on YouTube in January of 2018, featured a cover page depicting Franz Liszt in a
superhero costume holding a shimmering star. The cover page illustrated the parallels between
the original sources of the mashup, hinting at the star quality of Liszt as a pianist, pointing
toward the inspirational character of the lyrics in Coldplay and the Chainsmokers’ song and
emphasizing the power of imagination and mastery in musical performance. Later the cover page
was changed to a more stylized version, where the cartoon image of Liszt is holding the cello
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bow and his keychain depicts the piano keyboard. (The bow remains a constant signifier,
creating stylistic unity between all TPG’s cover pages, in both digital and physical formats.)
In the two plus years since the work was published it has received less views than an
average TPG production. Relying solely on audio would have created an immediate void in
audience’s expectations, focusing all the attention on the audio content. In their comments, TPG
invited the listeners’ suggestions for possible filming ideas. The diversity of video proposals and
locations immediately showed how the story that is already mapped out by TPG in their
annotations and behind-the-production videos and backed by references to Liszt’s compositional
practices and Coldplay’s lyrics can be perceived differently by each listener. The comments
ranged from the suggestions to film the accompanying video in Hungary—the birthplace of
Liszt—to making a movie involving Hollywood-style drama to match the meaning of
“Something Just Like This.”
Curiously, the video part of the mashup, which came out in September of 2019, more
than one and a half years after the initial production of the work, neither followed TPG’s
traditional path nor utilized any ideas presented in the comments. Instead, TPG outsourced the
entire concept to a computer game, completely eliminating their artistic presence from the video.
Line Rider—a game based on drawing the riding tracks for tiny cartoon figures and
synchronizing those tracks with the sound—has become a popular creative outlet on YouTube.
There is presently a vast array of musical examples set to the tracks of a cartoon biker, many
classical works among them. These graphic representations create an overly simplistic onedimensional narrative line of the music score.
If previous TPG video productions appeared to be symbiotically enhancing parts of the
overall work in both compositional and performative methods, this type of music visualization
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brings restrictive attributes into the relationship. When The Piano Guys incorporated animated
videos in their earlier productions before, the characters were animated versions of the artists
themselves. In addition, the scenes were carrying specific messages purposefully integrated into
the mashup or cover it accompanied. For instance, a LEGO-based animated movie in a cover
production of “All I Want For Christmas is You” (2019) referred to the traditional kids’
Christmas presents and a family spirit shifting the mashup from the romance character of the
original song. The story was narrated as a fairytale with the TPG musicians as the main actors.
The latest video addition––a May 2020 animated movie for TPG’s “Pictures at an Exhibition”
(2019) track—also has a solid concept portraying the musicians as puppets with skillfully
manipulated life-like gestures and facial expressions. Showing both the puppets and the hands of
the puppeteer, the video created a multilayered structure, mirroring the hierarchical distributions
of the layers in the music in the alternation of conducting forces and guided puppets.
The animated representation of “Something Just Like Liszt” is limited to several key
factors: rudimentary pitch visualization, basic indications of positive/negative/neutral emotional
transformations and the minimal amount of voices or layers. As a result, if the listener literally
follows the musical material through these visual cues, the listener’s attention would inevitably
concentrate on the visually supported signifiers, gaining satisfaction from matching audio and
video indications. This would effectively eliminate all the other layers from the listener’s
spectrum. Similar to reducing Beethoven’s Symphony to one page of Schenkerian analysis, this
representation flattens the verticality of musical flow in real time, confining it to several linear
passages.
In this scenario, the video part fits Lacasse’s definition of cophonography—just one of
the extraphonographic components, lumped together with illustrations and liner notes
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(paraphonographic components) and comments by the audience and critics (metaphonographic
layers). It provides a limited one-way interaction, distilling the structure in one possible
performative mode, so it only plays a peripheral role as a distant cophonographic source in the
transtextual framework of the mashup.
Perhaps, there is a tenuous connection pointing at the reasoning behind relegating the
video representation to the realm of cartoons. Both original sources of the mashup carry a
background history of cartoon depictions. Though the music of Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 has
been used in animated movies since 1929, 117 it became a household name after it was featured in
a Bugs Bunny cartoon produced by Warner Brothers and Looney Tunes in 1946. Since then it
has been used in over 150 different cartoons, dozens of movies and even as a soundtrack to
videogames.118 The majority of these borrowings concentrated on several key fragments of the
melodic lines, and a group of these fragments became an order of tropes, or easily identifiable
signifiers. Each subsequent occurrence of them in remixed or repurposed shape would allude to
their cartoon representations as the most familiar source. TPG also drew from the same pool of
signifiers, utilizing the familiarity of the reference to the cartoons. Thus, the Line Rider cartoon
characters, jumping through hoops in synchrony with the music would be readily accepted by the
audience.
Interestingly, the original release of “Something Just Like This” by Coldplay was
accompanied by an animated movie, depicting a loosely shaped story of a boy dreaming about
being a hero. It is remarkable, however, that, aside from both being animated cartoons, these
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It was a part of a piano solo by Mickey Mouse in “The Opry House” (1929).

The most famous animations include “A Car-Tune Portrait” (1937), “Rhapsody in Rivets” (1941), and “Convict
Concerto” (1954). The most notable films are A Day at the Races (1937), A Night in Casablanca (1946), The Atomic
Café (1982), and Shine (1996).
118
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complements to their respective works have very little in common. Using more contemporary
definitions, the elements of the “Rhapsody,” incorporated in famous cartoons, were cover
parodies of the work, completely interdependent with the video material. In “Something Just
Like This,” the animated imagery serves to expand the dimensions of the words and meanings.
With the lyrics displayed on the screen, the background images are emphasizing key moments in
the text with corresponding drawings of stars and supermen. The images are not driving the story
forward, but merely providing a side commentary.

II. The formal makeup
There are other key aspects that set this particular mashup apart from TPG’s established
patterns. As a rule, previous TPG’s mashups followed the formal layout of the popular song used
in the mashup while the classical elements would be featured at the opening and then woven into
the net of verse–prechorus–chorus patterns. While the formal structure of “Something Just Like
Liszt” lines up with that of Coldplay and the Chainsmokers’ song, the roles of classical and
popular are clearly reversed, elevating the “Rhapsody” material to the constant presence either as
a background or as a lead (Table 3.3). This is not to say that the presence of piano material is
overwhelming in the construction of the character of the mashup—in fact, the Liszt samples are
modified to such a great degree by the presence of juxtaposed “Something” that the character
does not make it into the foreground until the very end. In addition, the eight themes out of
twenty melodies featured in the “Rhapsody” that TPG chose for the mashup are from the lesserknown middle section.
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“Something Just Like This” (2017)
Intro
1st verse
Prechorus
Chorus (1st part)
Chorus (2nd part)
2nd verse
Prechorus
Chorus (2nd part)
Chorus (1st part)
Prechorus
Chorus 2a
Chorus 2
Chorus 1a
Outro

mm. 1–4
mm. 5–12
mm. 13–20
mm. 21–28
mm. 29–36
mm. 37–44
mm. 45–52
mm. 53–60
mm. 61–68
mm. 69–76
mm. 77–84
mm. 85–94
mm. 93–100
mm. 101–107

“Something Just Like Liszt” (2019)

Intro A
Intro B
1st verse
Prechorus
Chorus (1st part)
Chorus (2nd part)
2nd verse

mm. 1–7
mm. 8–11
mm. 12–19
mm. 20–27
mm. 28–35
mm. 36–43
mm. 44–51

Rhapsody only (direct quote from Intro
Theme 2
Fresca Intro motive (Theme 3)
Fresca Intro derivative figurations
Fresca Intro derivative figurations

Chorus (2nd part)
Chorus (1st part)
Prechorus

mm. 52–59
mm. 60–67
mm. 68–75

Fresca 2nd melody

Chorus 2
Outro A
Outro B

mm. 76–83
mm. 84–91
mm. 92–95

Fresca Theme 5
Fresca Coda (Theme 6)
Rhapsody only (direct quote from Coda)

Fresca Theme 4

Fresca Coda (Theme 6)

Figure 3.2. Formal outlines of “Something Just Like This” and “Something Just Like
Liszt”

Clearly, the two works were paired mainly because their respective hooks fit together so
organically. The major-minor relationship plays a paramount role in forming teleological
connections in the harmonic infrastructure. A major-minor interplay between two works creates
a fascinating change of character for both sides. Liszt’s material is written mostly in a major key
and in the mashup it stays within the realm of D-flat major. The relative key of B-flat minor—a
half-step down from the original key of “Something Just Like This”—paints the Liszt’s samples
in more introspective colors. The major triads of “Rhapsody” are repeatedly situated a third apart
from minor harmonies of “Something Just Like This,” both harmonies moving in parallel
harmonic steps. A string of vertical seventh chords, created by those movements, projects a
somber contemplative state, even in configurations of major sevenths. Every chorus starts with
Coldplay’s melancholic chord pattern and ends with the “Rhapsody,” only to revert to the
melancholic chord pattern at the entrance of the next section.
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III. Instruments and timbres
In the realm of classical borrowing, where strict adherence to the original notation is the
closest analogy to an autosonic quotation in contemporary recorded music, the beginning gives a
full impression of the original performance of the “Rhapsody,” with the classical piano timbre
and an accurate recreation of the score. The intertextual reference of the first three measures
becomes a hypertext when the piano melody is transferred to an upper octave. In a higher
register the sound is still emphatically acoustic. The transformation happens on the lonely
repeated C sharp. As Simon Zagorski-Thomas explains, “acoustic sounds are characterized by
tiny inconsistencies in waveforms caused by the small imperfections caused by the material
structure of the objects that are made to vibrate” (2018, 281). As we hear the minute
inconsistencies, we perceive the sound as natural. Going further with this explanation, we also
hear if that acoustic sound is an identical electronically reproduced copy of the previous sound or
a newly-formed set of waveforms. While it is impossible for the human ear to instantly analyze
and compare those imperfections of a given sound to another sound in the past, it is conceivable
that we hear the difference or lack thereof when the sounds are consequential. In the series of
repeating C-sharp tones leading to the entrance of Coldplay’s theme, the first four C-sharp
quarter notes have a different length, different attack and discernibly different vibrations. Each C
sharp causes subtle changes in the flow, creating a feeling of hesitancy and halting anticipation.
Once the background loop enters on the first beat of measure 8, the repeated C sharps are all
identical copies of the very first C sharp in measure 8. To a listener, the repeated notes
immediately become a background loop, losing both their placement as the solo part and their
acoustic timbral vitality. The loop entrance marks the beginning of the linear exposition of the
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Chainsmokers’ song. The vocal nature of Coldplay elements is further enhanced by vocal
doubling of the cello line—a rarely used technique in TPG’s arsenal. The effect is produced by
gentle humming underneath the cello line.
For the acoustic tracks TPG use the carbon-fiber cello, which produces a richer, louder
sound than a more traditional wooden one. It creates a striking contrast to the entrance of an
electric cello in Verse 2, which is situated higher in register than a normal violin range.
While the piano has a constant presence from the beginning of the work, the other instruments
are added gradually, so that by the ending section the layers expand to five piano tracks, thirtysix acoustic cello tracks, eighteen electric cello tracks, sixteen vocal tracks and thirteen
percussion tracks.
There appears to be a standard list of roles TPG assign to the two primary instruments
they use in their mashups. The cello—a more versatile source of different timbral sets—serves in
several capacities, most of them corresponding to the contemporary/popular material in
classical/popular combinations. The electric cello represents electric guitar and bass sounds and
replicates guitar riffs; an acoustic cello timbre is designated to replicate the human voice; and an
array of new sounds, invented by Steven Sharp Nelson using the body of the cello, take on a role
of the percussion section. The use of the piano in this cello-piano tandem is generally limited to
its natural sound. In its main capacity, the piano usually provides stylistic references to the
classical segment of the classical/popular works. Additionally, it frequently reproduces the
multitude of lines of the orchestra or band part, though the weight of chordal progressions and
harmonic changes is often transferred to the cello and implemented through juxtaposition of
multiple tracks. In “Something Just Like Liszt,” the division of the mashup parts between the
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instruments is especially telling. In this pairing of works, the piano has a cameo role119—the
“Rhapsody” was written for the piano and is almost exclusively performed on the piano. The
“Rhapsody” material of the mashup is laid out exclusively in the piano part, and with the
exception of copying and digitally multiplying several pitches, the piano did not undergo any
timbral modifications. There are several instances of the piano picking up both mashup songs,
but the material of “Something Just Like This” is either doubled in the cello or remains a
background voice.

IV. Metatextual and transfictional relationships
Implementing elements of Lacasse’s categorization of eight types of transphonography, I
have analyzed how these definitions might represent the complex interrelationships in the design
of this mashup. The highest hierarchical point offers two possible interpretations of the
hypertext/hypotext relationship. By Genette’s definition, hypertext is new material produced
from the hypotext, i.e., the source material. Liszt’s “Rhapsody” and Coldplay and the
Chainsmokers’ song would logically constitute the hypotext, and its resulting symbiosis the
hypertext.
Direct allosonic quotations from Liszt’s score are present throughout the entire mashup.
The first three measures are identical to Liszt’s notation. The subsequent elements use the
truncated motives from various sections of the “Rhapsody,” modifying them to fit the vertical
juxtaposition of Coldplay’s song. In the narrow definition of the process of covering provided by
Lacasse, the main melody as used in “Something Just Like Liszt” is a cover of “Something Just
A similar occurrence of the piano used as an object very close to the original source can be found in TPG’s
mashup “Mission Impossible.” The quoted material of Mozart’s Sonata in C major K. 545 features the piano as a
prominent stylistic and strategic hypotextual reference. However, the Sonata as hypotext is already a product of
earlier transvocalization––adaptation to piano from the originally intended harpsichord.
119
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Like This.” The character does not change, the style mimics the source and the end goal is not a
travesty or parody but faithful representation of a melody. Pairing that representation with the
elements from the “Rhapsody” immediately generates a host of new interrelationships.
It is not clear in Lacasse’s definition if transfictional relations are confined to the
phonographic representation or can also be analyzed on the metatextual level. Within musical
bounds there are pitch and rhythmic elements shared by the two sources creating unity. For
example, C#/Db serves as an axis to both motives and the bridge between the melodies in the
first part of the mashup.
As I mentioned before, the types of intertextual relationships frequently overlap, allowing
the elements to participate in several different relationships simultaneously. Categorized as a part
of supportive elements with one-way influence, this layer has a purely metatextual relationship—
extramusical commentaries and interpretations referring to both Franz Liszt’s and Coldplay’s
personalities contribute to the formations of the characters of the work. As opposed to the
“Lacrimosa/Hello” mashup, where Requiem was more of an abstract image, interacting with the
more defined human character of Adele’s song, “Something Just Like Liszt” brings out the
parallels and/or differences between two heroes. Brought forward by the choice of one of the
most famously virtuosic works, Franz Liszt’s persona evokes a piano superstar and a showman
on one side and a humble servant of God trying to avoid public criticism on the other. Franz
Liszt’s image echoes the ideas expressed in Coldplay’s song—the comparison to superheroes,
the realization that he does not have superpowers and does not have to have them. The
substitution of the child figure in a superhero costume to Liszt’s figure in the cover page seals
the parallel.
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The cross-influence of these two images belongs to a different type of transtextuality—
transfictionality. Separated in their respective transfictional worlds, the two images do not
change their attributes: Franz Liszt’s presence in the “Rhapsody” exudes overwhelming
showmanship with very occasional deviations into the serious or romantic ideas. In contrast,
Coldplay’s character remains subdued throughout the song, oscillating between hope and
despair. Placed in the same fictional world, the characters clearly influence each other. In
musical terms, this translates into harmonic modifications mirroring the cross-relations.

V. Individual intertextualities
The two works participating in the mashup have their own universe of intertextual
relationships. Some of them have already occurred in the past—displaying the end result of
modifications by the time the samples were placed in the mashup—and some interactions are
happening at the same time with the mashup interactions, but on the separate levels of individual
works. The latter processes do not overlap with the primary intertextual layout of the mashup,
but their influence spills into the acting parts, influencing the larger primary interactions. While
in the primary network these interrelationships might be eclipsed by more hierarchically
significant cross-influences, within their respective separate domains these intertextual
connections are of great impact.
“Hungarian Rhapsody” is based on the verbunkos idiom (Loya 2011), a GypsyHungarian style with rich axiomatic features. Without delving deeply into historical analysis of
the “Rhapsody,” I will illustrate several of its key thematic components that contribute to the
hypertextual scheme of this mashup. Loya points at a transcultural connection, which can be
interpreted as a paratextual relationship. Depending on the degree of nationalistic
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characterization displayed in the Rhapsodies through their name, stylistic qualities and historical
performance practices, the transcultural qualities can translate into a transfictional exchange.
However relevant at the time Liszt wrote the Rhapsodies, historical significance of the
nationalistic character of the Gypsy-Hungarian style might not have a discernible impact on
perception of “Rhapsody” samples in contemporary settings. Nevertheless, the most axiomatic
attributes of the style, present in the “Rhapsody” samples, contribute toward the incongruity in
the makeup of the mashup, and thus need to be illustrated.
There are certain commonalities between characteristics of verbunkos style and the
structural attributes of contemporary pop songs. In popular song forms, the chorus is frequently
preceded by the pre-chorus––a small section following the verse and functioning as the harmonic
and melodic bridge into the chorus. The pre-chorus has a slightly different character from the
preceding verse, moves in a different tempo and/or uses alternative instrumentation. The prechorus is sometimes called a “lift”, since it frequently provides forward motion and higher
emotional tension “lifting” the listener to the chorus. In the song structures of verbunkos style
there is a similar two-part division to the slow and fast sections. As Loya (2011, 37) explains, the
most basic purpose of this lassan and friss (slow and fast) pairing is to create an overarching
forward motion from a slow beginning to a fast ending.

VI. Tonal/modal relationships
With the exception of the first four measures, the “Rhapsody” samples come from the
second part of the work, Fresca. The original key of Fresca is F-sharp major, while a lot of
material resides in the dominant key of C-sharp major. The samples injected in the mashup are
taken out of their F-sharp major context and firmly situated in the enharmonic equivalent of the
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dominant key, D-flat major. The relationship created through the relative major and minor (Dflat major/B-flat minor) is not definitively hierarchical (as dominant-tonic pull), but rather codependent, allowing for an ambiguity. The entirety of “Something Just Like This” is based on a
three-chord loop of G–A–Bm.120 Transposed down a half step to B-flat minor to match the D-flat
major samples of the “Rhapsody,” the resultant Gb–Ab–Bbm loop creates constant interruptions
of the dominant–tonic connection (A flat to D flat), circling to the repetitive deceptive cadence
(i.e., IV–V–vi) instead. The passages of the “Rhapsody” are directed toward affirmation of D-flat
major, but continuously disrupted by the B-flat minor resolution.
The tonal distributions between the bass line, piano part, and the melody remain stable
for most of the mashup. With the exception of Intro A and Outro B, which establish the
“Rhapsody” outline, the bass still maintains the B-flat minor loop. The resulting arpeggiations in
the piano part, which would independently constitute V–I patterns in D-flat major, form seventh
and ninth chords in a minor mode instead. The insert substituting for the second chorus
(measures 44 to 51, 1:50–2:08; see Example 3.6) holds the most elaborate deviation from the
strict harmonic frame. The hypertextual version of the theme derives from the Fresca section of
the “Rhapsody.” Breaking the constraints of the imposed bVI–bVII–i range, the bridge
introduces an F minor sonority that still leads to B-flat minor in a diatonic v–i pattern. Since the
loop is broken, the emergent “Rhapsody” patterns are much more evident. The motives are used
in stylistic transformation, elaborating on the contours of the original and the short rhythmic
melisma of the “Rhapsody,” but does not quote the exact melodic line. The new
voice/accompaniment balance forcefully brings the piano to the foreground, establishing a

There is an ongoing stylistic reference to other songs of the Chainsmokers. This particular bVI–bVII–I(i) loop
with very similar rhythmic structure is used in several of their songs. While the progression is common enough to
merely point out its growing use in contemporary pop music, in this instance there are several additional similarities
in its usage to signify a more direct connection.
120
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heightened competition between two characters. A romantic step into E-flat minor marks the
only instance of the subdominant harmony in the entire structure. It also pushes the cello melody
to the front lines as independent original material, as it was previously constrained by stepwise
movement around either the D-flat or F axis of the “Something Just Like This” melody.
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Example 3.8. “Something Just Like Liszt,” mm. 44-51

A constant pendular motion between two keys is, in a way, similar to circular repetitions
in the Aeolian loop in “Something.” It also effectively suppresses the forward directionality of
the progression, except in this case the affirmative direct cadence creates a stable tonal stasis
consisting of repetitive tension-resolution movements. The V–I motion accumulates into
heightened restless tension on a larger scale, instead of swinging within a more content bVI–i
modal loop.
The chord loop bVI–bVII–i constituting the foundation of Coldplay and the
Chainsmokers’ song—commonly referred to now as the “Aeolian progression” or “Aeolian
cadence” (Biamonte 2010)—is a harmonic formula increasingly common to popular musical
styles since the 1960s. The three-chord progression arguably came about as a substitution for the
old Western iv–V–i cadence. It retains its structural and emotional attributes in its migration
across different works, thus attaining transfictional capabilities. The foundational importance of
the Aeolian mode in rock music has been identified by Alf Björnberg back in 1989. Specifically
referring to this particular bVI–bVII–i progression, Björnberg maps out its role in the
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harmonization of popular songs and summarizes the essence of a conflict presented in this
mashup by mixing tonality and modality. Björnberg notes that “the Aeolian ostinati lack the
strongly forward-directed, teleological character typical of the tension-resolution progressions of
‘regular’ functional harmony” (Björnberg 2007 [1989]) and suggests that these ostinati carry
common paramusical characteristics, thus making them stylistically intertextual.121 Björnberg
theorizes that “the alternative to the unidirectional, goal-oriented progressions of functional
harmony that Aeolian harmony constitutes, may in its turn be seen as the musical coding of a
conflict between important traits of the dominant ideology and the way in that reality is actually
experienced” (Björnberg 2007 [1989]).
Since the publication of Björnberg’s analysis, there have been several analytical studies
arguing that the flatted seventh scale degree takes primacy over the leading tone in rock
harmony. Mark Richards (2017), for example, explores conflicting perceptions of mode in
major/Aeolian progressions, particularly the resulting ambiguity toward tonality or modality in
the absence of a dominant chord. Since it is much easier to shift the mode between major and
minor centers, the axis stability and perception of a tonic often becomes dependent on repetition
rather than tonal affirmation (Spicer 2017).
Figures 3.4–3.6 show examples of the harmonic loop of “Something Just Like This” and
two other works using the same loop. The examples demonstrate a sequential migration within
the Chainsmokers’ output, with the current song, composed in 2017, squeezed between “Closer”
(2016) and “Hope” (2018). Not only is the progression the same, but also the rhythmic structures
are very similar.122

Björnberg cites multiple examples of rock and pop songs based on Aeolian harmonic progressions and argues
that Aeolian harmony can be treated as one unified object of musical expression that represents the same mode
(2007 [1989], 275–82).
121
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Figure 3.3. “Closer” (2016)

Figure 3.4. “Something Just Like This” (2017)

Figure 3.5. “Hope” (2018)

Other recent Chainsmokers songs using the same loop: “Setting Fires” (2016); “Inside Out” ft. Charlee (2016);
“Young” (2017); “Save Yourself” with NGHTMRE (2018); “Do You Mean” (2019); “Call You Mine” ft. Bebe
Rexha (2019); and “The Reaper” ft. Amy Shark (2019).
122
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While the harmonic build of “Something Just like This” falls into the modal framework
of rock harmony, the harmonic tensions in the “Rhapsody” excerpts are governed by the classical
tonal language.123 A cyclical repetition of the loop with the return of an axis at B-flat minor on
the third beat of each measure mirrors the fatalist character of “Something.” The “Rhapsody”
maintains a different axis point, D-flat major, though it is greatly destabilized by the modal
influence. The chords in the progression of “Something” would correspond to the IV–V–vi
deceptive cadence in the D-flat major of the “Rhapsody” samples. The “Rhapsody” is constantly
gravitating toward an authentic cadence, maintaining unresolvable tension between two
characters.
Example 3.7 shows an independent motion of the tonal progression copied from the
Fresca part in the “Rhapsody” (mm. 323–30) in the upper register of the piano part locked
between the modal bVI–VII–i loop in the lower stave and a verbatim quote from the prechorus
melodic line of “Something” in the cello part. The resulting parallel resolutions create a chain of
polytonality with the implication of the classical V–I cadence in the “Rhapsody.” Even when the
chords formed by the pitch content are identical, such as in measure 74, these chords have
independent functions in the progressions in each part. The “Rhapsody” element concludes its
progression on a V–I cadence in jarring conflict with the would-be flatted-seventh degree in the
modal loop at the end of measure 75.

This is not to ignore the numerous instances of modality scattered through the “Rhapsody”: the very first example
comes in the Introduction, which was also used in the mashup. The major-minor ambiguity of the C-sharp major
chord immediately followed by E natural in the melody line is coupled with diatonic seventh degree (E sharp) in the
second and fourth measures.
123
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Example 3.9. TPG’s “Something Just Like Liszt,” mm. 72–75

The following excerpts show a similar vertical juxtaposition where the upper voice is
staying in D-flat major, independently quoting the theme from the “Rhapsody” (Examples 3.8a
and 3.8b). In this instance, though, the textures are more conforming to one another, because of
subtle adjustments. In a similar trilateral layout, the chord loop stays intact, but the cello part
switches seamlessly into the “Rhapsody” motive that revolves around the same D-flat axis point.
The main “Rhapsody” quote is a hypertextual derivative from the corresponding original
melody, weakened by the transformations. In the original motive, dissonant non-chord
appoggiaturas fall on the accented first beats forming spring-like tensions toward the weaker
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beats. In addition, the melodic line landed on B natural, forming a dominant-seventh chord with
the bass. TPG excise the entire dominant-seventh region and shift the resolution part of the V–I
pendulum to the first beat of the bar. With the accompanying bass loop on G-flat major, the
pendulum transforms into a IV–I pattern, expanded to encompass four beats. In TPG’s
adjustment, even though the original rhythmic pattern within motivic cells remains, the
resolutions fall on strong beats. Since the harmonic texture of this “Rhapsody” excerpt is more
dependent on the bass line than the previous one, the line fails to maintain its representational
status as a secondary tonal region.

Example 3.10. Franz Liszt, Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2, mm.179–86
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Example 3.11.TPG’s “Something Just Like Liszt,” mm. 76–79
However, there are still several hypertextual modifications based on the position of the
quote in both the vertical and sequential dimensions. In Liszt’s original, the bridge leads to one
of the most exciting melodies, which never makes it into the mashup. But the exact quotation
effectively points back to the very beginning quotation, as if the “Rhapsody” was the intentional
baseline of the work all along. Genette would label the technique evident in the use of this
melodic quote as “transvaluation”—a transformational act that explicitly or implicitly affects the
character of the quote (1997, 343). In this instance, it is more of a devaluation, as the identity of
the quote is molded into a more present mode of the primary character, leaving only the echoing
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presence of the initial brilliance. The original rhythmic pattern of the “Rhapsody” excerpt is
exhilarating and dance-provoking, driven forward with syncopated second beats. The first beats
consist of suspensions of auxiliary tones, creating additional tension toward the accented middle
of the bar. In the hypertextual version, the first beat lacks all the tension, comfortably resting on
the tonic chord. The non-chord part of the melody becomes a melodic turn around the same
harmonic function. Drained of the energetic pool of syncopations and tonic-dominant tension,
the melody is deflated to the level of the implied polyphonic line complying with Coldplay’s
character.
The coda of “Something Just Like Liszt” returns to pure Liszt material, creating a
unifying arch with the opening. It stands somewhat separately from the rest of the work. Only in
the last eight measures are all the three main lines playing in tandem, finally succumbing to the
virtuosity and the uplifting character of the “Rhapsody.” The last several seconds are occupied
with a chromatic octave passage in the opposite directions of the keyboard. This passage has
several vital connotations. For one, it immediately brings forth a solo piano virtuoso, thus
evoking an image of Liszt, an image of a concert pianist and an image of a classical virtuoso
performing live on stage. Secondly, extreme chromatism would be an atypical harmonic
overload for most contemporary popular songs. Such use of a keyboard immediately establishes
a localized stylistic intertextual fragment pointing again to the Romantic period in Western
classicism.
Thirdly, the musical sample is taken from the middle part of Liszt’s Fresca, where it
serves as a connecting quasi-improvised bridge facilitating the subsequent key change from Fsharp major to A major for the repeat of the main melody. In TPG’s mashup, the sample starting
on D flat signifies an unequivocal cadence in D-flat major, with a typical ending climax of a solo
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instrumental work of the Romantic period. Such a pronounced role of a virtuoso pianist brings
the overall impression of the mashup closer to the classical side, making Coldplay’s material
more subservient in the narrative. In the concluding chromatic passage (mm. 92–94), the B-flat
minor bass line disappears, bringing the progression to a firm major resolution. From the point of
the comparative analysis, the entire eight measures are an exact allosonic replay of one of the
bridge sections of the “Rhapsody,” complete with octave jumps. At first glance, the entire
sample is strictly intertextual, as there are no transformations done to the material. Because of
the overwhelming presence of B-flat minor preceding the coda section, the mere eight measures
of coda do not fully establish a new major tonality. While the mashup concludes in D-flat major,
there is no formal cadence leading to a D-flat major resolution. Since there is no forward motion
toward faster, more exciting character, nor was there any logical signal precipitating a character
change toward the end, the flashy chromatic passages appear incompatible with the previous
musical landscape, creating an abrupt ending instead of a grand finale.
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CONCLUSION

Applying several analytical frames to the library of works by The Piano Guys this
research illustrates the development of an important stylistic trend in contemporary music
compositions, largely overlooked in the prior academic studies. A newly formed combination of
sampling techniques, imitations and cover strategies enhanced with originally composed
elements creates a unique symbiotic relationship between Western classical traditions and
exponentially evolving popular musical culture, inviting analytic research from multiple
directions.
The analysis of genre categorizations in contemporary musical culture demonstrates that
most of the classifications, shifts and reconfigurations of the genre concepts can be traced
through the producer––consumer relationships. While the artists are constantly expanding on the
new ideas and alternative styles, the actual formations of the genres and their survival as
repeatable trends depends on the consumers’ participation. The technology that assures
accessibility of all musical styles also creates an overwhelming amount of new information,
where the ideas of today might be drowned by the concepts of tomorrow. The genres that are
reproduced with relative predictability are parsed into subgenres, subgroups and substyles, so
that there is a constant process of reconfiguration within each of the metagenres, which are
perceived as more stable.
The works of The Piano Guys are situated within a classical crossover genre. A deeper
research into the role of classical crossover in today’s musical landscape shows how classical
music is present in many other music genres, morphing into current trends. As a genre, classical
crossover has been occupying its niche for the last three decades. This study demonstrates that
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during the last ten years the genre has dramatically expanded its listening base, moving to the list
of twenty most popular musical genres. While the critics still debate if the classical crossover
artists are “shallow” and “not sincere enough to last or to bring new listeners to the fold” (Smith,
2005), the genre is more commercially successful and more appealing to the general public, then
classical music in its pure form. Classical crossover works are streamed, watched and sold much
more than classical albums. For instance, on YouTube, the renowned classical violinist Hilary
Hahn has a little more than four million views on her most-watched video, whereas the crossover
violinist Lindsey Stirling has over 131 million views on her most popular video (YouTube, n,d.).
The video of “Nutcracker Suite” by Lang Lang, one of the most famous classical pianist Lang
Lang shows about three million views while a classical cover of Christina Perri’s “A Thousand
Years” by The Piano Guys has 184,605,432 views. It may be true that the classical crossover
artists are trying to appeal to a mass audience to survive in the music industry. But they also
continuously provide vital introduction to classical works, expanding classical audiences. 124 The
research data on music streaming practices of consumers across the globe suggests that the
teleological model of innovation has positively affected the streaming rates of both classical
genre and classical crossover music.
A discourse on authorship distributions of the classical/popular mashup style shows that
besides expanding the boundaries of group creativity in the context of popular music, the actual
process of music making within this style allows to “question some earlier readings of (Western
art) music history, such as the aesthetics of autonomy (with its separation of musical works from
their social and cultural surroundings) and the “great composer history,” with its patriarchal,

Some critics, such as Carolyn Beckingham, believe that if the general audiences assume that the are hearing the
original work instead of a crossover version, “they will never venture any further and that is deeply damaging”
(2009, 62).
124
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ethnocentric and otherwise biased and constricted interpretations” (Ahonen 2007, 14). The
discussion shows how the rigid notion of authorship in the Western classical tradition, which
tends to emphasize composition over performance, is in the process of mediation, undergoing the
adjustments to modern concepts of social involvement in creative processes. This critical enquiry
of ideas about musical authorship puts both classical and popular music on equal grounds.
This study explores new approach to the Theory of Topic, illuminating tropological
relationships on the opposite ends of the temporal spectrum. A multi-disciplinary framework of
the tropological developments of topics in contemporary works with classical elements illustrates
sociocultural connections between different media.
A similarly experimental method of applying the concepts of intertextuality to the
elements of several genres and multiple media of expression simultaneously rendered valuable
insight on the intertextual connections spanning across numerous special and temporal layers.
The role of classical/popular mashups in the constantly changing genre formations clearly
places them at the forefront of the development of repurposed and reconceptualized art. Without
manufacturing artificial adjustments of classical traditions to fit the pace of current performance
trends, these mashups initiate the full participation of classical elements in contemporary
development. It is evident from the abundant examples in popular genres that artists who work in
rap, hip-hop, rave, trance and countless other EDM genres and styles don’t see classical
traditions as sacred and unapproachable. Classical musicians are also becoming more active in
creating new concepts in contemporary art rather than preserving traditional values. Listeners’
engagements in group creative processes are transforming our relationship with classical music,
further eliminating the perceptions of inaccessibility. Looking forward, further interdisciplinary
studies could prove quite beneficial to the literature, illuminating how classical music elements
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have been further integrated into different cultural spheres and have become one of many faucets
of musical expression in continuously developing configurable culture.
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APPENDIX 1: THE PIANO GUYS DISCOGRAPHY
Hits (2011)
“Michael Meets
Mozart”

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Piano Concerto No. 5 in D Major, K.
175 (1773)
Michael Jackson, “Smooth Criminal” (1988); “Billie Jean” (1983)
“Moonlight”
Ludwig van Beethoven, Piano Sonata No. 14 in C♯ Minor, Op. 27
No. 2 (1801); Symphony No. 7 in A Major, Op. 92 (1812)
“Without You”
David Guetta and Raymond Usher, “Without You” (2011)
“The Cello Song”
Johann Sebastian Bach, Cello Suite No. 1 (1717);
Charles Gounod, “Ave Maria” (1853)
“Rolling in the
Gustav Holst, “Jupiter” from The Planets, Op.32 (1916);
Deep”
Adele, “Rolling in the Deep” (2010)
“Cello Wars” (Radio John Williams, “Star Wars (Main Theme)” (1977);
Edit)
“The Imperial March (Darth Vader’s Theme)” (1980);
“Cantina Band” (1977)
“O Fortuna”
Carl Orff, Carmina Burana (1937)
“Bring Him Home” Claude-Michel Schönberg, “Bring Him Home” from Les
Misérables (1980)
“Charlie Brown
Vince Guaraldi Trio, “Linus & Lucy” (1964); “Track Meets”
Medley”
(1998)
“Rock Meets
Sergei Rachmaninoff, Piano Concerto No. 2 in C Minor, Op. 18
Rachmaninoff”
(1901)
“All of Me”
Jon Schmidt, “All of Me” (1996)

Mashup

Mashup
Cover
Mashup
Mashup
Mashup

Cover
Cover
Mashup
Cover
Original

The Piano Guys (Sony Masterworks 2012)
“Titanium/Pavane”
“Peponi (Paradise)”
“Code Name
Vivaldi”
“Beethoven’s 5
Secrets”
“Over the Rainbow/
Simple Gifts”

“Arwen’s Vigil”

Gabriel Fauré, Pavane, Op. 50 (1887);
David Guetta ft. Sia, “Titanium” (2011)
Coldplay, “Paradise” (2011)
Antonio Vivaldi, Concerto in G Minor for 2 Cellos, RV 531 (1720);
John Powell, The Bourne Identity (soundtrack, 2002)
Ludwig van Beethoven, Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Op. 67
(1808);
One Republic “Secrets” (2009)
Joseph Brackett, “Simple Gifts” (1848);
Harold Arlen, “Over the Rainbow” from The Wizard of Oz
(soundtrack, 1939);
Aaron Copland, “Simple Gifts” from Appalachian Spring (1944);
Israel “Iz” Ka’ano’i Kamakawiwo’Ole, “Over the Rainbow/What a
Wonderful World Medley” (1990)
Jon Schmidt, “Arwen’s Vigil” (2012)
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Mashup
Cover
Mashup
Mashup

Mashup

Original

“A Thousand Years” Richard Wagner, “Bridal Chorus” from Lohengrin (1850);
Christina Perri, “A Thousand Years” (2011)
“What Makes You
One Direction, “What Makes You Beautiful” (2011)
Beautiful”

Mashup
Cover

The Piano Guys 2 (Portrait 2013)
“Begin Again”
“Rockelbel’s
Canon”
“Mission
Impossible”
“Lord of the
Rings”
“Berlin”
“Just the Way You
Are”
“Nearer My God to
Thee”
“Waterfall”
“Me and My Cello
(Happy Together)”
“Twinkle Lullaby”
“More Than
Words”
“Can’t Help Falling
in Love”

Johann Sebastian Bach, “Sheep May Safely Graze” (1713);
Taylor Swift, “Begin Again” (2012)
Johann Pachelbel, Canon in D Major (1680)

Mashup

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Piano Sonata No. 15 in C Major, K.
545 (1788);
Boris (Lalo) Schifrin, “Mission Impossible Theme” (soundtrack,
1967)
Howard Shore, “Many Meetings” (2001); “Amon Hen” (2001);
“The Grace of Undómiel” (2003); “Isengard Unleased” from The
Lord of the Rings (soundtrack, 2003)

Mashup

Steven Sharp Nelson, “Berlin” (2013);
Ewan Dobson, “Time 2” (2010)
Bruno Mars, “Just the Way You Are” (2010)
“Nearer My God to Thee” (Traditional, arr. James Stevens, 2008)
Jon Schmidt, “Waterfall” (2013)
The Turtles, “Happy Together” (1966)

Cover

Mashup

Original/
Sampled
Cover
Cover
Original
Cover

“Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star” (Traditional, 1806)

Cover

Johann Sebastian Bach, “Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring” (1723);
Extreme, “More Than Words” (1990)
Elvis Presley, “Can’t Help Falling in Love” (1961);
Jean Paul Martini, “Plaisir D’Amour” (1780)

Cover
Cover/
Mashup

A Family Christmas (Portrait 2013)
“Angels We Have
Heard on High”
“O Come, O Come
Emmanuel”
“Good King
Wenceslas”

“We Wish You a Merry Christmas” (Traditional);
“Angels We Have Heard on High” (Traditional)
“O Come, O Come Emmanuel” (Traditional, 1861)
“Good King Wenceslas” (Traditional, 1853)
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Mashup
Cover
Cover

“Carol of the
Bells/God Rest Ye
Merry Gentlemen”
“Where Are You
Christmas?”
“Let It Snow/Winter
Wonderland”
“Still, Still, Still”
“We Three Kings”
“Away In a Manger”
“Christmas
Morning”
“Winter Wind”
“Silent Night”
“I Saw Three Ships”

Mykola Leontovych, “Carol of the Bells” (1914);
“God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen” (Traditional)

“Lo, How A Rose
E’er Blooming”
“North Pole Express
(Ding Dong Merrily
on High)”
“In The Bleak
Midwinter”
“It Came Upon A
Midnight Clear”

Michael Praetorius, “Lo, How A Rose E’er Blooming” (1609)

Cover

“Ding Dong Merrily on High” (Traditional)

Cover

Mashup

Faith Hill, “Where Are You Christmas?” from How the Grinch
Stole Christmas (2000)
Jule Styne, “Let it Snow” (1945)
Felix Bernard, “Winter Wonderland” (1934)
“Still, Still, Still” (Traditional, 1865)
John Henry Hopkins, Jr., “We Three Kings” (1857)
William James Kirkpatrick, “Away In a Manger” (1895)
Jon Schmidt, “Christmas Morning” (2013)

Cover
Cover
Cover
Original

Steven Sharp Nelson, “Winter Wind” (2013)
Franz Xaver Gruber, “Silent Night” (1818)
“I Saw Three Ships” (Traditional)

Original
Cover
Cover

Jon Schmidt, “In The Bleak Midwinter” (2013)
Richard Storrs Willis, “It Came Upon A Midnight Clear” (1850)

Cover
Mashup

Original
Cover

Wonders (Portrait 2014)
“Story of My Life” Camille Saint-Saëns, “Aquarium” from The Carnival of the
Animals (1886);
One Direction, “Story of My Life” (2013)
“Let It Go”
Antonio Vivaldi, “L’Inverno” from Concerto No. 4 in F Minor,
Op. 8, RV 297 (1723);
Idina Menzel, “Let It Go” (2013)
“Fathers’ Eyes”
Al van der Beek and Steven Sharp Nelson, “Fathers’ Eyes” (2013)
“Kung Fu Piano:
Hans Zimmer and John Powell, “Oogway Ascends” from Kung Fu
Cello Ascends”
Panda (2008);
Frédéric Chopin, Prelude No. 20 in C Minor, Op. 28 (1839)
“Summer Jam”
Jon Schmidt and Steven Sharp Nelson, “Summer Jam” (2013)
“Batman
Neal Hefti, “Batman Theme” (1966);
Evolution”
Danny Elfman, Batman (soundtrack, 1989);
Hanz Zimmer and James Newton Howard, The Dark Knight
(soundtrack, 2008)
“Don’t You Worry Swedish House Mafia, “Don’t You Worry Child” (2012)
Child”
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Mashup

Mashup

Original
Mashup

Original
Mashup

Cover

“Home”
“The Mission /
How Great Thou
Art”
“Because of You”
“Pictures at an
Exhibition”
“Love Story”
“What Are
Words”

Antonín Dvořák, “Largo” from Symphony No. 9 (1893);
Phillip Phillips, “Home”(2012)
Ennio Morricone, “Gabriel’s Oboe” (1986);
“How Great Thou Art” (Traditional, 1885)

Mashup

Al van der Beek, “Because of You” (2014);
Bloodhound Gang, “The Bad Touch” (2009)
Modest Mussorgsky, Pictures at an Exhibition (1874)

Original/
Sampled
Cover

Taylor Swift, “Love Story” (2008);
Coldplay, “Viva la Vida” (2008)
Chris Medina, “What Are Words” (2011)

Mashup

Mashup

Cover

Uncharted (Portrait 2016)
“Fight Song/
Amazing
Grace”
“A Sky Full of
Stars”
“Hello/
Lacrimosa”
“(It’s Gonna
Be) Okay”
“Themes from
The Pirates of
the Caribbean”
“Celloopa”
“The Jungle
Book/
Sarabande”
“Holding On”
“Can’t Stop
the Feeling”
“Tour de
France”
“Uncharted”
“Indiana Jones
and the

Rachel Platten, “Fight Song” (2015);
“Scotland the Brave” (Traditional, 1911);
John Newton, “Amazing Grace” (1779)
Coldplay, “A Sky Full of Stars” (2014)

Mashup

Adele, “Hello” (2015);
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, “Lacrimosa” from Requiem in D
Minor, K. 626 (1791)
Dave Bassett, “(It’s Gonna Be) Okay” (2016)

Mashup

Klaus Badelt, “The Black Pearl,” “Will & Elizabeth,” “Blood
Ritual” and “He’s a Pirate” from Pirates of the Caribbean
(soundtrack, 2003)
Lindsey Stirling, “Crystallize”(2012);
Steven Sharp Nelson and Al van der Beek, “Celloopa” (2014)
Georg Friedrich Händel, “Sarabande” from Suite No. 4 in D
Minor, HWV 437 (1733);
Phil Harris and Bruce Reitherman, “The Bare Necessities”
from The Jungle Book (1967);
Richard Sherman, “My Own Home” (1967)
Jon Schmidt, Al van der Beek and Steven Sharp Nelson,
“Holding On” (2016)
Justin Timberlake, “Can’t Stop the Feeling” (2016)

Cover

Original
Mashup

Original/
Sampled
Mashup

Original
Cover

Jon Schmidt, “Tour de France” (2016)

Original

Steven Sharp Nelson and Al van der Beek, “Uncharted” (2016)
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, “The Sea and Sinbad’s Ship” from
Scheherazade (1888);

Original
Mashup
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Arabian
Nights”
“I Want You
Back”

John Williams, Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal
Skull (soundtrack, 2008)
Johann Sebastian Bach, Two-Part Invention No. 8 in F Major
(1723); Brandenburg Concerto No. 3 in G Major (1721);
Christian Petzold, “Minuet in G” (1725);
The Jackson 5, “I Want You Back” (1969)

Mashup

Christmas Together (Portrait 2018)
“Angels from the
Realms of Glory”
“O Holy Night/Ave
Maria”
“Mary Did You
Know/Corelli
Christmas Concerto”
“Ode to Joy to the
World”
“What Child is This”
“Gloria/Hark! The
Herald Angels Sing”
“O Little One Sweet,
BWV 493”
“Little Drummer Boy/
Do You Hear What I
Hear?”
“I Saw Three Ships”
“The Sweetest Gift”

“Angels We Have Heard on High” (Traditional, arr.
Edward Shippen Barnes c. 1912)
Adolphe Adam, “O Holy Night” (1847);
Johann Sebastian Bach/ Charles Gounod, “Ave Maria”
(1722/1853)
Buddy Greene, “Mary, Did You Know?” (1991);
Arcangelo Corelli, Concerto Grosso in G minor, Op. 6,
No. 8 (1714)
Ludwig van Beethoven, “Ode to Joy” from Symphony
No. 9 in D Minor (1824);
Dave Matthews Band, “Ants Marching” (1994)
Richard Jones, “What Child is This”/”Greensleeves”
(1580)
Felix Mendelsohn, “Gloria/Hark! The Herald Angels
Sing” (1840)
Johann Sebastian Bach, “O Little One Sweet,” BWV 493
(1735)
Katherine Davis, “Little Drummer Boy” (1941);
Gloria Shayne Baker, “Do You Hear What I Hear?”
(1962)
“I Saw Three Ships” (Traditional)
Craig Aven, “The Sweetest Gift” (2016)

Cover
Mashup

Mashup

Mashup

Cover
Cover
Cover
Mashup

Cover
Cover

Limitless (Portrait 2018)
“Something Just
Like Liszt”
“Rewrite the
Stars”
“In My Blood/
Swan Lake”
“A Million
Dreams”

Franz Liszt, Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 (1847);
Coldplay, “Something Just Like This” (2017)
Zac Efron and Zendaya, “Rewrite the Stars” (2017)

Mashup

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, Swan Lake, Op. 20 (1876);
Justin Paul and Benj Pasek, “In My Blood” from The
Greatest Showman (soundtrack, 2017)
Justin Paul and Benj Pasek, “A Million Dreams” from The
Greatest Showman (soundtrack, 2017)

Mashup
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Cover

Cover

“Limitless”
“DNA”
“Walking the
Wire/Largo”
“Perfect”
“Epiphany”
“Flicker”
“North Cape”
“First Dance”
“Miracles”

Jon Schmidt, “Limitless” (2018)
BTS, “DNA” (2018)
George Friedrich Händel, “Ombra Mai Fu” (1738);
Imagine Dragons, “Walking the Wire” (2017)
Ed Sheeran, “Perfect” (2017)
BTS, “Epiphany”(2018)
Niall Horan, “Flicker”(2017)
Jon Schmidt and Steven Sharp Nelson, “North Cape” (2018)
Jon Schmidt, “First Dance” (2018)
Jon Schmidt and Steven Sharp Nelson, “Miracles” (2018)

Original
Cover
Mashup

Antonin Dvořák, String Quartet in F major, Op. 96 (1893);
Marshmello ft. Bastille, “Happier” (2018)

Mashup

Cover
Cover
Cover
Original
Original
Original

Singles
“Happier”
(2019)

Video only singles
“Dumb Song” (2011)
“To The Summit” (2011)
Also: “Game Day” (2010)
“BitterSweet” (2011)
“Desert Symphony” (2011)
“Rudolph” (2012)
“#sharethegift” (2014)

Jon Schmidt, “Dumb Song” (1981)
Jon Schmidt, “To The Summit” (1981)

Original
Original

Spencer Schmidt, “BitterSweet” (2011)
Shaye Scott, “Desert Symphony” (2011)
John Marks, “Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer”
(1949)
“Angels We Have Heard on High” (Traditional, arr.
Edward Shippen Barnes c. 1912)
John Williams “Jurassic Park Theme” from
Jurassic Park (soundtrack, 1993)
James Horner, Avatar (soundtrack, 2009)
Lewis Capaldi, “Someone You Loved” (2018)

Original
Original
Cover

“Jurassic Park Theme”
(2015)
“Avatar” (2019)
“Someone You Loved”
(2019)
“The Avengers/Portals”
Alan Silvestri, The Avengers (soundtrack, 2012)
(2019)
“All I Want for Christmas Is Mariah Carey, “All I Want for Christmas Is You”
You” (2019)
(1994)
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Cover
Cover
Cover
Cover
Cover
Cover
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